CORINTHIAN BASINS ON HIGH STANDS
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HE GROUP of Corinthianearthenwarebasins characterizedby a deep bowl set on a
high stand with a base has been studiedon occasionbut nevertreatedcomprehensively.
The AmericanSchoolof Classical Studiesat Athens, for many years involvedin a systematic explorationof ancientCorinth,has given me the opportunityto gather a significantnumber of basins for study.1 After a careful examinationof their distinctmorphologicalcharacteristics,it is now possible to establish a new class of Corinthianartifacts.By includingthe
fragmentsof undecoratedbowls, stands, and bases which have generally been neglectedin
favor of examples decoratedin relief, it is now possible to make up a sufficientlyfull and
homogeneouspicture of this class, which can be clearly delineatedin its technicaland typological evolution.
Examples of marble basins in Corinth are rare. Inasmuch as the area possesses no
marble or other hard stone for cutting, Corinthianartisansand artists thoroughlyexplored
the plastic possibilitiesof the local clay. Earthenwarebasins, in fact, constitutesome of the
most frequently documentedobjects in Corinth, especially in deposits of the Archaic and
Classical periods. Thanks to evidenceof nearly all the "linksin the chain",it is possible to
follow the well-defined developmentof the class's evolution from the end of the 8th century B.C. to the Hellenistic period.
The earliest type of basin (1-6) spans from the last decadesof the 8th century to the
beginning of the 6th century B.C. It is a rather thin basin, made with quite pure clay and
coveredby fine slip or smoothedwith a spatula only. The few deep bowls have a straight
profile with flared, thickenedrim, flattenedon top and with a vertical side. Already at the
end of the 7th century, however, the variant with the vertical side shaped in ridges (3) has
appeared.Standsare mostly cylindricalor taperedtowardsthe top and piercedby openings.
Bowls from the close of the 7th centuryB.C., with more substantialthickness,seem to have
I This work would not have been possible without the generous support of ProfessorAntonino Di Vita,
Director of the Italian School in Athens, who furnished me with the necessary academic and economic assistance.I am, in addition,most gratefulto ProfessorStephen G. Miller, then Directorof the AmericanSchool
of Classical Studies at Athens, for his generouspermissionto study the finds in the collectionof the American
School. I would like to thank ProfessorP. A. Clement, Director of the U.C.L.A. excavationsat Isthmia, and
ProfessorJ. McK. Camp II, Assistant Directorof the AmericanSchoolexcavationsof the AthenianAgora, for
their kind permissionto study the finds from those areas undertheir guidance.I am deeply indebtedto Professors E. Paribeniand E. Gebhard,to Drs. B. LindrosWohl and D. Pullen, and to H. Butzer and M. Camp for
many helpful suggestionsgleaned from numerousfruitful conversationsand for having facilitatedmy work in
innumerableways. I am appreciativeof Dr. Elena Ghisellini's assistancein my quest for clarityof expression.
I would especially like to thank Dr. C. K. Williams, II and the indefatigableDr. Nancy Bookidis for their
great kindnessand for their advice and encouragementthroughoutall stages of my work.
Lastly, I would like to acknowledgewith immense gratitude the help of the architect,A. Alan Ortega
Jimenez, who devoteda great deal of his time to revisionof the drawings.
The text of this paper was translated from the Italian by Alice Boccia Paterakis. For bibliographical
abbreviations,see pp. 414-415 below.
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larger diametersand a neater and more articulatedshape (7-9); rims are now overhanging
and thickened,offering to the decoratorsthe wide surfacesof the horizontaltop and especially of the vertical side. The latter, in fact, from the end of the 7th century, will become
almost always decoratedwith variousridges and ornaments,while in the firsthalf of the 6th
centuryB.C. (9, 16) two groupsof ridgesare foundon the verticalside, separatedby a central
space. This element will be virtually standardfor bowl rims throughoutthe Classical period. During the 6th centurybowls, always wide in diameter,often have overhangingrims,
flattenedon top and with the verticalside variouslyshaped;they normallycarryapplied lug
handles.
From the first decades of the 6th century, rims show that characteristicwhich will
belong to the 5th- and 4th-centurytype of basins:the undersideof the rim is separatedfrom
the bowl by a deep offset (10, 11). Slowly, rims begin to be thinner in the inner part and
broaderin the outer one. Towards the end of the 6th century rims are like a veritable appendage,while the horizontaltop and the verticalside are now very wide.
Parallel with the basin development,the bases also show a gradual transformation.
From a very simple invertedechinus they pass to a large base with carinatedprofile. Progressing from the most ancient types (66, 71) to those of the end of the 6th centuryB.C. (72,
73, 75), the lower, widened part becomeshigher, while the upper part becomesgradually
more slanting (89, 90). Alreadyat the beginningof the 6th century(64) this kind of base has
the characteristicridges above the carination and at the point of attachmentbetween base
and stand. Moreover,alternatingred and dark bands are now frequentlyapplied to ridges:
this will be a peculiarity of basins from the Severe period well into the 4th century B.C.
Variants of the same type of bases are 78, 79, 81-84 (invertedechinus with thickenededge
and offset) and 120-122 (invertedechinus on a tall square plinth). Stands in the 6th century B.C. are cylindrical, hollow, slightly splaying at the bottom or with entasis (83), and
show a diametersmaller than that of the 8th- and 7th-centuryspecimens.Groups of ridges
or bands of stampedand rouletted(morerarely painted) decorationsrun horizontally,often
at the juncture of the base and the bowl (65, 67-69, 80, 83-86, 93). Sometimesthe joining
between stand and bowl is differentlytreated (109, 110, and probably 111, 112). Close to
the well-known basin from Isthmia are 87, 88, 114, and 115, which show us the 6th-century
type of Corinthian perirrhanterionwith narrow openings, several groups of horizontal
ridges, and the very importantvariety with spirally fluted stand. 7 and 113 show the possible occurrenceof basins with separatelymade bowl and stand.
As we have seen, the Corinthianbasins of the 6th centuryB.C. have a very wide range of
varieties. All of them, nevertheless,can easily be collectedunder a single type: a large bowl
with a solid rim, set on a tall cylinderwith a wide and steadycircularbase, all with a consistent wall thicknessand well-proportionedshape, more articulatedand harmoniousin comparisonwith the rigid basins of the earlier period.
Basins in the 5th and 4th centuries (30-62, 91-107, 116-119, 121, 122) are direct
derivationsof their predecessors,but the wide variety seen before is now strongly reduced.
The most important characteristicof the Classical basins, in fact, is the uniformity of
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production. Bowls are not so heavy; overhanging rims almost always carry ribbon lug
handles, and the two groups of red and dark ridges are always present. Stands are still
cylindrical, sometimes with entasis, set on high circular bases with the same ridges. The
floor of the bowl is coveredby a layer of volcanic or "grog"particles, in order to protect it
from wear and tear.
During the 4th century B.C. a very few changes in the type are recognizable(40, 53b,
55, 62, 99). Variants from the standardtype of basin in the Classical period are 92, 94, 97,
98, 102, 103, 106, 107, 116-119. In Hellenistic times the connectionsbetween Corinthian
clay basins and the marble specimens, mostly Attic-Cycladic,become more pronounced
(108, for example).
The nucleus of the following catalogue is formedby 97 partially preservedartifactsin
the ArchaiaKorinthosMuseum. To widen the scopeof this study, severalother examplesof
Corinthian manufacturehave been added to corroborateor add to the typological picture
constitutedby the finds from Corinth itself. These consist of 2 fragmentspreservedin the
archaeologicalcollection of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 10 fragments from the excavations conductedat Isthmia for the University of California at Los
Angeles (U.C.L.A.), storedat Isthmia, and 13 fragmentsfrom the Athenian Agora.2
THE CATALOGUE
The questionof the specificuse for which these objectswere intended,and consequentlythe
problemsof the functionand naming of the basins (distinguishingbetween the louterion,or
the "lay"basin, and the perirrhanterion,or the "sacred"basin), are closely tied to the archaeologicalcontexts, describedbelow; these questions are examined in the study which will
appear in the ASAtene.
A study was undertakenof every impressedor painted ornamentalmotif as well as an
investigationof the iconographicaldetails. Groupingshave been made to includespecifically
Corinthian decorations and more generically Greek decorations. Some decorative types
have been little studied up to this time, and so a brief outline of the developmenthas been
createdin orderto date our materialsspecifically.
In the profile drawings, I have for purely practicalreasonsadoptedcertainconventions.
On the basins with applied lug handles, one representativehandle has been shown frontally, because only in a few cases is it certain that there were actually four symmetrically
placed handles along the rim; in addition, it is easier to appraise the profile without the
2 The numerous examples from Isthmia excavated by the University of Chicago are being studied by
H. Butzer.
All examples in this catalogue have been systematicallystudied and describedaccordingto their technical, morphological,and decorativefeatures. The principal aim of this investigationis to make known a number of finds of which only a few have been published.These have been classifiedaccordingto typologicaland
chronologicalcriteria,formingas comprehensivea bodyof data as is presentlypossibleand which will serveas
the basis of a future study to be published in the ASAtene46, 1984. Both parts of this projectare the result of
my researchundertakenduring the years 1982-1983 at the Italian Schoolof Archaeologyat Athens.
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handle. The handle section is always cut at the center, correspondingto its point of lesser
height, and it is shown detached from the rim in order to provide for as much clarity as
possiblein the drawing.
The dates given at the end of each entry are based on excavation data, stylistic comparisons, or both. Sometimes the lack of specific informationabout provenancemakes it
difficultto determinea precise date. In these cases I have suggested a date on the basis of
comparisonwith similar, securelydated pieces from Corinth and the Athenian Agora.
Prefixes of inventorynumbershave been assigned to the various collectionsas follows:
C, CP, KN, and KP designateartifactsfound in excavationsat Corinth, presentlyeither in
the storeroomsor on display in the Archaia Korinthos Museum. ASP: the archaeological
collection of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens. P: Athenian Agora, currently kept in the Stoa of Attalos. IPG: excavationsat Isthmia for the University of California at Los Angeles, kept in the Isthmia Museum storerooms.As a referencefor the color of
clay, Munsell Soil ColorCharts,Baltimore 1972 was used. All measurementsare in meters
and refer to the preserved fragments unless specifically noted as restored or estimated
("rest."or "est.").
1. Stand fragments
P1. 63
C-1978-315. Mended:H. 0.215, W. 0.17, rest. D.
0.19, Th. 0.01. P.H. openings 0.133.
C. K. Williams, II, "A Survey of Pottery from
Corinth from 730 to 600 B.C.,"ASAtene59, 1981
(pp. 139-155), pp. 148, 150, fig. 6, no. 57:b.
Slightly impure, pink clay (5YR 7/3) with
predominantlyred inclusions; very fine, reddish
yellow slip (5YR 7/8). Approximatelyone quarter of the original circumferencehas been preserved in 17 fragments,restoredleaving one central lacuna. Eroded surface; slip worn away in
places. Vertical streaks,due to burnishing strokes
of a spatula, are visible.
The hollow, cylindricalstand is verticallypiercedby
a row of small, triangularopenings with vertex and
base alternatelypositionedat bottomand top; placed
at the sides of the centralrow, two trianglesopposite
adjacentvertexes form the pattern of a cross. Laterally there are long vertical openings of which the
edges remain;the opening on the left is surmounted
by a series of triangular aperturesidentical to those
previously described, above which lies the lower
edge of anotheropening.

Findspot: Forum Southeast, Well 1978-4, under
the Roman Southeast Building.3Aside from a few,
much earlier fragments,such as the foot of a Mycenaean cup, the materials from this pit all span approximatelytwenty years betweenthe Late Geometric and Early Protocorinthianperiods, i.e., about
740-720 B.C.
Williams attributed these stand fragments to a
basin of which a good part of the bowl and about
two thirds of the base remain (C-1978-314 and
C-1978-316). The stand in question, however, is
much largerin diameterand uniformlyshapedat top
and bottom,thereforeexcludingthe possibilitythat it
had been tapered in order to join the bowl. Minor
differencesin the compositionand color of the clay
serve to strengthen my opinion that this stand does
not belong to the bowl. One must however keep in
mind that the bowl (D. 0.38) and the small base (D.
less than 0.22) with openings in the stand (D. 0.125)
perhaps belong to a small, low-footed basin. They
show the same technical characteristicsseen in the
oldest group (1-6). They are, in fact, especiallysimilar to 2, not only for the type of slip and spatula
markingsbut also for the shape of the rim.
740-720 B.C.

0O. Broneer, Corinth, I, iv, The South Stoa and its Roman Successors,Princeton 1954, pp. 3-33; C. K.
Williams, II and P. Russell, "Corinth:Excavationsof 1980,"Hesperia 50, 1981 (pp. 1-44), p. 2, note 4.
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2.

Fragmentarybasin
C-31-186. Bowl: H. 0.096, rest. D. 0.514, Th.
0.02. Stand: H. 0.30, D. 0.284, Th. 0.13. Row of
openings:H. 0.10, W. 0.01-0.014.
CorinthVII, i, no. 182, p. 50, pl. 25; Anderson,
no. 18, p. 84.
Very compactand purified,reddishyellow clay
(5YR 6/6) with very few red inclusions;fine, reddish yellow slip (5YR 7/6) with some lighter
shadings.About one half of the bowl and one third
of the stand are preserved in numerous restored
fragments.
Straight-profiledbowl with flared, thickened rim,
flattenedon top, with roundedcornersand a smooth,
vertical outer side. The hollow, cylindrical stand
tapers at the top and presents three series of two
openings which are narrow, vertical, and wider at
the base. A registerof five rows of triangleswith vertexes pointed up appear between the openings about
halfway up the stand; these have been horizontally
impressedwith a cylindermatrix.
Findspot:Well X,4 northwest corner of the present Corinth Museum. The well contained material
dated from the 7th century to far into the 3rd century B.C. 2 was found with Late Protocorinthian
pottery.
650-625 B.C.
3.

Bowl fragment
Pl. 63
C-62-662. H. 0.06; W. 0.175; rest. D. 0.41; Th.
0.015.
Corinth VII, ii, An 268, pp. 151-152, pls. 82,
110.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (5YR 7/6) with a
few inclusionsof terracottabits; fine slip of incompletely purified reddishyellow clay (5YR 6/6). A
small part of the original circumferencehas been
preservedin two joining fragments.Surfaceeroded in places.
Flared, thickenedrim, flattenedon top with rounded
corners;verticalside with five slightly raised ridges.
Findspot: Anaploga Well, found with material
dated to the Early Corinthianperiod.5
615-590 B.C.
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P1. 63
Bowl fragment
C-62-665. H. 0.07; W. 0.21; D. rest. 0.556; Th.
0.015.
CorinthVII, ii, An 281, p. 153, pls. 82, 110.
Soft, reddish yellow clay (5YR 6/8) with fine,
predominantly red inclusions; thin, slightly impure, reddishyellow slip (7.5YR 7/6). About one
quarterof the original circumferenceis preserved
in four fragmentsrestoredwith plaster.The wide,
verticalburnishingstrokesfrom a spatula are visible over the entire surface;similar but horizontal
traces of such streaksare discernibleon the rim.
Flared, thickenedrim, flattenedon top with smooth
verticalsides.
Findspot: Anaploga Well; found with material
dated 600-590 B.C.

4.

Bowl fragment
P1. 63
C-62-663. H. 0.085; W. 0.215; rest. D. 0.485; Th.
0.014.
CorinthVII, ii, An 277, p. 153, pls. 82, 110.
Slightly impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4) with a
fine, reddish yellow slip (7.5YR 8/6). A small
part of the original circumferenceis preserved;
chipped edges. The wide, vertical burnishing
strokes from a spatula are visible over the entire
surface;on the rim there are traces of horizontal
brushworkin the slip. The basin's bottomsurface
shows a large reddishmark producedin the firing.
Flared, thickenedrim with flat top and smooth vertical sides.
Findspot: Anaploga Well; found with material
dated 590-580 B.C.
5.

6.

Basin and stand fragments
Fig. 1, P1.63
C-1978-85 a, b. Base (a): H. 0.11, rest. D. 0.41;
W. of base support0.018. Stand (b): H. 0.258, W.
0.172; rest. D. 0.27, Th. 0.012.
Very pure, compact clay with very few red inclusions;reddishyellow core (7.5YR 7/6), lighter
reddishyellow (7.5YR 7/4) at the surface.Part of
the original circumferenceof the base with the beginning of the stand is preservedin four joining
fragments, and about one third of the stand's

CorinthVII, i, pp. 42, 49; CorinthVII, iii, pp. 209-210, no. 41.
iii, p. 212, no. 48, where the upper time limit for the entire group of finds has been
fixed at the 6th centuryB.C.
4

5 See also CorinthVII,
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circumference is preserved in 14 joining fragments. Surfacepartially chipped.
Circularbase in the formof an invertedechinuswith
carinated profile; horizontal base support with
rounded outer edge. Above, a hollow, cylindrical
stand with an offset at the juncture with the base; it
is noticeablytapered towards the top and is pierced
by at least two rows of narrow verticalopenings, set
close together. Impressedon the stand are two horizontal registers of double rows of scalene triangles,
at least two of which are eliminated by vertical
openings.
Findspot: Southwest, Forum southwest of Building 111.6The fragments were found with material
dated to 600-550 B.C. (Lot 1978-49).
7.

Bowl fragment
P1. 63
C-1976-367. H. 0.155, W. 0.367, rest. D. 0.654,
Th. 0.02.
Impure, pale yellow clay (2.5Y 7/4) with predominantly gray inclusions; fine slip of the same
pale yellow color. From rim to bottom, about one
half of the bowl is preserved in 10 joining fragments. Eroded,chipped surface.
Overhangingrim, thickenedand squared,with horizontal top and slightly inward slanting sides;slanted
underside;roundededges. Small ring in relief under
the base support.
Findspot:Forum Southwest;Well 1975-2,7found
with material dated between the end of the 7th and
beginning of the 6th centuryB.C. (Lot 1976-2).
610-590 B.C.
8.

P1.63
Bowl fragment
C-62-664. H. 0.045, W. 0.094, rest. D. 0.439, Th.
0.016.
Corinth VII, ii, An 282, pp. 153-154, pls. 82,
110.
Pure, compact clay, reddish yellow at the core
(5YR 7/6) and pink at the surface (5YR 8/4);
6
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very few gray inclusions in the core. A small part
of the original circumferenceis preserved.Extensively chipped lower edge;erodedsurface.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with horizontaltop and
underside; vertical side modeled with four welldefinedridges, the uppermostof which is pointed.
Findspot: Anaploga Well; found with material
dated to around 600 B.C.8
Fig. 1, P1. 63
9. Rim fragment
C-53-109. H. 0.084, W. 0.064, est. D. 0.586, Th.
0.026.
Brann, pp. 366-367, no. 67:c, pl. 57; Anderson,
no. 71, p. 88.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (5YR'6/6) with
predominantly red inclusions and white grains;
fine, pink slip (5YR 8/4). A very small part of the
original circumferenceis preserved. Eroded and
crackedsurfacewith tracesof burning.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with horizontaltop and
underside;the side of the rim is modeled with two
groupsof three and five ridgesof varyingheight, separated by a central level band.
Findspot:Well 1953-1 (T-U:2), area of Building
III ("Tavernof Aphrodite"),a little to the north of
the stylobate of the South Stoa, in front of Shop
XXVII.9 All the fill of the well is very likely coeval

anddated600-540B.C.
P1.64
10. Bowl fragment
C-67-136. H. 0.074, W. 0.258, rest. D. 0.657, Th.
0.027. Handle: H. 0.024, L. 0.059. Stamp: H.
0.035, W. 0.03.
Very impure, yellow clay (1OYR 8/6) with
many predominantlygray inclusions;fine yellow
slip (1OYR 8/4) with reddish shadings acquired
in the firing. A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved.Surfaceerodedin places with
abrasionsand cracks.Fresh matrix.

Concerningthe discoveryof the southwest cornerof Building III, see Williams, 1979, figs. 4, 5.
A fill datableto the Early to Middle Corinthianperiodswas removedfromthe well in the Roman Forum.
Found during the 1975 excavationcampaign (Williams and Fisher, p. 104), it was excavatedduring the 1976
campaign (Williams, 1977, p. 45, note 4); Well 1975-2 fell into disuse after the constructionof the Amphora
Pit Deposit, accordingto Williams (Williams, 1976, pp. 104-107).
8 See footnote 5 above.
9 C. H. Morgan, "Investigationsat Corinth, 1953-A Tavern of Aphrodite,"Hesperia 22,19-53(pp. 131140), pp. 132, 135-136, fig. 1, bottomleft, pl. 46:a; Brann, p. 350; CorinthVII, iii, p. 199, no. 1.
7
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Overhanging,thickenedrim with horizontaltop and
slightly slanting underside with an offset; rounded
corners. The nearly vertical rim side presents five
ridges alternatelysmooth and decoratedwith wavy,
oblique hatching made with a four-pointed punch.
The uppermost ridge is hatched in the opposite direction from the others. A ribbon-lug handle with
residual traces of red is applied over the middle
ridges and is flanked by two pairs of opposing palmettes. The palmettes are three- and five-petal
types, fan shaped arounda triangularheart;they are
held by two tendrils joined by a ring, with a small
petal in the space under the volutes. The petal profiles and the tendril edges are in relief.
Findspot: Gymnasium.'0 The fragment was
found in a late 3rd-centuryB.C. context (Lot 4790),
to which it probablydoes not belong.

Anthemiaof opposing palmettes,derivedfrom intricate Protocorinthianinterlaces of palmettes and
volutes" and which are probably not to be considered as an element taken from the more common
chains of palmettepairs,'2 were rarely used as decoration before the Early Corinthian period.'3 They
becamemore commonin the Corinthianornamental
repertoireat least as early as the first quarterof the
6th centuryB.C.; they are often found on plaques applied to the handles of column kraters'4 and on a
rather widespread type of fictile antefix especially
common at Corinth, where it is already present by
the secondhalf of the 7th centuryB.C.,'5 as well as in
areas under the cultural influence of Corinth.16
During the first half of the 6th century, floral interlaces becamea favoritedecorativemotif, placed either at the top or bottom of vertical handles or at the

'?J. Wiseman, "Excavationsin Corinth. The GymnasiumArea, 1967-1968," Hesperia 38, 1969 (pp. 64106), pp. 64-65.
" Necrocorinthia,p. 150.
12 P. G. Guzzo, "Laminain argento ed oro da Sibari,"BdA 48, 1973, p. 69. The documentationof the two
types does not indicatethat they are coeval;the simple pair of palmettesseems to be much earlier:see Necrocorinthia,pp. 151-156. It is more likely that the single element was createdfirst, with its articulationinto a
chain following, and not vice versa.
'3Necrocorinthia, p. 151, fig. 58, D, E.
I Necrocorinthia,p. 152; CorinthVII, i, no. 188, pp. 55-56, pl. 26; CorinthVII, ii: nos. 80, 81, p. 31, pl. 13.
15 H. S. Robinson, "Excavationsat Corinth, 1959-1960," Hesperia 31, 1962 (pp. 95-133), p. 114, pl. 41:e;
Wiseman (footnote 10 above), p. 99, pl. 31:e. The antefix from the Temple of Hera Limenia is datableto the
same period:H. Payne, PerachoraI, Oxford 1940, pp. 113-115, pl. B:2. For a clarificationof the development
of Corinthiantiles and their respectivechronology,see C. K. Williams, II, "Demaratusand Early Corinthian
Roofs,"IrvT'kq. Todos' Els
Athens 1980, pp. 345-350.
',u N. KOVTOXf'OVTOs,,
16 The following list does not pretend to be complete:it would be difficult to gather relevant data for the
diffusion of this antefix type without keeping in mind the many examples, mostly unpublished, which are
preservedin the many museums in the Peloponnesos,central Greece, Magna Graecia, and Sicily. Corinth:
Van Buren, no. 13, p. 147, fig. 71 and no. 18, p. 148, fig. 76; CorinthIV, i, pp. 12-14, figs. 2, 3; A 15, A 16, A
20, pp. 48, 49, pl. I; Necrocorinthia,pp. 235ff., fig. 109 B; see also footnote15; Williams (footnote 15 above),
pl. 156. Athens:Van Buren, nos. 10,11, p. 146, figs. 22, 24 left; E. Buschor,Die Tondacherder Akropolis,II,
Stirnziegel, Berlin/Leipzig 1933, pp. 37-39, figs. 49-51, pp. 41-43, figs. 54-56; J. Travlos, Bildlexikonzur
Topographiedes antiken Athen, Tubingen 1971, nos. 74-77, p. 62. Perachora:see footnote 15 above.Aigina:
Van Buren, no. 8, p. 130, fig. 5. Kalydon: K. A. Rhomaios, KEpaMoL-ris KaAv8ZWvog,
Athens 1951, p. 18,
fig. 7, p. 22, fig. 8, pp. 32-33, figs. 17, 18. Nemea: Stephen G. Miller, "Excavationsat Nemea, 1976,"Hesperia 46, 1977 (pp. 1-26), p. 8, pl. 4:g. Kerkyra:Van Buren, no. 67, p. 158, fig. 67. Olympia:A. Mallwitz and
H.-V. Herrmann, Die Funde aus Olympia, Athens 1980, p. 149, pl. 102:1, no. 3. Delphi: C. Le Roy and
J. Ducat, FdD II, iii, Paris 1967, p. 46, A 23, pl. 7:5, p. 63, A 6 + 7, pl. 18:2. Ptoion:Ibid., pl. 17, bottom.
Assos in the Troad: A. Akerstrom,Die architektonischenTerrakottenKleinasiens, Lund 1966, p. 18, pl. 5:1.
For the diffusion of the two opposing palmettesconnectedby curvedelements in the western Greek colonies,
see E. Ghisellini, "IIbassorilievocon sfingi da Monte San Mauro,"Xenia 4, 1982, pp. 7-8.
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sides of horizontal handles on metal vases and on
their clay imitations. In regardto the problemof attaching handles to the body, the anthemiaof tendrils
and simple or opposing palmettes17proved to be
structurally more suitable than figures or animal
groups."8They are found at the tops of mirrorhandles, at the extremitiesof bronzeshield straps,and at
the tops of lion's paw feet of bronze supports for dinoi,podanipteres,etc.19
It is really during the first half of the 6th century B.C. that one finds the most evidenceof single or
two opposing palmettes stamped on pithoi, basins,
and other unpainted ceramic furnishings.20The
plasticityof the type on our rim fragmentindicatesa
particularlyfresh matrix which was certainlymetallic becauseof the neat and preciselines of incision. It
is most similar to examples dating to 575-550 B.C.,
i.e., the type of anthemion with simpler tendrils
which merely supportthe palmette.It is still the type
with five rounded compact petals, the palmette
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becoming the dominant element of the interlace,
thereby reversingthe characteristicProtocorinthian
ratio between flower and volute.2"The petal in the
outer space under the volutes is perhaps a simplification of the small three-petaled palmette, a welldocumenteddevelopment22of the opposing palmette
motif and therefore certainly later in date than the
original formulation. It can, however, be dated no
later than 570-560 B.C.
11. Bowl fragment
P1. 64
C-63-89. H. 0.075, W. 0.086, rest. D. 0.565, Th.
0.032. Handle: H. 0.028, L. 0.06. Stamp: H.
0.028, W. 0.028.
Extremely impure, very pale brown clay
(1OYR7/3) with predominantlygray inclusions;
fine, yellow slip (1OYR 8/6). A small part of
the original circumferenceis preserved. Surface
slightly eroded and chipped. Slightly worn
matrix.

17 In the vast majorityof palmetteantefixes,the tendrilsmovemore broadly,and the ends are closedin more
or less tight volutes, projectingoutside the palmette's body. On metallic handles and on stamp matrixes,
however,the movementis much more closed,and the width of the volutesneversurpassesthat of the principal
palmette by much, presumably to assure a greater sense of compactnessand to guarantee strength to the
attachments.Besides,the way in which the tendrilends wind on bronzeappliquesseems to be almostuniform,
at least during the entire Archaicperiod. Differing from 25, the two convergentbandscurveoutwardfromthe
point of tangency,often coveredby a ring.
I8 The following is a basic bibliography concerning this problem: A. Furtwangler, Olympia, IV, Die
Bronzen und die iubrigenkleineren Funde, Berlin 1890, pp. 131ff.; C. Waldstein, The Argive Heraeum,
Boston/New York 1905, pp. 192-339; P. Perdrizet, FdD, V, Monumentsfigure's, Paris 1908, pp. 74-89;
K. A. Neugebauer, "ReifarchaischeBronzevasenmit Zungenmuster,"RM 38/39, 1923-1924, pp. 341ff.;
idem, "ArchaologischeGesellschaftzu Berlin,"AA (JdI 40), 1925, pp. 177ff.; R. M. Dawkins, The Sanctuary
of Artemis Orthiaat Sparta,JHS Suppl. V, 1929, p. 84, fig. 65; Necrocorinthia,p. 213; Payne (footnote 15
above), pp. 161ff., pls. 67-69; E. Diehl, Die Hydria, Mainz 1964; M. Comstockand C. Vermeule, Greek,
Etruscan,and Roman Bronzes in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 1971, pp. 286ff.; I. KouleimaniVokotopoulou, XaAKaL KopLvOLovpyEs' FIpoXot,
Athens 1975; B. B. Shefton, Die "rhodische" Bronzekannen (Marburger Studien II), 1979; C. Rolley, Les vases de bronze de l'archaisme re'cent en Grand Grece, Naples 1982;
T. Weber, Bronzekannen,Frankfurt 1983.
19 Mirrors: L. 0. Keene Congdon, Caryatid Mirrors of Ancient Greece, Mainz 1981. Laminai: E. Kunze,
OlForschII, Berlin 1950, pp. 195ff., type A, pl. 74. Tripods: Payne (footnote15 above),pp. 165ff., pls. 70, 71;

R. Ginouves, Balaneutike', recherche sur le bain dans l'antiquite' grecque (BEFAR 200), pp. 61-75;

W. Gauer, "Ein spatarchaischerBechengriff mit Tierkampfgruppe,"OlBer 10, 1981, pp. 111-165, with
bibliography.
20 Weinberg, 1954, pp. 124-126, pls. 28, 29; PerachoraII, pp. 321-323, pl. 126, p. 329, pl. 130.
21 iVecrocorinthia, pp. 252-253.
22Cf. the sima fragment from Athens: Van Buren, no. 109, p. 116, fig. 22; Shefton (footnote 18 above),
pls. 9 and 12; CorinthXV, ii, no. 64, p. 281, pl. 58.
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Overhanging,thickenedrim with horizontaltop and
slightly slanted underside with an offset; rounded
corners.The nearly vertical side of the rim has five
ridges alternatelysmooth and decoratedwith wavy,
oblique hatching made with a three-pointedpunch.
Over the inner ridges a spool-lug handle is applied,
only partiallypreservedand flankedby stampedpalmettes. This type of palmette has seven petals, fanshaped around a triangular heart, held by two tendrils joined by a bar; beneath this and between the
tendril ends is a large pointed stalk similar to and
opposing the palmette's heart. The petal outlines
and tendril edges are in relief. The outer surface of
the bowl and the verticalside of the rim show abundant traces of red paint, in contrast to the natural
color of the rim top and inner surfaceof the bowl.
Findspot:quarry west of Temple E, in no datable
context (chancesurfacefind).
There is a variantof the anthemionconsistingof a
palmette on two spiraling tendrils in which a sort of
stalk lies between the splaying ends of two ribbons.
The decorativefill opposingthe principalpalmetteis
a very frequent element during the entire 6th century B.C. This fill may be either a large single petal,
an extremely simplified palmette, a stylized lotusflower, orjust a simple appendageas in this case.23It
may reflect that Archaic horrorvacui which led artists to fill in voids, creatinga sense of compositional
balance on their architecturalterracottas,24on the
tops of stelai,25on bronze appliques,26or on small
impressionssuch as ours.27This particularpalmette
with its squat roundedpetals closely resemblesthat
on 66, dated to 575-550 B.C., as well as a cross-

pattern interlace of palmettes found on a basin rim
from Perachora,28dated to 550 B.C. In both cases,
however, the palmettes' side petals curve inward,
following the profile of the tendrils, whereas the
petals on 11 are rather stiff. I would therefore
proposedating this fragment600-570 B.C.
Fig. 1, P1. 64
12. Rim fragment
rest.
H.
W.
D.
0.625, Th.
0.113,
C-61-30.
0.057,
0.037. Stamp:H. 0.026.
Slightly impure, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR
6/6) with predominantlyred inclusions;fine reddish yellow slip (7.5YR 6/4). A small part of the
original circumferenceis preserved.Chipped surface with deep abrasions; hole pierced near the
rim's outer edge. Fresh matrix.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with horizontaltop and
slanted underside with small appendage. A dark
red-and-brownguilloche was stamped with a cylinder on the side of the rim, borderedtop and bottom
by two unequally raised ridges. The guilloche edges
are in unpainted relief and the oculi are alternately
brown and unpainted; all the ground between the
guilloche and the ridges is painted brown.
Findspot:fill abovea tombof the Roman periodto
the north of the modernvillage of ArchaiaKorinthos
(unpublished graves 1961-14-1961-17).29 The rim
fragmentwas not found in a datablecontext.
The simple guilloche, composed of two twisting
bands with centraloculi and often edgedby ridges, is
one of the most common Orientalizing elements in
the Greek decorative repertoire. Borrowed from

23 The scheme of the anthemionwith a pointed stalk opposing a flower supportedby tendrils was already
present in Corinth not long after 650 B.C., as evidencedby the fragment of kalypter FA.547; see Williams
(footnote 15 above), p. 347, pl. 155.
24 Cf. Rhomaios (footnote16 above), pp. 25-27, figs. 9 a-11; CorinthIV, i, fig. 14; E. L. Schwandner,"Der
altere Aphaiatempel auf Aegina," Neue Forschungen in griechischen Heiligtiimern, U. Jantzen, ed., Tubingen 1976, p. 111, fig. 8.
25 A. Schott, "Akanthus,"OJh 44, 1959 (pp. 54-79), p. 65, fig. 39 (reportingType Ila of G. M. Richter,
The ArchaicGravestonesof Attica, London 1961, pp. 37ff.
26
Cf. foonotes 16, 18, and 19 above for general bibliography.
27 In
a rather early scheme from the first half of the 6th century B.C. The anthemion is stamped on the
shoulderof a Corinthianpithos, Agora XII, no. 1516, p. 342, pl. 65.
28
Weinberg, 1954, p. 126, pl. 29:e;the fragmentsare identifiedthere as parts of a basin rim. PerachoraII,
p.322, no.3362.
29 For grave no. 16, see CorinthVII, iii, p. 215, no. 74.
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Levantine art30at least as early as the secondhalf of
the 9th centuryB.C.3" and presumablyoriginatingin
metalwork,the guilloche by the 7th centuryB.C. had
alreadybecomeone of the most commonornamental
motifs used to frame decoratedfields and to defineor
go with the bordersof large circular areas on many
classes of objects.32The guilloche enjoyeda long period of popularity and underwent few stylistic
changes.33In fact, it was so widely diffused during
the Archaicperiodthat it is ratherdifficultto specify
a date for our 12. The rim's shape points to the 6th
centuryB.C., becauseof the vigorousplasticityof the
relief and because of the metallic neatness of the
edges which is also evident in the coloredportions,34
as well as for the extreme accuracyin painting the
little spaces between the guilloche and the bordering
ridges. Similar concisely composed and neatly executed guilloches formed by perfectly circular elements are found on bronze shields from Olympia,
dated to the 7th century B.C. This comparisonleads
us to raise the date of 12 to the beginning of the 6th
century B.C.35 This decorativemotif must have been
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fairly widespreadin the Corinthianornamentalrepertoire. Several architecturalterracottasfrom Corinth which offer us an equally precise painted version of the guilloche likewise date ratherearly in the
6th centuryB.c.36
600-550 B.C.
Fig. 1, P1. 64
13. Bowl fragment
KP 1415. H. 0.074, W. 0.138, est. D. 0.525, Th.
0.011. Handle: H. 0.035, L. 0.02. Stamp:D. 0.02.
Weinberg, 1954, pp. 127, 133, pl. 30:c;Anderson, p. 90, no. 92; Corinth XV, iii, no. 2161,
p. 348, pl. 76.
Slightly impure, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR
7/6) with predominantly red inclusions; same
reddish yellow slip. A small part of the original
circumferenceis preserved;eroded surface with
extensive traces of scorching.Fresh matrix.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with slightly convextop
slanting outwards; oblique underside with a small
appendage.Along the nearly vertical side of the rim
run six ridges of various heights, interruptedby an

oriental art, see J. A. H. Portratz,"Das Flechtband.Eine altvorderasiatischeLigatur," OA 3, 1964, pp. 175-200.
31
Cf. the golden pendant from Teke (Knossos) in the Herakleion Museum, J. Boardman, The Greeks
Overseas, London 1980, pp. 56-57, fig. 23.
32 F.
Canciani, Bronzi orientali e orientalizzanti a Creta nell'VIII e VII sec. a.C., Rome 1970, pp. 57-58.
For the diffusionof the motif in the colonies,see N. Allegro, "Louteriaa rilievoda Himera,"QuadernoImerese 2, 1982 (pp. 151-166), pp. 152-153; Xkerstrom(footnote 16 above),passim. For the motif's diffusion in
Etruria,see F. Johansen, "Etruskiskebroncereliefferi Glyptoteket,"MeddelelserfraNy CarlsbergGlyptotek,
Copenhagen 1979, pp. 67-87, figs. 1-3, 7-16, and 20.
3 For an example of mosaic flooring from the triclinium of the Palace of Theodoric in Ravenna, dated to
the first quarterof the 6th centuryafter Christ, see F. Berti, Mosaici antichi in Italia: Ravenna I, Rome 1976,
pl. 51, no. 60.
34The peculiarityof the markededges is already presenton an enameledAssyrianorthostatein the British
Museum, from the age of either AshurnasirpalII (883-859 B.C.) or Tiglath-Pileser III (743-727 B.C.), Portratz (footnote 30 above), p. 193, fig. 5, no. 3. As such, the motif is diffused during the Archaic period on
architecturalterracottas,on arm-bandsand bordersof shields in bronzelaminate,on metal paterae,on ceramic products,etc. It is found in later periods in mosaics, where it seems to have found its widest application.
Among the 6th-centuryexamples which are most similar to 12, cf. the Chalcidian helmet in St. Louis (City
Art Museum, inv. no. 282.49): E. Kunze, "Helme,"OlBer 8,1958-1962, pp. 163 and 174-175, figs. 63, 64. A
very similar guilloche, but more flattened, is found on a basin ring from Delphi, which also carries a lug
handle flankedby a palmette:R. Demangel, FdD II, ii, Le sanctuaired'AthenaPronaia. Les temples de tuf,
Paris 1926, p. 104, fig. 115:6.
3' E. Kunze, "Schieldbeschlage,"
OlBer 5, 1941-1952, pp. 44-45, figs. 23, 24, pl. 11.
36 CorinthIV, i, pp. 104-105, 108, 110, T(iles) nos. 42-44, 50, 51, 112, 126, 131, fig. 43; see also pp. 5758, A(ntefixes) nos. 101,101 a, fig. 1, in which all the bands of the guilloche are black with light edges.
30 For the guilloche in
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applied spool-lug handle with deep impressionsoccupying the entire height of the rim. Corresponding
to the handle and inscribed within a circle on the
rim's horizontaltop is a stamped rosette with eight
petals arounda centralbutton.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter deposit (North
Dump).37The rim was found with materials which
range in date from 7th-centuryGeometricto well into the 6th centuryB.C.
Weinberg has dated 13 to the first half of the 6th
centuryB.C. The rosettewith its stiff droplet-shaped
petals is stylistically halfway between those neatly
profiled(but not circle inscribed)examples on votive
plaques from the Heraion in Argos,datingto the end
of the 7th century B.C.,38 and rosettes with ridged
petals stampedon an amphorahandle (but not circle
inscribed)39and appearing on a base fragment, 82.
These last were producedin Corinth and are dated
to the final years of the 6th centuryB.C. Rosettesvery
similar to ours, having eight petals and enclosed
within a circle, are impressedon a fragmentof a basin's base as well as on a wall fragment, both from
Sybarisand dated to 600-550 B.C.40
600-550 B.C.
14. Bowl fragment
P1. 64
C-39-425. H. 0.062, W. 0.213, rest. D. 0.515, Th.
0.012. Handle: H. 0.015, L. 0.04.
Weinberg, 1954, pp. 133-134, note 144, fig.
30:j;Anderson,p. 91, no. 108;J. L. Bentz, Pottery
at Ancient Corinthfrom Mid-sixth to Mid-fifth
Century B.C., diss. University of Cincinnati,
1982, p. 467, D6-240; Weinberg and Anderson
erroneously report the inventory number as
C-39-435.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (5YR 6/8) with

predominantlyred inclusions;fine, reddishyellow
slip (7.5YR 8/6). A small part of the original circumferenceis preservedin two joining fragments;
eroded surface with abrasions. Overhanging,
thickenedrim with slightly convex top and slanting underside. Five ridges at various heights run
along the vertical side of the rim: they are alternately smooth and decoratedwith wavy, oblique
hatching made with a five-pointed punch. A
spool-lug handle has been applied over the ridges,
flatteningthem at the point of juncture.
Findspot:well to the west of the Corinth Museum (K:23),4' datablebetweenthe beginningof the
6th century and the third quarter of the 5th century B.C.
Mid-6th centuryB.C.
15. Bowl fragment
P1. 64
C-53-116. H. 0.084, W. 0.146, rest. D. 0.645, Th.
0.022.
Brann, pp. 366-367, no. 66a, fig. 5.
Impure, pink clay (5YR 7/3) with numerous
red inclusions and some white grains; fine, pink.
slip (5YR 8/4). A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved.Chipped,erodedsurface.
Overhanging, thickened rim with convex top and
small inner-edge projection;undersidewith appendage. The outside rim slants inward and is modeled
with a series of nine ridges of varying height.
Findspot: Well 1953-1 (T-U:2),42 found with
material dated to 600-540 B.C.
The series of ridges modeledon the rim is an elementary way of enlivening the surface. An almost
identical series can be found on a Corinthianpithos
fragmentdated between the last part of the 6th century and the beginning of the 5th century B.C.43 A

CorinthXV, i, p. 13; CorinthXV, ii, p. 21, pl. 60:D4; Weinberg, 1954, note 188.
Weinberg, 1954, pl. 25:c;see also P. Courbin, "Fouillesen 1953: Argos. Necropoleet ceramique,"BCH
78, 1954, p. 180, fig. 44.
39 Weinberg, 1954, pl. 30:a. Cf. also 22.
40
Jozzo, nos. 7 and 13, pls. 35:c and 37:a.
41 Weinberg, 1954, pp. 128-129, 133-134, notes 123, 127, 129, 131, and 144, pl. 30:b, d, g, j, and m;
CorinthVII, iii, p. 200, no. 8, where referencesto bowl C-39-425 are missing, although Weinberg has designated as its provenancethe well to the west of the Museum.
42 Brann, pp. 350ff.; most recently CorinthVII, iii, p. 199, no. 1. For the area in question and its respective
wells, see Morgan (footnote9 above), pp. 151ff., fig. 1.
43 Weinberg, 1954, p. 129, pl. 28:h.
38
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similar series is also found on the rim of a basin from
Magna Graecia producedin Kaulonia, dated to the
6th century B.C.44
600-540 B.C.

16. Bowl fragment
Fig. 1, P1. 65
C-48-177. H. 0.056, W. 0.062, rest. D. 0.563, Th.
0.022. Stamp: H. 0.022, W. 0.022.
Weinberg, 1954, p. 126, pl. 28:c; Anderson,
p. 90, no. 91; both erroneouslyreport the inventory number as C-48-117.
Very impure, pale yellow clay (2.5Y 7/4) with
gray inclusions;identicalpale yellow slip. A shiny
patina coversthe rim's surface.A small part of the
original circumferenceis preservedwith chipped
edges and extensive abrasions.Fresh matrix.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with horizontaltop and
slanted underside;rounded corners. Two groups of
three ridges of varying height, separatedby a central
space, run along the outer rim which slants slightly
inward. In this space is applied a clay plaque decorated with a pair of opposing palmettes. The palmettesconsistof three and seven roundedpetals, fanshaped around a triangular heart and held by two
tendrils joined by a bar. The outlines of the palmettes and the edges of the tendrilsare in relief. This
plaque flanked an applied handle of which only the
scar of the attachmentremains.
Findspot: area of the Julian Basilica45 but in no
datable context. Weinberg has dated this bowl fragment to 550 B.C. on the basis of the seven-petaled
palmette which he considersto be a later stylistic developmentof palmetteswith fewer (usually five) petals (in actuality,palmetteswith seven and five petals
seem coeval46),and aboveall on the basis of the flower type with its elongated petals which are much
slimmer at the center. This bowl fragment can be
safely datedto some ten or twenty years later than 10
(570-560 B.C.).
Mid-6th centuryB.C.
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17. Bowl fragment
Fig. 1, P1. 65
ASP 67. H. 0.049, W. 0.076, est. D. ca. 0.68, Th.
0.049. Handle: H. 0.033, L. 0.06.
Compact, light-gray clay (2.5Y 7/2) with gray
and white inclusions; thin layer of white slip
(2.5Y 8/2). A very small part of the original circumference is preserved;eroded surface, almost
completelycoveredwith dark incrustations.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with horizontaltop and
undersidewith small appendage;on the outer vertical side a spool-lug handle is applied, with a wide
mark from the impression.
Provenanceunknown.
Mid-6th centuryB.C.
18. Bowl fragment
Fig. 1, P1. 65
IPG 1970-8. H. 0.10, W. 0.234, rest. D. 0.605,
Th. 0.02. Stamp:H. 0.028, W. 0.033.
P. A. Clement, "Isthmia Excavations,"

/?EXT

26, 1971, B' 1 (1974), p. 102, pl. 77:a, c.
Compact, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR 7/6),
mixed with bits of terracottaand fine, gray particles; thick layer of very pale brown slip (1OYR
8/4). About one fifth of the original circumference
is preserved. Slightly eroded surface; extensively
chippedwith deep abrasions.A large scorchmark
on the inner bottom surface of the bowl. Slightly
worn matrix.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with horizontaltop and
slanted underside with small appendage. On the
rim's vertical side run two pair of ridges separated
by a central space. A clay plaque is applied to this
central space over the innermost ridges, and this in
turn is stampedwith an anthemionof two opposing
palmettes with five and three petals around a triangular heart; the palmettes are held by two tendrils
joined by a bar, with a small petal underneaththeir
spiraledends. The outlines of the tendrils and petals
are in relief. This plaque flankedan applied handle
of which only the attachment remains. Extensive
traces of red remain on the palmette, on the ridges

Jozzo, p. 154, no. 11, pl. 36:c.
Weinberg, 1949, pp. 154ff.
46 Necrocorinthia,pp. 144ff.;cf. also the Protoatticpalmetteon the ovoid craterA 32 in Berlin, attributedto
the Ram Jug Painter, which definitelydisplays the same iconographicalscheme:CVA, Berlin 1 [Germany2],
pp. 19-20, pls. 18, 20 [64, 66].
44

45
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(each pair was coveredby one wide band), and on
the outside bottomsurfaceof the bowl.
Findspot: Isthmia, "West Cemetery" (Philis
Field: Trench 70-3).47The fragmentwas found incorporatedin a wall that perhaps marks the eastern
boundary of the burial area. This wall also contained a conical loom weight dated 460-400 B.C. An
analysis of the typology of the palmette anthemion,
however,providesus with a more precisechronology
for 18; displayingtall tendrilsand five short leavesof
identical height, this anthemion is similar to the
stamped rim decorationon 10. Notwithstandingthe
differencesdue to the degree of wear and to the different quality of matrix used, it is very likely that our
rim dates to ca. 570-560 B.C.
19. Bowl fragment
P1. 65
CP-79. H. 0.117; W. 0.264, rest. D. 0.606, Th.
0.029. Handle: H. 0.032, L. 0.07. Stamp: H.
0.022, W. 0.024.
Impure, pale yellow clay (2.5Y 8/4) with a fine
slip of the same color; predominantlygray inclusions. A small part of the original circumferenceis
preserved. Surface slightly eroded and chipped;
pierced hole near lower edge. Slightly worn
matrix.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with horizontaltop and
slanting underside with small appendage. On the
verticalside of the rim run two groupsof three ridges
separatedby a central space; in this space and over
the innermost ridges is applied a large spool-lug
handle, the impressionof which occupies the entire
height of the rim. The handle is flanked by two
plaques stampedwith an anthemionof two opposing
palmettes with seven and three petals, fan-shaped
around a triangular heart and held by two tendrils
which are joined by a bar. The outlines of the petals
and tendrils are in relief.
Findspot unknown.

The type of palmette stampedon the rim with its
tapered petals, graduating in height from center to
sides, is similar to 16, dated to around 550 B.C. This
bowl fragmentis datableto the same period.
Mid-6th centuryB.C.
20. Bowl fragments
P1.65
KP 2528. H. 0.122, W. 0.303, rest. D. 0.605, Th.
0.023. Handle: H. 0.035, L. 0.07.
Corinth XV, iii, p. 349, no. 2173, pl. 76, associatedthere with base fragment76.
Very impure, very pale brown clay (1OYR8/3)
with predominantly gray inclusions; same very
pale brown slip. About one quarterof the original
circumferenceis preserved in two joining fragments;erodedsurfacewith extensive chipping.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with horizontaltop and
slantedundersidewith small appendage.On the vertical side of the rim run three ridges separated by
two pairs of thin bands in relief; the two outermost
ridges are decorated with wavy, oblique hatching
made with a three-pointedpunch. A spool-lug handle is applied, with deep marks of impressionwhich
occupy almost the entire height of the rim.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, Well VI near Trial
Trench A'.48Other than the typologicalcharacteristics, the only limiting element for dating these bowl
fragmentsis the terminusante quem, i.e., the years
prior to the end of occupancyand patronage of the
Potters' Quarter:the third quarter49or perhaps the
final years of the 4th centuryB.C.50
21. Bowl fragment
Fig. 1, P1.65
C-64-472. H. 0.056, W. 0.139, rest. D. 0.60, Th.
0.025.
Soft, slightly impure, pink clay (7.5YR 8/4)
with gray inclusions and occasional terracotta
particles;same pink-colore~d
slip. A small part of
the original circumferenceis preserved;eroded,
chipped surface.

4 For the 1970 U.C.L.A. campaign conductedin the burial area west of the village of Kyras Vrysi see
Clement, op. cit., pp. 100-105.
48 For the locationof the area, regularlyexploredfor the first time in Trench A' fromApril to June of 1929,
see A. Newhall, "The CorinthianKerameikos,"AJA 35,1931, pp. 1-5; CorinthXV, i, p. 5. For the locationof
Well VI, see CorinthXV, i, p. 33, pl. 51: VI; Stillwell's brief referenceto the well and its materialsdoes not
help us classify our fragments.
4 CorinthXV, i, p. 4.

50 Corinth VII, iii, pp. 202-203, no. 18.
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Overhanging,thickenedrim with slightly convextop
and slanting underside with an appendage. The
slightly inward slanting outer rim is modeled with
two groupsof three ridgesof varyingheight, separated by a central flat band. The ridges are alternately
smooth and decoratedwith wavy, oblique hatching
made with a three-pointedpunch.
Findspot: Room J, Sanctuary of Demeter and
Kore on the middle terrace.The bowl fragmentwas
found in a fill which had coveredthe area destroyed
by an earthquake during the second half of the 4th
century B.C.5" Such a date may be consideredas the
terminusante quem for 21.
540-500 B.C.
22. Bowl fragment
Fig. 1, P1. 66
P 3489. H. 0.037, W. 0.106, est. D. ca. 0.57, Th.
0.022. Handle: H. 0.029. Stamp: D. 0.023.
Agora XII, no. 1862, p. 367, pl. 89.
Slightly impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4) with
predominantlyred inclusions;fine, reddishyellow
slip (7.5YR 7/6). A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved;eroded surface with extensive chipping and deep abrasions. Slightly
worn matrix.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with slightly convextop
and slanting undersidewith appendage.On the vertical side of the rim run six ridges obliteratedby the
applicationof a spool-lug handle. This handle, only
partially preserved,permits a clear view of the four
central underlying ridges which had been flattened
by the impression.On the top of the rim is stampeda
rosette with seven petals around a central button,
edged in relief and inscribedwithin a circle.
Findspot:no meaningful context, but on the basis
of the typologyof the stampedrosette52it can be dated to around the end of the 6th centuryB.C.
23. Bowl fragment
Fig. 1, P1.66
C-64-432. H. 0.05, W. 0.143, rest. D. 0.482, Th.
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0.014. Handle: H. 0.016, W. 0.04. Stamp: H.
0.018, W. 0.019.
Compact, reddish yellow clay (5YR 7/6) with
fine red inclusions; fine reddish yellow slip
(7.5YR 7/6) confined to the bowl's interior and
rim. A small part of the original circumferenceis
preserved;slightly erodedsurfacewith some chipping. Slightly worn matrix.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with slightly convextop
and undersidewith appendage.The vertical side of
the rim has five ridges of varying height, alternately
smooth and decoratedwith wavy, oblique hatching
made with a three-pointedpunch;the rows of dashes
are arranged in a herringbonefashion. A spool-lug
handle is applied, with wide marks of impression
which occupy the entire height of the rim; it is
flankedby two stamped pairs of opposing palmettes
of three or five petals with raised edges and held by
two tendrils.
Findspot:Sanctuaryof Demeter and Kore.23 was
found in the terrace flooring to the north of Room
E,53in a context datableto 450-400 B.C. (Lot 2042).
From what Stroudassertsin both preliminaryreports of the 1964-1965 excavationcampaigns,there
is not sufficientevidenceto analyze the historyof the
terrace lying to the north of "Room E". If it were
possible to attributeto this area a solid stratigraphical sequence (analogous to that found inside the
room), consonantwith the signs that the north wall
of the room has been washed away, one could perhaps better explain the presence of a fragment like
23 in a context which dates to the secondhalf of the
5th centuryB.C. Otherwise, it must be regardedas a
remnant having no relevant chronology.But such a
dating seems ratherlate to me becauseof the particular conformationof this rim and because of the anthemion type of two tendril-linked palmettes with
five or three petals around a triangular heart, separatedby an arc.5423 displays a ratheroutmodedmotif which has lost much of the natural vitality of

317-318, pls. 91:b and 96:j. For the location of Room J in the general layout of the
sanctuary,see Bookidisand Fisher, 1974, fig. 1, N-0:25-26.
52 See 13, 82, and 89.
53 For the locationof Room E and the terracein front, see Stroud, 1965, p. 6, fig. 1; Stroud, 1968, pp. 304305, pl. 96 at E.
54 Cf. 18; for the treatmentof the decorativemotif, cf. 10 where there is also a side petal under the spiraling
ends. See also 16 and 19, which have palmetteswith seven petals opposing ones with three.
51 Stroud, 1968, pp.
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earlier examples:the tendrils no longer support but
merely separate the flowers, and they have become
completelyflattenedwith horizontal ends. The palmettes now have slimmer petals slightly graduated
in height. The motif of the palmettewith tendrilshas
a very long historyin the decorativetraditionof Corinth; although the flattenedrelief (which in this case
does not seem to be due to a particularlyworn matrix) lacks the plasticityof earlier examples, I do not
believe that this anthemion can be dated to the second half of the 5th centuryB.C. One can, in fact, presuppose the prolonged use of such a typically Archaic decorativeelement (the complicatedinterlaces
of tendrils which support splaying palmettes like
that on 23, but in a broad range of freely arranged
and variouslycurvedpetals), which eventually came
to co-exist with its own 5th-centuryvariationsfound
especially in painting. On the basis of such considerations, 23 can be datedto the end of the 6th century,
or to the beginningof the 5th centuryB.C. at the very
latest. Notwithstanding the differences in palmette
structure,this fragmentis very close to a Corinthian
pithos rim from the Athenian Agora, dated to the
first half of the 6th century.55
End of the 6th centuryB.C.
24. Bowl fragment
Fig. 1, P1. 66
C-40-515. H. 0.055; W. 0.13; rest. D. 0.623; Th.
0.023.
Impure, light-red clay (2.5YR 6/8) with predominantly red inclusions; thin layer of reddish
yellow slip (5YR 7/8). A small part of the original
circumferenceis preserved;chipped surface with
abrasions.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with horizontaltop and
underside with appendage. On the slightly inward
slanting side of the rim run two groups of three
ridges of varying height, separated by a wide flat
band. The innermost ridges are decorated with
wavy, oblique hatching made with a two-pointed

punch. A row of oblique dashes was impressedwith
a stick in the central space.
Findspot:"Tile Works",a workshopfor ceramics
between the long walls connectingCorinth and the
Lechaion, immediately to the north of the city
walls."6

End of the 6th centuryB.C.
25. Bowl fragment
Fig. 1, P1.66
C-65-150. H. 0.046, W. 0.116, rest. D. 0.524, Th.
0.025. Stamp:H. 0.031, min. W. 0.037.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (5YR 7/6) with
inclusions of red particles and gray grains; fine,
pink slip (7.5YR 7/4). A small part of the original
circumference is preserved. Surface with light
abrasions;chipped edges. Very fresh matrix.
Overhanging,thickenedrim with horizontaltop and
markedly slanted underside. On the nearly vertical
rim run two groups of three ridges of varyingheight,
painted alternatelydark red and brown. The central
ridge in each group is unpainted; the uppermost
brown band reachesthe top of the rim, and the lowest band reaches the edge of the underside.Oblique
dashes are painted alternatelyred and brown on the
flat band which separates the two groups of ridges.
On a wide plaque, applied over almost the entire
height of the rim, is a stamped palmette which presupably bordered a handle. This flower type has
nine petals which are progressivelycurved and reduced towards the sides, painted alternatelyred and
brown, and placed around a triangular heart; the
palmette is supported by two long, black-painted
tendrils with spiralingends, linked by a red bar;two
red dots are painted in the oculi of the tendrils.
Findspot:surfacefind (Lot 2406) fromthe quarry
west of Temple E.
The anthemion type of elongated tendrils with
hanging spirals, in the variationwhich displays two
dots in the oculi, is frequenton fictile antefixes with
opposing palmette and lotus flower.57In such cases,

55Agora XII, no. 1516, p. 342, pl. 65.
56 The excavationresults from the Tile Works are as yet unpublished.For the locationof the area, see H. S.
Robinson, Corinth. A Brief History of the City and a Guide to the Excavations, Athens 1969, pl. I, no. 6;

CorinthVII, iii, pl. 85; Weinberg, 1957, p. 292.
5 Van Buren, nos. 45, 47, 48, pp. 153-154, figs. 7, 8 and 14 (Argive Heraion); no. 56, pp. 155-156, fig. 16
(Kalauria); no. 39, p. 152, fig. 76; nos. 49, 52, pp. 154-155, fig. 82; Corinth XV, ii, no. 62, p. 281, pl. 58;
Corinth IV, i, A 3, A 8, A 9, p. 478, pls. II, III (Corinth);Van Buren, nos. 22, 27, pp. 149-150, figs. 85, 90;
no. 55, p. 155, fig. 91 (Delphi); Rhomaios (footnote 16 above), pp. 87, 91, figs. 60, 63 (Kalydon); Buschor
(footnote 16 above), p. 48, figs. 61, 62, pl. 9 (Athens); Necrocorinthia,fig. 112:B; Mallwitz and Herrmann
(footnote 16 above), pp. 149-150, pl. 102: 1, 2 (Olympia).
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the lower part of the tendrils has been replacedby a
lotus flower with the buttonsplaced abovethe calyx.
But in 25, the lower part of the tendrils has been
retained, suggesting that there may have been two
palmettes of the nine-petaledtype opposing another
smaller palmette with fewer petals (perhaps only
three, judging from the space left between the tendrils).58Such a decorativescheme appeared at least
as early as the first quarter of the 6th centuryB.C.,"
and it did not undergo any really substantial
changes, even if sometimes the lower palmette was
eliminated, as in the case of the two antefixes currently on display in the Akropolis Museum,60dated
to the beginningof the 5th century.The palmetteon
25, the plasticityof which is notablethanks to a particularly fresh matrix and to its excellent state of
preservation,must be dated later, to the end of the
6th or to the beginning of the 5th century B.C.: the
slenderizedform with a greaterratio between height
and width, the more developed central petal with
side petals graduating in size, and above all the
archedoutlines of the latter all figureas later stylistic
evolutions.61

End of the 6th centuryB.C.
26. Bowl fragment
Fig. 1, P1. 66
C-62-277. H. 0.055, W. 0.151, rest. D. 0.595, Th.
0.026.
Very impure, very pale brown clay (1OYR8/4)
with numerous red inclusions; fine, pink slip
(7.5YR 8/4). A small part of the original circumference is preserved. Slightly eroded surface;
chipped edges.
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Overhanging,thickened rim with outward slanting
top and undersidewith appendage.The verticalouter side of the rim is modeledwith two groupsof three
ridges of varying height, separatedby a central flat
band. Wide bands of brown and dark red accurately
and alternately cover the first and third ridges in
each group, leaving the central ridge unpainted;the
outermost bands reach the underside and the outer
edge of the rim top. In the central space there are
small, alternatingred and brown checkswhich border a simple maeander.
Findspot:Sanctuaryof Demeter and Kore. Random surface find, not from a datable context (Lot
1953)

62

The dentil or simple maeander motif filled with
small colored checks belongs to a group of decorations which could be applied on every type of surface; it is thereforedifficult to trace its development
in aiming at an exact date for 26. The typology and
scheme are almost unchanged.The motif rarely occurs on architecturalterracottas,which usually display a livelier and more intricate decoration.63It is
rare on Attic pottery.64It appears instead in the
enormous repertoire of Clazomenian sarcophagi,
but not before 500 B.c.65 It does not seem to be too
far-fetchedto liken our maeanderto a type of lightcolored band decoration of little checks or simple
dark-coloredpoints which appears on many vases
from Early Corinthian to Late Corinthian I and
I1,66 correspondingat least to a commonornamental
concept.
It seems possible to deduce, at least in a general
way, that the greatestdiffusionof this motif occurred

For the motif of the two opposing palmettesheld by a ring, cf. 10.
Van Buren, no. 18, p. 148, fig. 76; Rhomaios (footnote 16 above), figs. 7, 8.
M. S. Brouskari, Musee de l'Acropole. Catalogue descriptif, Athens 1974, p. 142, nos. 10253, 10254,
(Room VI); see also the later fragmentaryexamples from Nemea, Stella G. Miller, "Excavationsat Nemea,"
Hesperia 52, 1983 (pp. 70-95), p. 91, pl. 28:c.
61 For example, cf. the bronze palmettes from Olympia, Kunze (footnote 19 above), pp. 208, 210, pl. 75,
nos. 80, 81. They are in a differenticonographicalscheme,but they display the same characteristics.
62 For the 1962 campaignconductedin the sanctuary,see Stroud, 1965, pp. 1-24.
63 A similar motif is displayed on a fictile idrorrhoonfrom Megara Hyblaia, E. D. Van Buren, Archaic
58

59
60

Fictile Revetments in Sicily and Magna Grecia, London 1923, fig. 48.

L. D. Caskey and J. D. Beazley, Attic VasePaintings in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston III, Boston
1963, p. 44; D. C. Kurtz, Athenian White Lekythoi,Oxford 1975, fig. 5; cf. also L. Berge in W. G. Moon,
64

Greek Vase-Painting in Midwestern Collections, Chicago 1979, pp. 136-137, no. 77.

Cf. the sarcophagiof the AlbertinumGroup (ca. 500-470 B.C.); Cook, pp. 80-81, no. 6.
Cf. D. A. Amyx in Moon (footnote 64 above), pp. 24, 25, no. 15e; Necrocorinthia,no. 1326, p. 323,
fig. 164.
65

66
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towards the end of the 6th or beginning of the 5th
centuryB.C.
Ca. 500 B.C.
27. Bowl fragment
P1. 66
C-53-92. H. 0.04, W. 0.133, rest. D. 0.503, Th.
0.013.
Brann, p. 366, no. 66b, fig. 5.
Slightly impure clay, pink (5YR 7/3) at the
core, with predominantlyred inclusions;fine, reddish yellow slip (7.5YR 7/6) with numerous terracotta particles. A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved;slightly erodedsurface.
Overhangingrim, articulatedwith a pendulous, inward slanting lip; slightly convextop. The side of the
lip is modeled with five flattened ridges of varying
height.
Findspot: Forum Southwest, Well 1953-1
(T-U:2), in the area of Building III ("Tavern of
Aphrodite")in well fill which is very likely coeval
and dated 600-540 B.C.67
Ca. 540 B.C.
28. Bowl fragment
Fig. 1, P1.66
P 14206. H. 0.039, W. 0.066, est. D. ca. 0.56, Th.
0.09. Stamp:H. 0.015, W. 0.06.
Agora XII, no. 1863, p. 367, pl. 89.
Reddish yellow clay (5YR 6/6) with predominantly red inclusions;yellow slip (1OYR8/6). A
small part of the original circumferenceis preserved;chipped surface. Worn matrix.
Rim articulatedwith a pendulouslip which perhaps
slantedoutwards;slightly convextop. The side of the
convex lip is subdividedinto two bands separatedby
a flat fillet and decoratedwith leaf-shaped impressions made with a three-pointedpunch.
Findspot: street packing along the northeastern
slopes of the Areopagus in Athens. The fragment
was found in a context dated from the late 6th to the
beginning of the 5th century B.C.68
Ca. 500 B.C.
67

29. Bowl fragment
Fig. 1, P1. 67
P 26226. H. 0.05, W. 0.272, rest. D. 0.58, Th.
0.02. Stamp:H. 0.08, W. 0.015.
Agora XII, no. 1864, p. 367, pl. 89.
Very pale brown clay (1OYR7/3) at the core
with predominantlygray inclusions;reddish yellow slip (7.5YR 7/6). About one fifth of the original circumferenceis preserved in three joining
fragments;chipped surface.Worn matrix.
Overhangingrim, articulatedwith a pendulous lip;
slightly convex top. On the side of the lip, three
ridges border two bands decoratedwith deep, leafshaped impressionsmade with a punch of five rows
of points; the marks of the impressionsform a relief
decoration.
Findspot:Athenian Agora, Room X of the "Central House" on the northeasternslopes of the Areopagus. The bowl fragmentswere found in a burned
heap (29 also presentstracesof scorchingon the outside) with materialdated before 480 B.C.69
30. Fragmentarybowl
P1. 67
P 12751. H. 0.075, W. 0.415, rest. D. 0.65, Th.
0.02.
AgoraXII, no. 1859, p. 367, fig. 16.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR 7/6) with
predominantlygray inclusions of varying dimensions; fine, yellow slip (1OYR7/6) confinedto the
outer side of the rim and to the edge of the interior.
The remainderof the interioris coveredby a thin
layer of gray and red grit mixed with a few bits of
pinkish gray terracotta (7.5YR 7/2). About one
fourth of the original circumferenceis preserved
in ten joining fragments;eroded,chipped surface.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; convex top. The side of
the lip is modeled with two groups of three ridges
separatedby a centralspace. Wide bands alternately
of dark red and brown cover the ridges, leaving the
centralones unpainted;the uppermostred band and
the lowermost brown band reach the outer edge of
the rim top and the undersideof the lip, respectively.

See footnote42.

68 Agora XII,

p. 395, N-P 20:1, a.
AgoraXII, p. 394, L-M 18-19:1; H. A. Thompson, "Activitiesin the Athenian Agora: 1958,"Hesperia
28, 1959 (pp. 91-108), pp. 98-105; H. A. Thompson and R. E. Wycherley, The AthenianAgora, XIV, The
Agoraof Athens, Princeton 1972, pp. 177-180.
69
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The coloredbands have been painted in a fairly regular and precise fashion.
Findspot:AthenianAgora,well underthe Tholos,
which was probablyfilled during the constructionof
the building. The fragmentswere found in a context
dated 480-470 B.C., or not much later.70
Pls. 67, 79
31. Bowl
CP-3241. Bowl: Total H. 0.136, D. 0.764, depth
of bowl 0.108, Th. 0.03. Handle: H. 0.023, L.
0.056. Stand: D. 0.20, Th. ca. 0.02.
Impure, pink clay (5YR 8/4) with predominantly red inclusions; thin layer of pink slip
(7.5YR 7/4) confined to the outer surface of the
rim and to a band aroundthe edge inside the bowl;
on the rest of the interior, a thin layer of lightbrown bits (7.5YR 6/4). Almost the entire original circumferenceis preserved in numerous restored fragments,as well as the upper end of the
stand. Slightly eroded,chipped surface.
Bowl with overhangingrim, articulatedwith a pendulous, inward slanting lip; flattened, outward
slanting top. The side of the lip is modeledwith two
groups of three ridges of varying height, separated
by a central band; in this band and over the central
ridges are four symmetrically applied ribbon-lug
handles, leaving extensive marks of impression.
Wide bands alternatelyof dark red and brown cover
the rim ridges and handle articulations;the uppermost brown band reaches the outer edge of the rim
top. The stand is hollow and cylindrical.
Findspotunknown.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
P1.67
32. Fragmentarybasin
P 6533. Total H. 0.495, rest. D. 0.63, Th. 0.026.
Handle: H. 0.018, L. 0.045. Stand: D. 0.20, Th.
0.025.
Mentionedby Pease, p. 297, underno. 175, and
in Agora XII, under no. 1859, p. 367.
Impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4) with predominantly red inclusions; fine, reddish yellow slip
(7.5YR 6/6) confinedto the outer band of the rim
and to the inner surface of the bowl; in the center
of the bottom,the slip is coveredby a layer of light
70AgoraXII, pp. 390-391, G 11:3-U, fig. 25.
Agora XII, p. 388, E 13:1, fig. 25.
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reddish brown grains (5YR 6/3). About one
fourth of the original circumferenceof the bowl
and a good portion of the stand are preservedin
numerous restored fragments. Eroded, chipped
surface.
Hollow, cylindricalstandon which rests a bowl with
a rim articulated with pendulous, inward slanting
lip; outwardslanting top. The side of the lip is modeled with two groups of three ridges separatedby a
centralspace;in this space a ribbon-lughandle is applied, leaving wide marksof impressionwhich reach
the innermostridges. Residual traces of dark red on
the lower ridges.
Findspot: Athenian Agora, well on the eastern
slopes of KolonosAgoraios,j which has yielded ma-

terialdated470-425 B.C.
33. Fragmentarybasin
C-34-931. Bowl: Rest. D. 0.765, Th. 0.02. Handle: H. 0.02, L. 0.045. Stand: H. 0.335, rest. D.
0.22, Th. 0.01. Base: H. 0.165, D. 0.475.
Pease, pp. 296-297, no. 174, figs. 25, 28.
Impure,brownishyellow clay (1OYR6/4) with
predominantly gray inclusions; fine pink slip
(7.5YR 7/4) confinedto the side of the rim and to
a band aroundthe edge of the bowl; the rest of the
interior is coveredby a thin layer of light-brown
grains (7.5YR 6/4). About one third of the bowl,
part of the stand, and almost all of the base are
preservedin numerousrestoredfragments.
Bowl with overhangingrim, articulatedwith pendulous, inward slanting lip; flattened,inward slanting
top. The side of the lip is modeledwith two groups of
three ridgesof varyingheight, separatedby a central
space; in this space a ribbon-lug handle is applied
over the central ridges, leaving extensive marks of
impression.Wide bands alternatelyof dark red and
brown coverthe rim ridges and handle articulations;
the uppermostbrown ridge reachesthe outer edge of
the rim top. The stand is hollow and cylindrical
(perhaps the slight splaying of the base was not intentional) with thin vertical brown stripes, which
start from the wide painted band at the point of its
attachment to the bowl. The circular base with a
carinated profile widens at the bottom with a
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roundedlower edge;its top portionis modeledwith a
group of three flattened ridges, painted alternately
dark red and brown. There is a fourth brown ridge
at the point of juncturewith the stand.
Findspot:Well 1934-10, in the southwest corner
of the Forum, with a homogeneous fill dated
460-420 B.C. 72
P1.67
34. Bowl fragments
C-1979-53. Bowl: H. 0.119, rest. D. 0.60, Th.
0.019. Handle: H. 0.022, L. 0.053.
Mentioned in Williams, 1980, p. 110.
Slightly impure, reddishyellow clay (5YR 7/6)
with predominantlygray inclusions and large air
bubbles which warp the surface in many places;
fine, pink slip (7.5YR 8/4). A smoothedand shining thin patina of very pure, reddish yellow clay
(7.5YR 8/6) covers only the rim, lip, and border
of the interior;on the rest of the surface is a layer
of very pale brown grains (1OYR 7/4). About
three fourths of the original circumferencefrom
lip to stand attachment is preserved in 25 fragments, many of which join. Surface eroded in
places with some chipping and extensive traces of
scorching.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; slightly convex, outward slanting
top, separated from the bowl's inner profile by a
small, sharp-angledridge. The side of the lip is modeled with two groups of three ridges of varying
height, separatedby a central space in which a ribbon-lug handle is applied over the innermostridges,
leaving wide marks of impression. Rather evenly
and precisely painted bands alternately of brown
and dark red cover the inner ridges in each group,
leaving the central band unpainted; the bands are
similarly painted on the handle articulations. The
uppermostbrown band reachesthe outer edge of the
rim top. There are paint drippings and careless application aroundthe handle.
Findspot: Well 1979-1, in the southwest area of

the Forum (Lot 79-52). The bowl was found in a
context dated 425-400 B.C.73
Fig. 2, P1.67
35. Bowl fragment
CP-80. H. 0.06, W. 0.128, rest. D. 0.647, Th.
0.015.
Impure clay, pink at the core (7.5YR 7/4) with
shades tending to light red at the surface (2.5YR
6/6) and predominantlygray inclusions;pink slip
(5YR 8/4). A small part of the originalcircumference is preserved; slightly eroded surface with
chipped edges.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; slightly convextop. The side of the
lip is modeled with two groups of three ridges of
varying height, separated by a central space. Wide
bands alternately of brown and dark red cover the
first and third ridges in each group, leaving the central one unpainted. The uppermost brown band
reachesthe outer edge of the rim top; the lowermost
red band coversthe undersideof the lip. The bands
are rather haphazardlypainted over the ridges.
Findspot unknown.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
36. Bowl fragment
Fig. 2, P1. 68
KP 2471. H. 0.05, W. 0.089, rest. D. 0.596, Th.
0.015.
Impure, slightly porous, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4)
with a very few gray inclusions;very thin, reddish
yellow slip (7.5YR 7/6). A small part of the original circumference is preserved; eroded surface
with extensive areas of chipping. Lower part of
lip missing. One leg of a hookedlead clamp passes
through the top of the rim.
Overhangingrim, articulatedwith a pendulous, inward slanting lip; slightly convextop. The side of the
lip is modeled with a group of three ridges above a
flat band. A wide brown band coversthe outer edge
of the rim top and the first ridge. Residual traces of
red are visible on the third ridge; central ridge is
unpainted.

For the locationof the well (E-K:30-37), see Williams, 1979, p. 106, fig. 1, K:73;see also Corinth VII,
iii, p. 201, no. 10; Corinth VII, iv, pp. 17-18, no. 3.
7 Williams, 1980, pp. 107, 110, fig. 1 top left. The well, belongingto the first phase of use of the construction north of the "PunicAmphoraBuilding"was filled with debrisfroma destructiondating not later than ca.
420 B.C., probably caused by an earthquakewhich happened during the summer of that year (Thucydides,
v.50.5); thus an explanationmay be offered for the tracesof scorchingon the fragments.
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Findspot:Potters'Quarter (Trench S.5), from the
area between the Circular South Shrine and Tower
1 of the city walls.7436 was not found in a chronologically significant context. There are only a few
elements which help us to date it: First, on the basis
of analogousexamples, the rim's conformationleads
us in general to the Classical period. Second, we
must take into accountthat apart from sporadicfinds
of the Roman period, the entire complex of the Potters' Quarter offers us no evidenceof occupancyand
patronageafter the end of the 4th centuryB.C.75 This
can be consideredthe terminus ante quem for 36.
5th or 4th century B.C.
37. Bowl fragment
Fig. 2, P1.68
P 29988. H. 0.045, W. 0.106, est. D. ca. 0.52, Th.
0.016. Handle: H. 0.022, L. 0.047.
Slightly impure, reddishyellow clay (5YR 7/8)
with fine, predominantlyred inclusions;fine, very
pale brown slip (1OYR7/4). A small part of the
original circumferenceis preserved;chipped and
slightly crackedsurface.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous lip;
horizontal top. The vertical, outer side of the lip is
modeled with two groups of three ridges of varying
height, separated by a flat band; on this band and
over the innermostridges a ribbon-lug handle is applied. Alternately brown and dark red bands cover
the first and third ridges in each group, leaving the
central one unpainted. The uppermost red band
reaches the outer edge of the top; the lowermost
brown band reaches the underside of the lip. The
handle articulationshave been painted similarly in
red and brown.
Findspot:Athenian Agora, well northwest of the
Stoa Basileios,76which has yielded material for the
most part dated to the 5th and 4th centuriesB.C.77
5th or 4th century B.C.
38. Bowl fragment
Fig. 2, P1.68
CP-81. H. 0.051, W. 0.096, rest. D. 0.623, Th.
0.02. Handle: H. 0.025, rest. L. 0.055.
Impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4), predominantly

red inclusions;thin, very pale brown slip (1OYR
8/4), confinedto the outer surface.A small part of
the original circumferenceand about one third of
the handle are preserved;chipped and abraded
surface.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; flattened top. The side
of the lip is modeledwith two groups of three ridges
of varying height, separated by a central space; in
this space and over the innermostridgesa ribbon-lug
handle is applied. Wide bands alternatelyof brown
and dark red cover the ridges and handle articulations. The central ridges in each group are unpainted; the uppermost brown band reaches the outer
edge of the rim top, and the lowermostred band partially coversthe undersideof the lip. The ridges are
not evenly painted, and there are paint dribbles
aroundthe handle.
Findspot unknown.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
39. Bowl fragment
Fig. 2, P1.68
Lot: Well 1936-10:2. H. 0.052, W. 0.126, rest. D.
0.615, Th. 0.012. Handle: H. 0.022, L. 0.055.
Impure, pink clay (5YR 8/4) with predominantly gray inclusions; thin layer of pink slip
(5YR 8/4) confinedto the outside. A small part of
the original circumferenceis preserved;slightly
erodedsurface,chipped on the handle.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; convex top. The side of
the lip is modeledwith two groups of three ridges of
varying height, separatedby a central space; in this
space and over the innermost ridges a ribbon-lug
handle is applied. Wide bands of alternatelybrown
and dark red cover the ridges and handle articulations. The central ridge of each group is unpainted;
the uppermost brown band reaches the edge of the
rim top, and the lowermostred band partially covers
the undersideof the lip. The ridges are rather precisely painted, but there is paint dribbled on the
handle.

74 For the locationof the area exploredduring the 1931 campaign,see CorinthXV, i, pp. 31-34, 56, pls. 8:
B-D and 51; CorinthXV, ii, pl. 60.
7 CorinthXV, i, p. 4; CorinthVII, iii, pp. 202-203, no. 18.
76 Agora XII, fig. 25, H 4:5.
7 T. L. Shear, Jr., "The Athenian Agora: Excavations of 1972," Hesperia 42, 1973, pp. 359-407, esp.
p. 392.
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Findspot: Well 1936-10 (S:11), in the southwest
cornerof the Cryptoporticusof the South Basilica,78
found with material mostly dated 500-420 B.C.79
40. Bowl fragment
Fig. 2, P1. 68
P 20451. H. 0.05, W. 0.252, rest. D. 0.55. Th.
0.016.
Mentioned in Agora XII, under no. 1861,
p. 367.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR 6/8) with
inclusionsof fine red particles;reddishyellow slip
(7.5YR 7/8) confinedto the outside. A small part
of the original circumferenceis preserved;eroded
surfacewith incrustations,warped in the firing. A
hole piercing one end of the fragmentis probably
due to some re-use, indicatedalso by the neatly cut
edges.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous lip;
horizontaltop. The verticalside of the lip is modeled
with two groups of three ridges of varying height,
separatedby a central space. A few traces of brown
color remain on the outer edge of the top and on the
uppermost ridge; traces of dark red remain on the
innermostridges.
Findspot:Athenian Agora, deposit under the Poros Building to the west of the Areopagus,which has
yielded material dated 400-375 B.C.80
41. Bowl fragment
Fig. 2, P1. 68
C-65-633. H. 0.059, W. 0.21, rest. D. 0.586, Th.
0.015.
Very compact,slightly impure,very pale brown
clay (1OYR 7/4) with very few mineral inclusions; fine, pink slip (7.5YR 8/4) confinedto the
rim and to the edge of the interior;on the rest of
the inner surface, a layer of pinkish gray grains
(5YR 7/2) is visible. A small part of the original
circumferenceis preserved;chipped surface. The
lower part of the lip is missing.
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Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; slightly convextop. The side of the
lip is modeled with at least three ridges of varying
height, coveredwith irregularlypaintedbands alternately of dark red and brown. On the rim top is the
graffitoincisedwith a wide point KaX[os]drivenbottom to top and runningcounterclockwisewith letters
averaging ca. 0.018m. The inscription furnishes us
with useful informationregardinga possibledate for
the fragment. If we suppose, as is likely, that it was
written in the local Corinthian alphabet, we arrive
at a terminus ante quem of 475-450 B.C., the time
beforewhich we never find the Corinthianalpha inscribed with a middle horizontal stroke;8'we find
the two-stroke lambda in unofficial cursive graffiti
from the end of the 6th century B.C.82 Naturally, it
must be kept in mind that the lambda is only partly
preserved.
Findspot: dining room (M:16-17), Sanctuary of
Demeter and Kore, the lower terrace.8341 was
found among material from a destructionlayer deposited on the floor of the little room to the east; the
dates of such material run from the end of the 6th
centuryto the time of L. Mummius' sack in 146.84
450-400 B.C.
42. Bowl fragment
Fig. 2, P1. 68
IPG 1968-261. H. 0.115, W. 0.638, rest. D.
0.655, Th. 0.02. Handle: H. 0.028, L. 0.081.
Impure, pink clay (5YR 8/4) with gray inclusions;fine, identicallycoloredslip. On the interior
of the bowl, a layer of light reddishbrown grains
(2.5YR 6/4). About one third of the original circumferenceis restoredfromsix fragments;eroded,
chipped surface.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; slightly convextop. The
side of the lip is modeled with two groups of three
ridges of varying height, separated by a central

78 S. S. Weinberg, Corinth, I, v, The SoutheastBuilding, the Twin Basilicas, the Mosaic House, Princeton
1960, p. 59, plan V, bottomleft.
79 CorinthVII, iii, p. 201, no. 11. Cited also by Pease, p. 257, note 3.
80Agora XII, p. 387, D 17:6, fig. 25.
81 L. H. Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece, Oxford 1961, p. 114.
82Ibid., p. 115.
83 Stroud, 1968, pp. 315-317, pls. 90:d, 91:a, and 96:N. For the location of the dining room, see Bookidis
and Fisher, 1974, p. 268, fig. 1, M:16-17.
84 N. Bookidis, "The Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore on Acrocorinth.Preliminary Report III: 1968,"
Hesperia 38, 1969 (pp. 297-310), p. 303.
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space; in this space and over the innermostridges a
ribbon-lughandle is applied. Residual tracesof dark
red are visible on the centraland outermostarticulations of the handle and on the lowermost ridge in
each group;the lower band reachesthe undersideof
the lip.
Findspot:West Cemetery.85The fragmentswere
sporadicfinds, thereforeundatableby context.
5th or 4th century B.C.
Fig. 2, P1.69
43. Bowl fragment
C-68-344. H. 0.069, W. 0.425, rest. D. 0.642, Th.
0.02.
Impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4) with predominantly red inclusions and large air bubbles which
have warped the outer surface in places;fine, reddish yellow slip (7.5YR 7/6) confinedto the rim
and to the edge of the interior;the rest of the inner
surface is covered with a layer of pinkish gray
grains (5YR 7/2). About one fifth of the original
circumferenceis preserved in two joining fragments; surface abraded and chipped. The lower
part of the lip is missing.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; slightly convextop. The side of the
lip is modeled with two groups of ridges of varying
height; the first group is composedof three ridges,
the second group of at least two, and they are separated by a central space. Wide bands alternately of
brown and dark red coverthe ridges;the uppermost
brown band reaches the outer edge of the rim top.
The ridges are very haphazardlypainted with colors
often running into the interveningspaces.
Findspot:the SacredSpring,86in levels excavated
down to the 6th century.No levels were excavatedin
this area between the Geometric and Archaic periods; there was an almost total absenceof Protocorinthian and Corinthian material to the end of the 6th
century. Therefore, the first half of the 5th century

can be safely considered the terminus post quem
for 43.

5thor 4th centuryB.C.
Fig. 2, P1.69
44. Bowl fragment
C-70-596. H. 0.05, W. 0.165, rest. D. 0.596, Th.
0.014.
Porous, impure, very pale yellow clay (1OYR
8/4) with fine gray inclusions; fine, reddish yellow slip (5YR 7/8) confinedto the outer surface.
A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved in two joining fragments;eroded surface
with chipped edges.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; slightly convextop. The side of the
lip is modeled with two groups of three ridges of
varying height, separatedby a central space. Wide,
irregularlypaintedbandsof alternatelydarkred and
brown coverthe ridges, leaving the centralone in the
first group unpainted; the uppermost brown band
reachesthe outer edge of the rim top. On the top remains a portion of a counterclockwise graffito
scratchedwith a fine point (maximum height of letters: 0.031 m.). Only a short straight stroke is preservedof the first letter;the secondletter can be considered to be the lower part of a nu with detached
strokes,as is frequentlyencounteredin scratchedinscriptions,owing to the normal difficultiesof execution in comparisonto painting or incising fresh clay.
Of the last two letters,one of which is almostentirely
preserved,we can make out the characteristicCorinthian sign used to express the "shorte" sound (epsilon) and the "long,closede" (eta).87The inscription,
obviously written in the local Corinthian alphabet,
in which the sign
can be restored as avv[0][KE](v)
g
equals epsilon in the first instanceand eta in the
second instance. The absence of any trace of theta
between the two vowels should not pose.any difficulty inasmuch as such a letter, like certain others

P. A. Clement, "Isthmia,"ZX\7r 24, 1969, B'1 (1970), p. 119.
For the Sacred Spring directlyto the south of the foundationsof the Captive's Facade and for the eight
architecturalphases related to this complex, dating between the end of the 8th century and the destructionof
Corinth in 146 B.C., see Williams, 1969, pp. 36-63; Williams, 1970, pp. 21-39, esp. pp. 21-31; Williams and
Fisher, 1971, pp. 10-34; Williams and Fisher, 1973, pp. 27-44; CorinthVII, iv, pp. 21-22, no. 6.
87
Jeffery (footnote81 above), pp. 114-132; M. Guarducci,Epigrafiagreca I, Rome 1967, pp. 169-180.
85
86
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such as omicronand chi, is sometimessmaller in size
and could have been scratcheda bit higher.
Findspot: Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore.8844
was found in the fill of Sacrificial Pit A of "Room
E".89The stratigraphicposition of the pit offers us
no pertinent informationfor dating the joining fragments. The fill probablycomes from destructiondebris, with the beginning of the 4th centuryB.C. as its
terminus ante quem.90 Significantly, however, the
fragments were found in a context datable to the
second half of the 5th century (Lots 73-141 and
73-2212). Moreover, a date can be deduced from
other elements:on the basis of analogous examples,
the rim's conformationis in general indicativeof the
Classical period. The epigraphic characters and
above all the presence of the characteristicsign for
epsilon-eta permit us to date the fragmentsto 500450 B.C., inasmuch as such a letter disappearsfrom
the Corinthian alphabet during the second quarter
of the 5th century.91
Mid-5th centuryB.C.
45. Bowl fragment
Fig. 2, P1. 69
CP-64. H. 0.085, W. 0.308, rest. D. 0.642, Th.
0.016.
Compact, pink clay (5YR 7/3) with fine gray
and white inclusions; pinkish white slip (5YR
8/2) confinedto the rim, to the lip, and to the bordering band of the interior, which displays in its
remaining portion a homogeneouslayer of pinkish gray grains (5YR 7/2). A small part of the
original circumferenceis preserved;chipped surface with incrustations.The lower part of the lip
is missing.

Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; convex, outward slanting top. The side of the lip is modeled with at least
four ridges of varying height, alternatelycoveredby
irregularly painted bands of brown and dark red.
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The uppermostbrown bandonly partiallycoversthe
ridge, and it reachesthe outer edge of the rim top.
Findspot unknown.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
46. Bowl fragments
Fig. 2, P1.69
Lot: Well 1936-10:1. H. 0.078, W. 0.245, rest. D.
0.596, Th. 0.02.
Impure, pink clay (7.5YR 8/4) with predominantly gray inclusions; fine, reddish yellow slip
(7.5YR 7/6) confinedto the rim and to the inner
borderingband of the bowl; this band is covered
on the interior with a layer of reddish yellow
grains (5YR 6/6). A small part of the original circumferenceis preservedin five fragments,four of
which join. Surfaceslightly erodedin places;some
chipped areas and two spots of scorching.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; convex top. The side of
the lip is modeledwith two groups of three ridges of
varying height, separated by a central space. Wide
bands of alternately brown and dark red cover the
first and third ridges in each group, leaving the central ridge partially unpainted. The uppermost
brown band reaches the outer edge of the rim top;
the lowermost red band partially covers the underside of the lip.
Findspot: Well 1936-10 (S:11), at the southwest
cornerof the Cryptoporticusof the South Basilica,92
which has yielded material dated mostly within the
5th century,till around 420 B.C.93
47. Bowl fragment
P1. 69
CP-3242. H. 0.13, W. 0.596, rest. D. 0.656, Th.
0.031.
Porous and very impure, light-gray clay (2.5Y
7/2) with gray inclusions;thick layer of white slip
(2.5Y 8/2) confinedto the rim and to the bordering band of the interior;the rest of the inner surface is coveredby a layer of light reddish brown

For the 1970 campaign,see Bookidisand Fisher, 1972, pp. 283-331.
For the location of Room E and of the SacrificialPit inside, see Stroud, 1965, pp. 6-7, fig. 1:E; Stroud,
1968, p. 304, pl. 96:E.
90
Stroud, 1965, p. 7.
91
Jeffery (footnote81 above), p. 115; Guarducci(footnote87 above), p. 171.
92 Corinth I, v (footnote78 above), p. 59, plan V, bottomleft.
9 See footnote79 above.
88
89
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grains (5YR 6/3). From the partially missing lip
to stand attachment,about one third of the original circumference is preserved; eroded and
chipped surface.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; slightly convex, outward slanting
top. The side of the lip is modeledwith one group of
three and one of two ridges of varying height, separated by a central space and coveredwith bands alternately brown and dark red. Sparse traces of
brown remain on the outer edge of the rim, on the
first and last ridges, and in the central space; some
red remainson the third ridge.A wide brown band is
painted on the outer surfaceof the bowl, at the point
of attachmentto the stand.
Findspot unknown.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
Fig. 2, P1.70
48. Bowl fragment
P 7297. H. 0.049, W. 0.176, rest. D. 0.61, Th.
0.025. Handle: H. 0.025, L. 0.045.
AgoraXII, no. 1860, p. 367, pl. 89.
Rather compact, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR
7/6) with very few gray inclusions;fine slip of the
same color. On the side of the lip is a thin wash of
very fine, very pale brown clay (1OYR7/4-8/4).
A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved;crackedsurface.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; slightly convex top. The
side of the lip is modeled with two groups of three
ridges, separatedby a centralspace;in this space and
over the innermostridges a ribbon-lughandle is applied. Wide bands, alternatelybrown and dark red,
cover the ridges and handle articulations.The central ridges in each group are unpainted;the uppermost brown band reaches the outer edge of the rim
top, and the lowermostred band partially coversthe
undersideof the lip. The ridges are rather precisely
painted,but there are paint dribblingson the handle.
There are red traces on the impression around the
handle.
Findspot:AthenianAgora,well containingmaterial dated 430-415 B.C.94

Fig. 3, P1.70
49. Bowl fragment
C-39-427. H. 0.071, W. 0.245, rest. D. 0.608, Th.
0.014.
Bentz (under 14 above), pp. 467-468, D6-241.
Compact, reddish yellow clay (5YR 6/8) with
predominantlyred inclusions and minuscule gray
grains;a thin layer of slip, which is compact,brilliant, and reddish yellow (5YR 6/8), covers the
visible surfaces:the inner surface of the bowl, the
rim, and the side of the lip. A small part of the
original circumferenceis preservedin three joining fragments;surface with slight abrasions and
chipping.

Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; convex top. The side of the lip is
modeled with two groups of three ridges of varying
height, separated by a central space. Wide, irregularly painted bands, alternatelybrown and dark red,
coverthe first and third ridgesin each group, leaving
the central ridges unpainted.The uppermostbrown
band reaches the outer edge of the rim top; the lowermost red band coversthe undersideof the lip.
Findspot:well west of the Museum (K:23)9swhich
contained material dated between the beginning of
the 6th centuryand the third quarterof the 5th century.96

480-425

B.C.

Fig. 3, P1.70
50. Bowl fragments
C-36-258 a-e. H. 0.055, W. 0.33, rest. D. 0.613,
Th. 0.02.
Mentioned by E. G. Pemberton,"The Vrysoula Classical Deposit from Ancient Corinth,"Hesperia 39, 1970 (pp. 265-307), p. 300, no. 138, and
under deposit no. 12, p. 306, erroneouslyas number C-36-285 a-e.
Porous and slightly impure, yellowish brown
clay (1OYR5/3) with gray inclusions;thick, yellow slip (1OYR7/6). About one third of the original circumference is preserved in eight fragments, four of which are joining; chipped surface.
Overhanging rim, articulated with a pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; wide, convex top

Agora XII, p. 384, B 12:4, fig. 25.
S. S. Weinberg, "Excavationsat Corinth, 1938-1939," AJA 43, 1939 (pp. 592-600), p. 594, fig. 4 center,
and pp. 596-598, figs. 7-9.
96
See footnote41 above.
9
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separated from the inner profile by a small, sharpcorneredridge. The side of the lip is modeled with
two groups of three ridges of varying height,
separated by a central space. Wide, irregularly
paintedbands,alternatelybrown and darkred, cover
the first and third ridges in each group, leaving the
central ridges unpainted. The uppermost brown
band reachesthe outer edge of the rim top.
Findspot: Well 1936-6 of the South Basilica
(K:14), in a context dated 500-420 B.C.97

480-425 B.C.
Fig. 3, P1.70
51. Bowl fragment
CP-83. HI. 0.05, W. 0.149, rest. D. 0.592, Th.
0.023.
Very impure, pink clay (7.5YR 8/4) with gray
inclusions;fine, very pale brown slip (IOYR8/4).
A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved. Surface shows abrasions and incrustations; chippededges.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; convex top. The side of
the lip is modeledwith two groups of three ridges of
varying height, separatedby a central space. Wide,
precisely painted bands, alternatelybrown and dark
red, cover the first and third ridges in each group,
leaving the centralridgesunpainted.The uppermost
brown band reaches the outer edge of the rim top,
and the lowermost red band covers the undersideof
the lip.
Findspot unknown.
5th or 4th century B.C.
52. Bowl fragment
Fig. 3, P1.70
KP 1885. H. 0.045, W. 0.052, rest. D. 0.578, Th.
0.014.
Corinth XV, iii, no. 2166, pp. 8, 349, pls. 76,
121.
Compact,pink clay (7.5YR 8/4) with predominantly gray inclusions; fine yellow slip (1OYR
8/6). A small part of the original circumferenceis
preserved;erodedsurface with chipped edges.

Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; convex top. The side of the lip is
modeled with two groups of three ridges of varying
height, separated by a central space. Wide, irregularly paintedbands,alternatelydark red and brown,
cover the outside ridges of each group, leaving the
central bands unpainted. The uppermost red band
reaches the outer edge of the rim top (residual
traces); the lowermost brown band partially covers
the undersideof the lip. A broken-linedecorationof
opposing "L"s, alternately dark red and brown, is
painted in the central space.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, outside the South
Long Building,98 found in a context dated from
Middle Corinthianto Late Corinthian.
450-400 B.C.
Fig. 3, P1.71
53. Bowl and base fragments
P 26660 a, b. Bowl (a): H. 0.115, W. 0.457, rest.
D. 0.745, Th. 0.025. Base (b): H. 0.015, W. 0.12,
rest. D. 0.36; W. of the supportbottom:0.02.
Agora XII, no. 1861, p. 367, fig. 16.
Very impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4) with predominantly red inclusions, with gray grains and
mineral particles; a thin, reddish yellow slip
(7.5YR 7/6) covers the floor of the bowl and the
rim top. A layer of very fine, light reddish brown
grains (5YR 6/4) distributedon the inner surface
is missing in severalplaces, leavingthe underlying
slip exposed.About one fifth of the bowl's original
circumferenceand a small part of the base circumference are preserved;eroded surface, with chipping and deep abrasions.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; slightly convextop. The side of the
lip is modeledwith five ridges of varying height, the
last of which is improperly shaped and gradually
narrows. The base is circular with a widening profile near the bottom and with a straight support;
roundededges.
Findspot:Athenian Agora, well east of the Mint,
found in a context probably datable to the late 4th

centuryB.C.99

most recentlyCorznthVII,
entire
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97 Pemberton(above),p. 306, deposit no. 12. She dates the context450-420 B.C.;
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54. Bowl fragment
Fig. 3, P1.70
KP 1867. H. 0.045, W. 0.049, rest. D. 0.586, Th.
0.018. Handle: H. 0.022.
CorinthXV, iii, no. 2165, p. 349, pl. 76.
Impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4) with gray and
white inclusions;very thin, pink slip (7.5YR 8/4).
A small part of the original circumferenceand
about one half of the handleare preserved;slightly
erodedand somewhatchipped surface.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; horizontaltop. The side of the lip
is modeledwith two groupsof three ridgesof varying
height, separatedby a central space; in this space a
ribbon-lug handle is applied over the innermost
ridges, with extensive marks of impressionaffecting
the central ridges also. Wide bands, alternatelydark
red and brown, coverthe ridges and handle articulations. The central ridges in each group are unpainted; the uppermostred band reachesthe outer edge of
the rim top, and the lowermost brown band covers
the undersideof the lip. The painting on the ridges
is rather accurate, but there are some traces of
dribbling.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, outside the South
Long Building.100
Late 5th centuryB.C.
55.

Bowl fragment
P1.70
C-33-409. H. 0.13, W. 0.395, rest. D. 0.828, Th.
0.031.
Impure, pale yellow clay (5Y 8/4) with many
gray inclusions;pink slip (7.5YR 8/4) confinedto
the rim top and to the edge of the interior,the rest
of which is covered by a thick, compact layer of
pinkish gray grains (7.5YR 6/2). From the partially missing lip to the stand attachment, about
one fourth of the original circumferenceis preserved;surface eroded in places, with some chipping.

Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; outward slanting top.
On the side of the lip run two groupsof two ridgesof
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varying height, separated by a central space. The
outer ridgesare coveredby brown bands,and the upper reachesthe outer edge of the rim top; the central
space is painted dark red. A brown band was also
painted on the stand directly below its point of attachment to the bowl. A narrow white band (H.
0.006) in low relief on the floor of the bowl marks
the border between the slipped surface on the rim
and the grainy layer.
Findspot:SouthwestForum (1933 Trench).10'
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
56. Bowl fragment
Fig. 3, P1.71
P 24252. H. 0.11, W. 0.367, rest. D. 0.65, Th.
0.033.
Mentioned in Agora XII, under no. 1861,
p. 367.
Very impure, reddish yellow clay (5YR 6/6)
with predominantly red inclusions; very pale
brown slip (1OYR 7/3). About one fifth of the
original circumferenceis preserved;chipped surface, missing lower part of lip.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous lip;
slightly convex top. The side of the lip is modeled
with at least four ridges, the first and third of which
are coloredrespectivelybrown and dark red; the remaining ridges are unpainted, but they have been
partially coveredby sloppily paintedbands.The uppermost brown band reaches the outer edge of the
rim top. The third ridge displays a wide, deep, and
probablyaccidentalincision, coveredwith red paint.
Findspot:AthenianAgora;the fragmenthad been
re-used in a channel (Channel 7, North of Monument Base), found with material of the 5th and 4th
centuriesB.C.102
57. Bowl fragment
Fig. 3, P1.72
C-68-342. H. 0.053, W. 0.095, rest. D. 0.632, Th.
0.025.
Impure, reddishyellow clay (7.5YR 7/6) with
predominantlygray inclusions;thick layer of pink
slip (5YR 8/4). A small part of the original

100See footnote98 above.
1010. Broneer, "Excavationsin the Agora at Corinth, 1933," AJA 37, 1933, pp. 554-572; Corinth I, iv
(footnote3 above), pp. 4-5.
102 For the 1953 campaign during which the bowl was found, see H. A. Thompson, "Excavationsin the
Athenian Agora: 1953,"Hesperia 23, 1954, pp. 31-67.
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circumferenceis preserved;surface erodedin places,
with chipping and extensive abrasions.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; convex top. On the side
of the lip two pairs of ridges limit a central space
separatedinto two zones by a lower ridge. A brown
band is traced along the outer edge of the top; red
bands are on the outermostridges, and brown ones
are on the inner and central ridges. In the two level
zones two Lesbian cymatia are painted with opposing leaf-tips; the leaves are painted alternately red
and brown, and they show wide venation and reserved,droplet-shapedinterspaces.
Findspot: Sacred Spring.103The rim fragment
was found in a context dated to the 4th century B.C.
(Lot 5212).
In this case the Lesbiancymatium in its Attic form
is chronologicallyappropriate;it correspondsto the
"halbogenscheme"of Weickert104 with rather wide
leaves at the base, crossedby a centralshort and wide
furrow, which has its first complete and monumental expressionin the Erechtheion.The cymatium on
57 may not necessarilybe placeablein the late phase
of developmentof an originally Attic variation, in
which the leaves graduallybecomewider and clumsier.105It may ratherindicate,with its hurried,summary execution and far from naturalisticscheme so
unlike the original, some misunderstandingof the
way the scheme runs, resulting in the applicationof
a basically plastic ornamentationon a pictorialfield.
This plasticitywould have been renderedby the contrast between the fullness of the fleshy leaves and the
empty interspaces and by the play of light and
shadow.
4th centuryB.C.
58. Bowl fragment
Fig. 3, P1. 72
KP 2472. H. 0.05, W. 0.196, rest. D. 0.644, Th.
0.023. Handle: H. 0.025, L. 0.053.

Corinth XV, iii, mentioned under no. 2173,
p. 349.
Impure, pink clay (5YR 8/4) with predominantly red inclusions and mineral particles;fine,
reddish yellow slip (7.5YR 7/6). A small part of
the original circumferenceis preserved;eroded,
with areas of chipping and traces of scorching.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; convex top. The side of
the lip is modeledwith two groups of three ridges of
varying height, separatedby a central space; in this
space a ribbon-lug handle is applied with wide
marks of impression occupying the central ridges.
Sparse traces of irregularlypainted bands alternately of brown and darkred coverthe ridges and handle
articulations.The centralridge in each group is unpainted;the uppermostbrown band reachesthe outer edge of the rim top.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter (Trial Trench A',
1929), found in the same area as 36.106 58 can be
dated before the end of the 4th century B.C. (see under 36).
Fig. 3, P1.72
59. Bowl fragment
C-64-299. H. 0.043, W. 0.122, rest D. 0.602, Th.
0.016.
Pemberton (under 50 above), p. 300, no. 138,
pl. 74.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (5YR 7/6) with
predominantlygray inclusions; fine, reddish yellow slip (7.5YR 7/6). A small part of the original
circumferenceis preserved. Slightly eroded surface, with abrasionsand chipping.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; convex top. The side of the lip is
modeled with two groups of three ridges of varying
height, separated by a central space. Wide, irregularly paintedbands, alternatelybrown and dark red,
coverthe first and third ridgesin each group, leaving

See footnote86 above.
Weickert, Das lesbische Kymation, Leipzig 1913, p. 101; for a later classificationof the Lesbian
cymatizum(Wegner, Strong, Leon), cf. G. Conti, Decorazione architettonicadella "Piazza d'Oro"a Villa
Adriana, Rome 1970; M. P. Rossignani, La decorazionearchitettonicaromanadi Parma, Rome 1975, p. 28.
105 Most recently,for a thoroughstudy of the Lesbian cymatiumfrom its origins to its form in the Augustan
period, see J. Ganzert, "Zur EntwicklunglesbischerKymationformen,"JdI 98, 1983, pp. 123-202. The type
most similar to 57 is includedin Section III (pp. 142-161) and is that which in its plastic versionhas a central
open ridge and the profile of a convex leaf. Such a type has a vast diffusionand is dated between 425 and the
3rd-2nd centuriesB.C.
103

104 C.

106 Seefootnote
48 above.
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the central ridge unpainted. The first brown band
reaches the outer edge of the rim top.
Findspot:Vrysoula deposit,datedfrom about 450
to 415 or 410 B.C.
60. Bowl fragment
Fig. 3, P1.72
CP-84. H. 0.045, W. 0.086, rest. D. 0.60, Th.
0.015.
Slightly impure, reddishyellow clay (5YR 6/6)
at the core with predominantly red inclusions;
fine, pink slip (7.5YR 7/4). A small part of the
original circumferenceis preserved;chipped surface with incrustations.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; slightly convextop. The side of the
lip is modeled with two groups of three ridges of
varying height, separated by a central space. Wide
bands, irregularly painted alternately in dark red
and brown, cover the first and third ridges in each
group, leaving the central one unpainted. The uppermost red band reaches the outer edge of the rim
top; the lowermostbrown band coversthe underside
of the lip.
Findspot unknown.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
61. Bowl fragment
Fig. 3, P1. 72
C-66-137. H. 0.055, W. 0.262, rest. D. 0.528, Th.
0.014.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR 7/6) with
red inclusions; thin, reddish yellow slip (7.5YR
8/6). About one fifth of the original circumference
is preserved;erodedsurface.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous lip;
wide, slightly convex top. The side of the lip is modeled with two groups of three ridges of varying
height, separatedby a central space. There remain
sparse traces of alternately dark red and brown
bands which coveredthe ridges and the edge of the
top. On the top, its base to the outside, a ratherwide
lambda (H. 0.058, W. 0.03) is incised.
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Findspot: Peribolos of Apollo;'07 the fragment
was found in a context datableto the Hellenistic period (Lot 3597).
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
62. Bowl fragment
Fig. 3, P1.72
C-68-341. H. 0.055, W. 0.141, rest. D. 0.60, Th.
0.035.
Very impure, very pale brown clay (1OYR8/4)
with predominantlygray inclusions; pale yellow
slip (5Y 8/3) which is thick and well purified on
the outer surface of the lip and extremely thin on
the top, allowing the texture of the clay underneath to be seen and emphasizingthe most superficial and larger inclusions. A small part of the
original circumferenceis preserved.Surfaceeroded in places, especially in the inner part of the
bowl; some incrustations.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; wide top, perhaps in a continuous
profile with the interior.On the flat side of the lip, a
neat decorationis painted on two horizontal superimposed registers borderedby thin black bands. In
the upper register there is a row of eggs and darts,
reservedon a cream-coloredfield and outlinedwith a
rather diluted black glaze; the eggs are painted with
a wide red band, a thin black tongue in the reserved
inner space. In the secondregister a hook maeander
alternates with squares formed of eight alternately
red and white checks around a central black check.
The double maeander is in the reservedtechnique,
i.e., with black lines which accentthe light bands.
Findspot: Sacred Spring.108The fragment was
found in a 4th-centuryB.C. context.
The ornamental scheme of the maeander, variously bent and interruptedby the insertion of different elements, is as widespread in the Archaic,
Classical, and Hellenistic periods as the simple continuous Geometric maeander.This particular variety of the doublemaeander,a four-branchedtype alternating with square cartouches which encircle
various motifs (such as rosettes which are perhaps
the earliest, stars, simple or dotted crosses,checker-

107 For the excavationsof the large arcadedcourt east of the street going to the Lechaion, presumablybuilt
after the repopulationof the city under the name LausJulia Corinthiensisin 44 B.C., and which takes its name
from a statementin Pausanius (II.3.3), see R. Stillwell, S. Scranton,and S. E. Freeman, CorinthI, ii, Architecture,Cambridge,Mass. 1941, pp. 1-54; C. K. Williams, II, "Excavationsat Corinth,"AEAr23, 1968, B' 1
(1969), pp. 134-135.
108 See footnote86 above.
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boards,or infrequentlyswastikas), goes back at least
as far as the middle of the 6th centuryB.C. The double maeanderwas foreignto Corinthianartistsin the
Archaicrepertoirebefore Late Corinthian 11.109Either doubled or with cartouches (otherwise defined
as "metoped"
1I0), it becomes frequent in the Ionian
repertoire beginning in the second half of the 6th
centuryB.C. It is found on several Fikellura amphoras: one of the earliest examples is the Londonamphora by the Running Man Painter, dated 550540 B.C.111 In the wide range of elegant vegetal and
geometricfigures which the Clazomeniansarcophagi offer us, the double maeander appears around
520 B.C. on sarcophagi which are precursorsto the
Albertinum Group; it becomes rather common on
later examples, especiallyon those of the Albertinum
Group (dated about 500-470 B.C.).112 There are
examples in a class under direct Ionian influence
such as the Caeretan hydriai.I3 This motif, so well

adaptedto edge decoration,must have been common
also as a textile ornament,"I4like othertypes of maeI 5 and it was probablyused on wooden artianders,"
facts as well."I6Althoughthe simple maeanderalternating with squares constitutes a standard pottery
decoration, especially in Attic pottery,"I7the fourbranchedmaeanderwith cartouchesis certainlyless
frequent,but it is not so rare as generallybelieved."I8
It is found on an elegant Attic serpent-headedoinochoe (London B 632 Class) in which the painter,
working around 500 B.C., relied on a certain Geometric rigor of decoration."19 It also appears on two
small vases by the Gela Painter,120 dated between
the end of the 6th century B.C. and the beginning of
the 5th century B.C., and on a kalpis signed by Hypsis.12' Among the most notable examples are the
pointedamphorasin Munich, with Dionysiac scenes
and attributed to the Kleophrades Painter,122 and
the Munich psykterby the Pan Painterwhich shows

109
A rare example of a double maeanderwith checkerboardcartouchesis found on amphoraA 1538 in the
British Museum, which demonstratesalmost the whole inventoryof ornamentalbands dating to the late 5th
centuryB.C.: Necrocorinthia,p. 337, n1.1 553, fig. 195. On it there is alreadythe variation,frequentin the 4th
century, of the double maeanderwith its branchesinterruptedat the meeting point.
110 V. Bianco, EAA IV, 1961, pp. 940-943, s.v.
III CVA, British Museum 8 [Great Britain 13], p. 6, no. 571, pl. 4 [572].
112 Cook, pp. 83-85.
113 G. Ricci, "Un'hydriaionica da Caere,"ASAtene8-10, 1946-1948 (1950), pp. 47-57, pls. III, IV.
114 One can draw such conclusions from the painted decorationson the
garments of some Late Archaic
statues; Cook, p. 87, note 26. Also from Corinth, on a fragment of a draped terracottastatue dated to the
beginning-of the 5th century B.C.; Weinberg, 1957, p. 311, no. 21, pl. 68; J. F. Bommelaer,"Quatrenotes
Delphiques,"BCH 95, 1981 (pp. 461-481), p. 472, figs. 9, 10.
115 P. ColafranceschiCecchetti, Decorazionedei costumi nei vasi attici afigure nere, Rome 1972, pls. XI,

XIII-XVII, XIX, XXI, XXIII.
116 The double maeanderreappears,but without the cartouches,as a decorationon the kline on a fragment
of an Attic red-figuredloutrophorosfrom Pikrodaphni,in the National Museum in Athens;see CVA, Athens
2 [Greece2], p. 15, pl. 24 [82]:4. It is the work of the Painter of Bologna 228 who is dated during the second
quarter of the 5th century;see E. Paribeni, EAA II, 1959, p. 128, s.v.
117 The particulardiffusionof this motif would comprisean excessivelylong list. In additionto all the objects
belongingto the most disparateclasseswhich are decoratedby a maeanderwith cartouches,the list would have
to include at least half of the productionof Attic red-figuredvases and a significantportionof relatedceramic
classes. Here it will suffice to recall the cup tondi, the lekythoi (especiallywhite ground), and all the lines of
exergues on pelikai, hydriai, amphorae,and the like.
118 Cook, p. 85, note 25.
119W. Rudolph in Moon (footnote64 above), p. 142, no. 80.
120
C. H. E. Haspels, Attic Black-FiguredLekythoi(BEFAR IV), 1936, pp. 78-86, nos. 63, 180, pls. 24:3,
25:5, 27:3. See also the fragmentof a lekythosrelatedby Gropengiesserto the Gela Painter (CVA, Heidelberg
4 [Germany31], pl. 171 [1510]:4), where the maeanderis painted in separateunits, but where the decorative
effect attained is no different.
121
J. Boardman,Athenian Red Figure Vases. The ArchaicPeriod, London 1979, p. 35, fig. 44.
122 E. Simon, Die griechische Vasen, Munich 1981, pls. 120-124.
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Apollo and Ida fighting for Marpessa. On this psykter, the double maeander which bordersthe scene
below alternates with checkerboardcartouches.123
The motif is not uncommonon Attic white-ground
lekythoi,124and it appears in relief on a black 5thcentury kalathos in Karlsruhe.125It appears finely
embossedon a gold kalathosin the Hermitage, dated
to the end of the 5th or the beginningof the 4th century B.C.126 A special diffusion of the double maeander with cartouches is found on Classical architectural decorations,'27even in the peripheralareas like
Magna Graecia and Sicily,128and Ionia.129Clearly
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tied to architecturalschemesis the double maeander
with brightly painted cartouches on the stone sarcophagusof the Panathenaicathlete in the National
Museum of Taranto, dated to the beginning of the
5th century B.C. 130 Besides being especially well
adaptedfor framing fields of figures and for emphasizing long straightsurfaces,the four-branchedmaeander with cartouches,becauseof its very conformation, is appropriatefor emphasizingthe continuityof
circularzones,131as it does on 62. One finds the motif painted or in relief and articulated in double
bands on giant pithoi,132on basins and stands from

R. Lullies and M. Hirmer, GriechischenVasen, Munich 1953, pls. 70-79.
Kurtz (footnote 64 above), p. 158, fig. 5; see also fig. 4 for a continuousdouble maeanderwithout cartouches.
125 F. Garscha, Antike Vasen.BadischeLandesmuseumKarlsruhe,Karlsruhe 1954, pl. 23.
126
X. Gorbunovaand I. Saverkina,Greekand Roman Antiquitiesin the Hermitage, Leningrad1975, pl. 64.
127
There are numerous examples of double maeanderswith cartouches,often filled with a checkerboard
pattern, especially in architecturaldecorations.In addition to the noted examples from the Parthenon, the
Temple of Zeus, the Metroon, and some treasuries at Olympia, the Temple of Athena Alea in Tegea, the
second Argive Heraion, the temples of Delphi, Bassai, and Epidauros, see E. Buschor, Die Tonddcherder
Akropolis,I, Simen, Berlin/Leipzig 1929, pp. 45-46, no. XXIII, pl. 12, fig. 52; idem (footnote 16 above),
pp. 22-25, nos. XXIV-XXVII, figs. 28-33; J. Michaud, "Chroniquedes Fouilles en 1973,"BCH 98, 1974,
p. 643, fig. 158 (from Kerkyra);J. F. Bommelaer,"Simaset gargouilles classiques de Delphes," BCH 102,
1978, pp. 173-197; G. Touchais, "Chroniquedes Fouilles en 1976," BCH 101, 1977, p. 586, fig. 162 (from
Thebes), displaying a double maeanderwith a checkerboardpattern, togetherwith a row of eggs which are
similar to those on 62 and which are separated by large darts. There are numerous examples in Corinth:
Corinth IV, i, S(imas) 42, 104, 112-115, 117, 127, and 129; T(iles) 47, 110, 115, 124, and 130; figs. 23, 24,
26-28, 32, 34, 41, 44, and 47; pl. V; see also pp. 38 and 46. The maeanderis definedas Type IIa.
128 For a range of 6th- to 4th-centurycomparisonsofferedby numeroussimas, see Jozzo, nos. 20-22, 24, 25,
41, 44, 45, and 71. The motif is not uncommonin the vase productionof Magna Graeciafromat least the third
quarter of the 4th century B.C.: A. D. Trendall and A. Cambitoglou, The Red-Figured Vasesof Apulia I,
Oxford 1978, pl. 151. The motif appears frequentlyon late red-figuredvases:eidem, The Red-Figured Vases
of Apulia II, Oxford 1982, passim. Cf. also an Apulian amphorafrom Canosa,decoratedat the end of the 4th
centuryB.C. with one of the earliest examples of a double maeanderwith cartouchesseen in perspectiveand in
axonometry:P. E. Arias, Storiadella ceramicadi eta arcaica,classicaed ellenisticae dellapitturadi eta arcaica
e classica,Turin 1963, pl. CLXIII:2.
129 Akerstrom(footnote 16 above), pp. 1-2, pls. 1 and 4 (from Chersonesos);see also pls. 1:4 and 7:8 (from
Olbia), 7:1 and 3 (from Assos), and 17:4 and 5 (provenanceunknown).These examples all date later than 62.
130 F. G. Lo Porto, "Tombedi atleti tarentini,"AttiMGrecia8, 1967, pp. 69-84, fig. 6, pls. 21, 22; see also
p. 72, note 183 for other comparisonswith architecturalterracottas.Still in a strictlyarchitecturaltype of composition, presumablytemplar, there are the maeanderson Hellenistic Boiotian funerary monuments:P. M.
Fraser and T. Ronne, Boeotianand West Greek Tombstones,Lund 1957, pp. 59-60, pls. 9,10.
131 In a circularpattern, it will be found as late as Hellenistic relief-warecups from variousprovenances:A.
Laumonier,Explorationarche'ologiquede De'los,XXXI, La ce'ramiquehelle'nistiquea reliefs,i, Ateliers "ioniens", Paris 1977; G. Siebert, Recherchessur les ateliers de bols a reliefs du Pe'loponnesea l'e'poqueHelle'nistique(BEFAR 233), Paris 1978; see also pl. 65, illustrating a Protohellenisticfresco from Delos which
has a double maeanderwith a checkerboardpatterntogetherwith eggs and darts;S. I. Rotroff, The Athenian
Agora,XXII, Hellenistic Pottery.Athenianand ImportedMoldmadeBowls, Princeton1982, passim.
132 J. K. Brockand G. M. Young, "Excavationsin Siphnos,"BSA 44, 1949, p. 56, pl. 20:12; G. Touchais,
"Chroniquedes Fouilles en 1980,"BCH 105, 1981, p. 857, figs. 167, 168.
123

124
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Magna Graecia,'33and on rims of bowls produced
in Greece'34and Sicily.'35
Clearly architecturalin origin, the motif of alternating eggs and darts also appears very frequently,
beginning about the middle of the 6th century B.C.,136 and figuring as one of those mostly secondary decorationswhich enjoyed particular favor in
the Greek decorativerepertoire.Like all the varieties
of maeander and other geometric or floral motifs
with a repetitivescheme (i.e., the continuousrows of
flowers, ivy vine-shoots, olive branches, laurel) the
continuousrows of eggs and darts are well suited to
circular surfaces. On the rim of 62, the egg decoration does not really seem to be secondaryto the maeander underneath, unlike a bowl fragment from
Reggio Calabria:137here it seems to be of equal importance. The conformationof the darts, which are
wide and showy and invade the spaces between the
eggs, and the checkerboarddecoration in the cartouche of the double maeander138easily fit into the
time limits of the context in which 62 was found.
The first half of the 4th century B.C. seems the most
appropriatedate for this piece.
63. Bowl fragment
Fig. 3, P1. 72
IPG 1971-5. H. 0.04, W. 0.115, rest. D. 0.605,
Th. 0.04. Handle: H. 0.022, L. 0.065.
Impure clay, pink (5YR 7/4) at the core with

gray inclusionsand red particles;a very fine, very
pale brown slip (1OYR 7/3) covers the rim top
and the band borderingthe interior as far as the
small projecting ridge; the rest of the surface is
covered with a white slip (1OYR 8/2) through
which show fine dark grains. A small part of the
original circumference is preserved; chipped
surface.
Overhanging, thickened rim; horizontal top and
slanted underside with short appendage. The extremely inward slanting side has a carinatedprofile,
borderedtop and bottom by a ridge; under the carination is a ribbon-lug handle with a clay reinforcement above.A slightly dilutedbrown band coversthe
outer edge of the rim; red bands are painted on the
carinatedsections and on the lower ridge. The handle, whose articulations are alternately red and
brown with color dribblings,is decoratedabovewith
a red band which falls to the sides in two curls.
There are tracesof brushwork,mostly on the handle
reinforcement.
Findspot: Isthmia, East Field;139 random surface
find.
4th century,perhaps into the 3rd centuryB.C.
P1. 73
64. Base fragment
C-62-373. H. 0.076, W. 0.064, rest. D. 0.33, Th.
0.025. Stamp:H. 0.022, W. 0.017.

133Jozzo, nos. 20-22, 24, 25, 41, 44, 45, and 71, pls. XXXVIII:c, d, XXXIX:c, XL:a, b, XLIV:a-d,
XLV:c, and L:a.
134
Perdrizet(footnote 18 above), p. 182, no. 478.
135 Allegro (footnote32 above), pp. 153-154, nos. 43, 44, note 180, pls. XXXVII:1, 2 and XXXVIII:6, 7;
P. Marconi, Agrigento,Florence 1929, pp. 207-208, fig. 150.
136 The motif appears already on the earliest Clazomeniansarcophagi,class of Monastirakia(ca. 550), and
it becomesthe usual borderdecorationor secondaryornamenton sarcophagusfagadesbeginning in 530 B.C.
(Borelli Painter and Hanover Painter):Cook, pp. 86-88.
137 Jozzo, no. 21, pl. XXXVIII:d. Cf. also basins 33, 35, and 36, pls. XLII:42 b, d, and XLIII:a, where the
eggs and darts are secondaryto other decorations.
138 The checkerboardpattern, already used as a decorationin the 6th century B.C. (exergues of Attic plates
and of SegmentGroup cups, shouldersof black-figuredalabastra,etc.) is found as a filling elementin the little
cartouches inserted into various types of maeanders beginning at least as early as 550 B.C. It is a painted
decorationon garment hems and statue bases:J. Boardman,Greek Sculpture. The ArchaicPeriod, London
1978, passim. It appears ratherfrequentlyby the beginningof the 5th centuryB.C., especiallyon Attic pottery.
It was particularlypopular with the Meidias Painter and his contemporaries,all of whom showed a liking for
the detail in secondary decorationsas well. Aison: Simon (footnote 122 above), pls. 220, 221; Schuwalow
Painter: A. Lezzi Hafter, Der Schuwalow-Maler,KerameusII, Mainz 1976, p. 31. These artists generally
used it with black dots placed in the light squares. The checkerboardcartouchewas very widespreadduring
the 6th century B.C., passing ultimately into Italiote pottery which continued the tradition with very few
variations.(For the Meidias Painter, see G. Becatti,Meidias. Un manieristaantico, Florence 1947, pls. I-III,
V, VI, VIII-X, XII, and XIV.)
139 P. A. Clement, "IsthmiaExcavations,"/iEXT 27, B' 1 (1976), pp. 224-231.
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Impure, light-brown clay (7.5YR 6/4) with
gray inclusions and white grains;thick, white slip
(2.5Y 8/2) on the outer surfaceand a thin layer of
purified yellow clay (1OYR8/6) on the inside. A
small part of the original circumferenceis preserved;chipped surface. Fresh matrix.
Circular base with carinatedprofile, modeledabove
with two ridges;below, there is impresseda series of
palmettes with five petals fanning around a dropletshaped heart, supportedby two tall, bar-linkedtendrils. The edges of the tendrils are in relief.
Findspot: Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore, in a
6th-centuryB.C. context (Lot 1985).140
The type of anthemion stamped on the base, its
tall tendrils supporting a small palmette with five
equal-sized petals, appears to be among the earliest
examples of such motifs. According to the precise
proportionalratio in the Protocorinthiantradition,
the tendrils are the principal element in the scheme,
whereas the palmette,in the initial phase of its iconographicalevolution,constitutesa crowningelement
on the two spiraling ends. Even if the design is not
particularlyneat, the special precision of execution
is apparentin the double borderin relief in the inner
part of the splaying ends of the tendrils and in the
many little arcs which separate the petals from the
heart of the palmette. A comparisonwith contemporary examples suggeststhe beginningof the 6th century B.C. as an appropriatedate."'4
P1.73
65. Stand fragment
C-40-36. H. 0.117, W. 0.128, rest. D. 0.24, Th.
0.02, Palmette stamp: H. 0.033; W. 0.033. Spiral
matrix: H. 0.02.
Weinberg, 1954, pp. 124-125, note 106, pl.
26:b;Anderson,p. 90, no. 88.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (5YR 7/6) with
predominantly red inclusions; thick, pink slip
(7.5YR 8/4). A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved(perhapsnear the base attach140
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ment) in three joining fragments;slightly eroded
surface,with areas of chipping. Fresh matrixes.
Hollow, cylindrical stand, modeled with a ridge;
above, there is an impressedrow of palmettes with
five petals fanning around a triangular heart,
supportedby two tall, bar-linkedtendrils.The edges
of the petals and tendrils are in relief. Higher still
and stamped with a cylinder, a continuous triple
spiral runs from right to left.
Findspot:"Tile Works",in a context which gives
insufficient evidence for dating.142A typological
analysis of the decorativemotifs143 suggests the first
decadesof the 6th centuryB.C.
P1.73
66. Base fragment
C-31-446. H. 0.078, W. 0.112, rest. D. 0.48, Th.
0.035; W. of base support0.017. Stamp:H. 0.024;
W. 0.032.
C. Roebuck, Corinth, XIV, The Asklepzeion
and Lerna, Princeton 1951, no. 64, p. 135, pl. 50;
Weinberg, 1954, p. 126, note 111, pl. 28:a; Anderson,p. 89, no. 87.
Very impure, very pale brown clay (1OYR7/3)
with red inclusions;yellow slip (1OYR8/6) confined to the outer surface.A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved; eroded surface
with areas of chipping. Slightly worn matrix.
Circular base with a carinatedprofile which widens
slightly at the bottom; straight base support with
roundededges. The upper part is modeledwith two
groups of three flat ridges decorated with wavy,
oblique hatching made with a three-pointedpunch.
Below the upper ridges, there is stamped a row of
palmettes with seven petals fanning around a wide,
triangular heart, supported by two bar-linked tendrils; under the bar and between the ends of the tendrils, there is a wide, pointedelement similar to, and
symmetrically opposing, the palmette heart. The
edges of the petals and tendrils are in relief.

Stroud, 1965, p. 21.
For a fragmentarystand from Perachora,see Weinberg, 1954, p. 125, pl. 29:g; PerachoraII, p. 322, no.
3365, pl. 126. See also 65 which is slightly more evolved. The same decorationoccurs on an unpublished
Corinthian lekane fragment (C-59-62) from the southwest area of the Agora, which has a modeledrim with
stampeddecoration.
142
See footnote56 above.
143 For the continuousspiral, see 120; for palmettesupon tendrils, see 64, comparedto which the palmettes
of 67 are slightly more evolved;in addition to the examples cited by Weinberg, cf. PerachoraII, p. 329, nos.
3449, 3450, pl. 130.
141
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Findspot:Votive Deposit V (Well QQ: 22) of the
Asklepieion,144 excavatednorthof the Temple of Asklepios,145 which has yielded materials datable

within the last quarter of the 4th century B.C., with
some earlier pieces.146 On the basis of a typological
analysis of the stampeddecoration,our fragmentcan
be dated 575-550 B.C.147
P1. 73
67. Stand fragment
C-65-649. H. 0.072, W. 0.087, rest. D. 0.27, Th.
0.017. Stamp:W. 0.02.
Compact, pink clay (5YR 8/3) with predominantly gray inclusions; thick layer of pinkish
white slip (7.5YR 8/2). A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved;eroded surface.
Fresh matrix.
Hollow, cylindrical stand, divided by ridges into
horizontal bands: only the point of attachment remains from the lower ridge. The upper ridge is decorated by wavy, oblique hatching made with a fourpointed punch. Abovethis, there is a stampedrow of
anthemia of two bar-linkedtendrils with a wide appendage between their splaying ends. The edges of
the anthemion are in relief. There are traces of red
on the outer surface.
Findspot: Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore. The
fragment was found in the building north of Room
J,148 in a contextof little chronological
value (Lot
4344, datable from the 6th century B.C. to the 1st
century after Christ). An analysis of the stamped
motif suggests a date around 570 B.C.149
P1.73
68. Stand fragment
C-53-111. H. 0.056, W. 0.093, Th. 0.018.
Brann, p. 367, no. 67b, pl. 57.
Impure, light olive-gray clay (5YR 6/2) at the
core, with red inclusions;thick, pink slip (7.5YR
7/4). A small part of the original circumferenceis
preserved (perhaps near the base attachment);
erodedsurface,with chipping.

Hollow, cylindricalstand with three ridges,the lowest of which is decoratedwith wavy, oblique-dash
hatching, made with a four-pointedpunch.
Findspot: Forum, Well 1953-1 (T-U:2), in the
area of Building III, a little to the north of the stylobate of the South Stoa, in front of Shop XXVII.150
The well yielded materialdated 600-540 B.C.
P1.73
69. Stand fragment
KP 2294. H. 0.084, W. 0.053, rest. D. of shaft of
stand 0.33, Th. 0.021.
CorinthXV, iii, no. 2163, p. 348, pl. 76.
Compact, very pale brown"clay (1OYR 8/4)
with large gray inclusions; fine, pale yellow slip
(5Y 8/3) confined to the outer surface. A small
part of the original circumference is preserved
(perhaps near the bowl attachment); surface
encrusted.
Hollow, cylindrical stand, decorated with three
closely spaced ridges and with rows of small impressed arcs.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, East Deposit,"5'consisting of the fill of a small room to the east of the
Terracotta Factory. This deposit ranges in date between 600-550 B.C. 152
P1.73
70. Base fragments
KP 1884. H. 0.102, W. 0.178, est. D. ca. 0.41,
Th. 0.047.
CorinthXV, iii, no. 2164, p. 348, pls. 76, 111.
Impure, pink clay (7.5YR 8/4) with predominantly gray inclusions and large white grains;
thick, very pale brown slip (1OYR8/3). A small
part of the original circumferenceis preserved;
slightly eroded surface with chipping and
abrasions.
Part of a circular base, modeled above with three
alternately dark red and brown ridges; below these
there is a nude, beardedkomast,paintedin a slightly

CorinthXIV (above), pp. 113-142.
For the exact locationof the well inside the ancient temenos, see ibid., fig. 2, centerright, and Plan A.
146 Ibid., p. 131.
1
See under 11, and cf. also 67, 71, and 113; the date agrees with that proposedby Weinberg.
148 Stroud, 1968, pp. 299-330, pl. 96; Bookidisand Fisher, 1974, pp. 268-269, M-N:25-26.
149 Cf. 11, 66, 71, and 113.
150 Morgan (footnote9 above), pp. 132, 135-136, fig. 1 bottomleft, pl. 46:a; Brann, p. 350; CorinthVII, iii,
p. 199, no. 1.
'
For the locationof the deposit, see CorinthXV, iii, plan.
152 CorinthXV, i, p. 18. CorinthXV, iii, p. 6. The lower time limit seems to be Middle Corinthian.
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diluted brown and without incision. The figure
turns left in the act of dancing,with chest projecting
forward and arms raised; the right arm is outstretched,and the left is bent backward.The figure
is preserveddown to the legs.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, Outside the South
Long Building (Road Deposit), with materialdating
from Late Geometric to the late 5th century B.C.153
70 was found in a context of the first half of the 6th
century B.C. We arrive at a similar date through an
examination of the typology of the komast:although
only the upper portion of this figure has been preserved, the dance position seems referable to the
movementdisplayed by the first figure type in Seeberg's classification.'54It is a position in which the
legs are parallel and the feet are placed firmlyon the
ground, not as such involving a freer and wilder
torso movement.Such a figurative scheme is especially frequenton the earliest vases of the class.
Mid-6th centuryB.C.

splaying ends, there is a wide bead-shapedelement,
similar to and symmetricallyopposing the palmette
heart. The contoursof the petals and the edges of the
tendrils and bar are in relief.
Findspot: Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore. The
base fragmentswere found in differentstratigraphic
contexts:one was a randomsurface find (Lot 2094),
one was found in a context spanning the 6th-4th
centuries B.C. (Lot 4348), and a last piece comes
from Room D (R:23-24), in a context dated to the
late 6th centuryB.C. (Lot 1988).155
For the anthemion type of palmette with a variously formed stalk between the ends of the tendrils,
see 11.156A typologicalanalysis of 71 also suggestsa
rather early date: the extremely tight spiral of the
tendrils, and the petals, graduated in height, slenderized at the center but still stiff and lacking a
gradual sideward curve, are features which place
this anthemion within the first half of the 6th
centuryB.C.

P1.74
71. Base fragments
C-62-755 a, b. H. 0.085, W. 0.195, rest. D. 0.425,
Th. 0.03; W. of base support 0.022. Stamp: H.
0.03, W. 0.025.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR 7/6) with
gray inclusionsand rare terracottabits;thick, very
pale brown slip (1OYR8/3) confinedto the outer
surface.About one third of the original circumference is preservedin three fragments,two of which
join; chipped surfaces.Worn matrixes.
Circular base with carinated profile which widens
slightly at the bottom; straight base support with
roundedinner edge. The upper part is modeledwith
a group of three ridges:the central ridge is smooth,
but the outer two are decoratedwith wavy, oblique
hatching made with a three-pointed punch. The
same decoration is impressed on a ridge, perhaps
part of a similar group which runs near the upper
edge;under this ridge is stampeda row of palmettes,
of the type with five roundedpetals fanning out from
a droplet-shapedheart, supportedby two bar-linked
tendrils. Below this and between the tendrils'

P1.74
72. Base fragment
C-72-282. H. 0.114, W. 0.172, rest. D. 0.40; Th.
0.032; W. of base support0.021. Stamp:H. 0.027,
W. 0.018.
Impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4) with predominantly gray inclusions;fine, pale yellow slip (5Y
8/3). About one fifth of the original circumference
is preserved;slightly eroded surface with chipping. Very fresh matrix.
Circular base with carinated profile which widens
slightly at the bottom; straight base support with
rounded edges. The upper portion is modeled with
three ridges paintedalternatelydark red and brown.
Above this, a flat band under a row of stamped flattened tongues,which is borderedaboveand below by
a thin groove.The tongues have brown centerswith
a reserved stripe and a double border enclosing 20
unpainted little pearls. Above these and another flat
band, there remainsthe start of a ridge painted with
a slightly dilutedred;the spacesbetweenthe tongues
are painted this same red.
Findspot: southwest area of the Forum near

See footnote98 above.
A. Seeberg,CorinthianKomos Vases(BICS Suppl. 27), London 1971, pp. 2ff.
"I Stroud, 1965, pp. 1-24. For Room D in detail, see ibid., pp. 11-12, fig. 1, and Bookidisand Fisher, 1974,
pp. 268-269, fig. 1 (R:23-24).
156 Cf. also 66, 67, and 113.
153
154
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Building III.157The base fragment was found in a
meaningless context; however, the motif of the
tonguesedgedwith little pearls variouslynumbering
from 20 to 40 can be dated 525-500 B.C.158

73. Base fragment
Fig. 4, P1.74
IPG 1970-7. H. 0.07, W. 0.153, Th. 0.03.
Very impure, pink clay (5YR 8/4) at the core,
with predominantly red inclusions; white clay
(2.5Y 8/2) at the surface.Thick layer of very pure
white slip (2.5Y 8/2) covering the outer surface.
A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved; eroded surface with wide areas of
chipping.
Circular base with carinated profile which widens
slightly at the bottom;it is modeledwith three ridges
painted alternately brown and dark red. Above the
ridges, a thin grooveseparatestwo flat bands. On the
upper band, there remains part of a painted decoration which is difficult to interpret: it is perhaps a
floral decorationpainted with the same colors used
on the ridges. The three roundedends visible on the
right could be the lower part of an anthemionof two
opposing palmettes,the lower one with three petals.
There is, however, no trace of the left tendril.
Findspot:Isthmia, East Field.159
End of 6th centuryB.C.

74. Base fragment(?)
P1.74
C-39-281. H. 0.043, W. 0.033, est. D. ca. 0.35,
Th. 0.02. Stamp:H. 0.025, W. 0.014.
Weinberg, 1954, p. 128, note 123, pl. 30:m;
Anderson,p. 91, no. 109.
Impure, pink clay (5YR 7/4) with predominantly,red inclusions; fine, reddish yellow slip
(7.5YR 7/6). A very small part of the original circumferenceis preserved,and so it is not certain
that this fragment belongs to the class; chipped
surface. Slightly worn matrix.
Circularbase, decoratedabovewith a row of concentric chevrons, vertex down, stamped and bordered
top and bottomby a thin groove.
Findspot:well west of the Museum (K: 23) which
has yielded materialdating between the beginningof
the 6th century and the third quarterof the 5th century B.C.160 Because of the stamped chevrons, the
base fragmentcan be generally dated to the 6th century. Among the variousexamples of similar decorations used on bowls and stands,'16 those dated
around the middle of the century are most like 74:
they seem to have slimmerproportions,but they also
show a less preciseexecutioncomparedto earlier examples which display a much neater design as well
as triangles which are closedat the base, ratherthan
open chevrons.'62
Ca. 550

B.C.

1973, pp. 1-27.
Weinberg, 1954, pp. 128, 129, cf. pls. 28-30; Brann, p. 366, no. 67:a, pl. 57; see also 75, 82, 84-86. The
motif of tongues borderedby little pearls originatedin embossedwork, passing from the CretanOrientalizing
repertoireinto Corinthiandecorativeschemes. Such a motif had a certaindiffusion during the last decadesof
the 6th century B.C. in the Peloponnessosand particularlyin the area of Corinth, but I know of few other
comparisonsfor this tongue pattern. For an analogous scheme of 20 or 21 circular impressions along the
bordersof a Cretan pithos fragment found on the Patela of Prinias, see L. Savignoni, "CretanExpedition
XVIII. Fragmentsof Cretan Pithoi,"AJA 5, 1901, p. 408, iv, pl. XIII:6. See also J. Schafer,Studien zu den
griechischen Reliefspithoides 8-6 Jahr. v. Christ aus Krete, Rhodes, Tenos, und Boiotien, Kallmunz 1957,
p. 39, fig. 1:2.For its possiblepresenceon a pithos fragmentfrom Knossos,see J. Boardman,"ArchaicFinds at
Knossos,"BSA 57, 1962 (pp. 28-34) p. 33, no. 3, pl. 5:c. The motif was certainlyused until Hellenistic times:
see J. K. Anderson,"Excavationson the Kofina Ridge, Chios,"BSA 49, 1954, p. 157, no. 282, pl. 12:c. For a
fragment from Naukratis which is possibly Corinthian, see W. M. Flinders Petrie, Naukratis I, iii, London
1886, tav. IV:5.
159 For the 1970 excavationcampaigns conductedin the area between the theater and the east front of the
temple, see Clement (footnote47 above), pp.105-108.
160 See footnotes41, 95.
161
See footnote 236 below; cf. also the fragment of a votive koulouri from Perachora, Perachora II,
pp. 328-329, no. 3347, pl. 130.
162 Weinberg, 1954, pp. 124-125, pl. 28:f; PerachoraII, pp. 322, 329, nos. 3365, 3453, pls. 126, 130. The
same motif with a less precise design and a looser structurereappearson a fragmentof a Corinthianlekane
(C- 1976-323, unpublished)with a modeledrim, from a quarry in the hill of the Temple of Apollo. 74 is cited
for its resemblanceto the clay of the tripod bowl from the Argive Heraion (S. Hersom, "A Fragmentof an Archaic Vessel with StampedDecoration,"Hesperia 21, 1952 [pp. 275-278], p. 276, note 6).
157 Williams and Fisher,
158
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75. Base fragment
Fig. 4, P1.75
C-73-422. H. 0.063, W. 0.103, rest. D. 0.41; W.
of base support 0.017, Th. 0.02. Palmette stamp:
H. 0.027, W. 0.024. Tongue stamp: min. H.
0.027, W. 0.02. Chevron stamp: H. 0.015, W.
0.008.
Impure, pale yellow clay (5Y 8/3) with gray
inclusions; fine slip of the same yellow color. A
small part of the original circumferenceis preserved;erodedsurface. Slightly worn matrixes.
Circular base with carinated profile which widens
slightly at the bottom; straight base support with
roundededges. On the base are modeledfour ridges,
above which is stamped a series of tongues with a
double border enclosing a row of little pearls (perhaps forty, but the degree of wear of the matrix does
not permit us to specify the exact number);concentric chevronsalternate with the tongues. Below the
ridges on the nearly verticalface is stampeda row of
anthemia of palmettes with five short, roundedpetals, fanning around a droplet-shapedheart and supportedby two bar-linkedtendrils.
Findspot: area north of the Peribolos of Apollo.
The context was without chronologicalsignificance.
An examination of the decorations, however, furnishes us with a more accuratepicture:they point to
the secondhalf of the 6th centuryB.C., and probably
to the closing years.'63 In spite of the form of anthemionwith its compactand not very slim palmette,
it appears to be the oldest element in the decorative
scheme,datableto the middleof the century.In addition, the matrix is decidedly worn. Assuming that
there had been a long period of use of the palmetteand-tendril5matrix,we could resolve the difficultyof
its co-existencewith a matrix type which seemed to
be used exclusively in the final years of the 6th century B.C.: the motif of the tongues edged with little
pearls.'64 A date of 524-500 B.C. does not conflict
with the presence of the chevrons, elements which
are widely documentedduring the entire century.
P1.74
76. Base fragment
KP 2529. H. 0.076, W. 0.063, est. D. ca. 0.40,
Th. 0.028.

Corinth XV, iii, no. 2172, p. 349, pl. 76, associatedthere with bowl fragments20.
Impure, very pale brown clay (1OYR8/3) with
predominantlygray inclusions and white grains;
very polished surface. A very small part of the
original circumferencewith the stand attachment
is preserved;erodedsurface.
Circular base, modeled above with four ridges of
varying height, alternately unpainted and red; the
uncolored ridges are decoratedwith wavy, oblique
hatching made with a four-pointed punch. Below
the ridges remain sparse traces of a weakly stamped
decorationmade with a cylinder matrix; not easily
legible, it is probablya floral motif.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, Well VI near Trial
Trench A.'65
6th centuryB.C.
P1.75
77.' Base fragment
KP 1883. H. 0.07, W. 0.096, Th. 0.031. Stamp:
W. 0.015.
CorinthXV, iii, p. 349, no. 2167, pl. 76.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (5YR 7/6) with
predominantlyred inclusions and rare terracotta
bits; polished surface.A small part of the original
circumferencenear the stand attachment is preserved;chippedsurfacewith areas of incrustation.
Circularbase, modeledabovewith five ridges, under
which is stamped a row of flattened tongues with
do'ublcbordersin relief.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, Outside the South
Long Building; the area, if including the Road Deposit, has yielded material dating from Late Geometric to the late 5th century B.C.166 The base fragment was found in a context dated to Middle Corinthian/Late CorinthianJ. 167
P1.74
78. Base fragment
C-64-60. H. 0.055, W. 0.124, rest. D. 0.35, Th.
0.016; W. of base support 0.012. Chevronstamp:
H. 0.012, W. 0.01. Palmette stamp: H. 0.013, W.
0.016.
Very impure, reddish yellow clay. (5YR 7/8)

For the tonguesborderedby little pearls, cf. 72, 82, 84-86. For the concentricchevrons,cf. 74, 78-80, and
120. For the anthemion,see discussionunder 10.
164
See footnote 158 above.
165 See footnotes48-50 above.
166
See footnote98 above.
167 For the motif of stampedtongues, cf. nos. 101, 102.
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with predominantlyred inclusions;fine, pink slip
(7.5YR 7/4). A small part of the original circumference with the stand attachment is preserved;
worn surfacewith extensive chipping.
A hollow, cylindricalstand with one preservedridge
rests on a circularbase with an invertedechinus;the
lower part of the base is thickenedand borderedby
an offset. Straight base support with roundededges.
Three ridges on the base run near the juncture with
the stand; the central ridge is smooth, and the outer
two are decoratedwith wavy, oblique hatchingmade
with a four-pointedpunch. Below is stamped a row
of concentricchevrons,placed irregularly. Near the
lower edge of the base are stampedanthemiaof palmettes on two tall, ring-linked tendrils;the edges of
the tendrils and of the bar are in relief.
Findspot: Sanctuaryof Demeter and Kore, north
of Room E. The fragment was found in a context
dated between the end of the 6th and the beginning
of the 5th century B.C. (Lot 2012).168 The typology
of the decorativemotifs, however, suggests a slightly
earlier date,169especially becauseof the characteristics of the anthemion:the palmette, which perhaps
has five petals (the decoration is almost illegible),
seems very reducedwith respectto the tall, stiff tendrils which are similar to the neatly stampedexamples on 64.
560-550 B.C.
P1.75
79. Base fragment
KP 1416. H. 0.053, W. 0.118, rest. D. 0.29, Th.
0.02; W. of base support 0.012. Stamp: H. 0.026,
W. 0.018.
Weinberg, 1954, p. 128, note 122, pl. 28:j;Anderson, p. 91, no. 102; CorinthXV, iii, no. 2172,
p. 348, pl. 76.
Porous yellow clay (1OYR8/6) with predominantly gray inclusions; fine, yellow slip (1OYR
7/6) confinedto the outer surface.A small part of
the original circumferenceis preserved;chipped
surface.
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Circular base with inverted echinus; straight base
support with rounded edges. A row of concentric
chevronsis stampedat differingverticalpositionsbetween the two bands of ridges. The beginning of a
ridge remains above, and below there is a group of
three ridges of varying height.
Findspot: Potters'Quarter, Road Deposit, which
has yielded materialdating between 600 and the late
5th century B.C.170 The base fragment can be dated
to the 6th century, probably around the middle, on
the basis of the typological analysis of the stamped

motif.171
P1.75
80. Stand fragment
C-64-471. H. 0.134, W. 0.117, est. D. ca. 0.25,
Th. 0.018. Stamp:H. 0.023, W. 0.015.
Slightly impure, pink clay (7.5YR 8/4) with
predominantlyred inclusions and rare, very fine
bits of terracotta;thick layer of very pale brown
slip (1OYR8/4). A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved,probablythe part nearest
the attachment of the base; eroded surface with
chipping. Slightly worn matrix.
Hollow, cylindricalstand, modeledwith three ridges; the central ridge is smooth,and the outer two are
decoratedwith oblique hatching made with a fourpointed punch. Above is impresseda row of concentric chevrons,borderedbelow by a thin groove.
Findspot:Sanctuaryof Demeter and Kore (Building N-0:25-26). 80 was found in Room J,172in a
6th-centurycontext (Lot 2083).173
Ca. 550 B.C.
P1.76
81. Base fragment
C-62-275. H. 0.055, W. 0.093, rest. D. 0.36, Th.
0.016; W. of base support0.019. Stamp:D. 0.015.
Very impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4) with predominantly gray inclusions;fine slip of the same
color.A small part of the original circumferenceis
preservedwith the stand attachment;eroded surface with chipping and tracesof scorching.Slightly worn matrix.

168 Stroud, 1968, pp. 299-330, pl. 96, between J and E; Bookidis and Fisher, 1974, pp. 268-269, fig. 1
(P:26).
169 For the chevrons,cf. discussionunder 74; those on 78 perhaps date a little earlier.
170 CorinthXV, iii, p. 6.
171

Cf. discussionunder74 and120.

Stroud, 1968, pp. 317-318, pl. 96:J. For the exact location of the building relative to the entire sacred
complex, see Bookidisand Fisher, 1974, pp. 268-269, fig. 1.
172

173

Seefootnote171above.
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Hollow, cylindricalstand resting on a circular base
with inverted echinus; lower part is slightly thickened and borderedabove by an offset. Straight base
support with rounded edges. Three flat ridges run
near the attachment of the two parts; the middle
ridge is smooth,and the outer two are decoratedwith
a vertical,dottedhatching made with a four-pointed
punch. Below is stamped a rosette with eight petals
arounda centralbutton in relief;there is an identical
rosetteimpressedalong the lower edge of the base.
Findspot: Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore (Lot
1950, randomsurface find).174The stampedrosettes
suggest a date around the end of the 6th century B.C. 175
P1.76
82. Base fragment
C-50-17. H. 0.087, W. 0.101, rest. D. 0.50; W. of
base support 0.025. Tongue stamp: H. 0.023, W.
0.015. Rosette stamp: D. 0.022.
Weinberg, 1954, p. 127, note 120, pl. 28:g;Anderson,p. 91, no. 101.
Porous, pinkish gray clay (7.5YR 6/2) with
predominantlygray inclusions;thick layer of reddish yellow slip (5YR 6/8). A small part of the
original circumferenceis preserved;eroded surface with chipping. Worn matrixes.
Circular base with inverted echinus; lower part
slightly thickened and bordered above by a ridge.
Straight base support. Near the attachment to the
stand run four ridges of varying height; the central,
thinner ridges are smooth, and the outer two are
thicker and decoratedwith wavy, oblique hatching
made with a six-pointed punch. The same hatching
occurson the bottomridge. At irregularintervalson
the wide band between the ridges there are stamped
tongues with a double borderenclosing a row of 27
little pearls; there is also a rosette with eight petals

around a central button, enclosed within a circle in
relief.
Findspot: South Stoa, north of Shop XXVIII.176
The fragment was found in a context dated at the
end of the 6th or the beginningof the 5th centuryB.C.
Both stamps indicate the end of the 6th century B.C."77
P1.76
83. Stand and base fragments
C-62-362. H. 0.142, W. 0.30. Stand: rest. D.
0.21, Th. 0.017. Base: rest. D. 0.38; W. of base
support 0.015. Rosette stamp: D. 0.015. Tongue
stamp: H. 0.012, W. 0.01.
Impure, pale yellow clay (2.5Y 8/4) with predominantly gray inclusions; fine, white slip (5Y
8/2). One half of the original circumferenceof the
stand and a part of the base are preservedin ten
joining fragments;eroded surface with chipping.
Worn matrixes.
Hollow, cylindricalstand on a circularbase with invertedechinus;straightbase supportwith a rounded
outer edge. At aboutone third of the way up the base
is a ridge decorated with wavy, oblique hatching
made with a six-pointed punch; below this are
stamped a row of flattened tongues and a rosette
with eight petals around a central button. On the
stand are five ridges near the point of attachment,
and there are another three on the base; the outer
ones are decoratedwith similar hatching. Identical
rosettesare also stampedat irregularintervalson the
stand.
Findspot:Sanctuaryof Demeter and Kore on the
northern slopes of Acrocorinth,178in a context datable within the 6th century B.C. (Lot 1985). A typological analysis of the stampedmotifs (the wide and
slightly flattened tongues179and the simple rosettes
without edges in relief180)suggests a date for the
fragmentstowards the end of the 6th centuryB.C.

For the 1962 campaignin the sanctuary,see Stroud,Hesperia, 1965.
Cf. discussionunder 83, and footnote 180 below.
176 0. Broneer, "Investigationsat Corinth, 1950,"Hesperia 20, 1951, pp. 291-300.
177 For the rosette, cf. 13, 22, and 89; for the tongues borderedby little pearls, cf. 72, 75, and 84-86.
178 For the 1962 campaign in the sanctuary,see Stroud, 1965.
179 Weinberg, 1954, pp. 128-132, pls. 28, 29, 30.
180 For the rosette, cf. discussionunder 13 and 89; see also base fragment82 and the Corinthianlekane rim
(C-1976-323, unpublished)on which are stampedrosetteswhich are very similar to 83. The closest comparisons are to be found on the handle of an amphora dated ca. 500 (Weinberg, pl. 30:a) and on a Late Archaic
koulourifragmentfrom Perachora(PerachoraII, p. 328, no. 3460, pl. 130 [topmostrosette]).
174
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84. Base and stand fragments
Fig. 4, P1.76
C-72-281 a, b. Base (a): H. 0.098, W. 0.21, rest.
D. 0.445, Th. 0.012. Stand (b): H. 0.125, W.
0.135, rest. D. 0.22, Th. 0.01. Stamp: H. 0.025,
W. 0.013.
Slightly impure, reddishyellow clay (5YR 7/6)
with predominantly gray inclusions; fine, pink
slip (7.5YR 7/4). A portion of the base with the
initial part of the stand is preservedin six joining
fragments;the top of the stand is preservedin nine
joining fragments. Eroded surface with chipping
and deep abrasions.Extremelyworn matrix.
Hollow, cylindricalstand on a circularbase with inverted echinus. At the top and bottom of the stand
are three ridges, under which is a weakly stamped
row of flattenedtongues with a double borderin relief enclosing a series of about 35 little pearls (the
degree of wear of the matrix does not permit the determination the exact number); another two ridges
are near the lower edge of the base.
Findspot: Well 1972-1, excavated in the southwest area of the Forum, which has yielded material
datable at least as early as the Archaicperiod and no
later than the third quarterof the 4th centuryB.C."8'
84 was found in a context limited to the last quarter
of the 6th centuryB.C. (Lot 1972-211). The motif of
the tongues with little pearls suits this date, as it
seems to have enjoyed particular favor with Corinthian artists during the last decades of the
century.182
510-500 B.C.
P1.76
85. Stand fragments
P 6563. H. 0.063, W. 0.085, est. D. of shaft ca.
0.20, Th. 0.009. Stamp:H. 0.025, W. 0.019.
Agora XII, no. 1858, p. 367, pl. 89.
Porous, very pale brown clay (1OYR7/4) with
predominantlygray inclusions; polished surface.
A small part of the original circumferenceis preservedin two non-joiningfragments;crackedsur-
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face with traces of fingerprints. Very worn
matrix.
Hollow, cylindricalstand, modeled with a group of
at least five ridges;under these is stampedat irregular heights and intervals a row of wide, flattened
tongues with a double borderenclosing a row of an
undeterminablenumberof little pearls.
Findspot: Athenian Agora, deposit E-P 12-14,
most of which is dated to the late Archaicperiod but
was not depositedbefore the middle of the 5th century.183The stamped motif suggests a date around
500 B.C.184
P1.76
86. Stand fragment
C-62-279. H. 0.061, W. 0.097, rest. D. of shaft
0.22, Th. 0.012. Stamp:H. 0.010, W. 0.012.
Slightly impure, very pale brown clay (1OYR
7/4) with predominantly gray inclusions, big
white grains, and rare particlesof terracottabits;
very thin, very pale brown slip (1OYR 8/3). A
small part of the original circumferenceis preserved;slightly erodedsurfacewith some incrustation. Slightly worn matrix.
Hollow, cylindricalstand with two ridges;the upper
ridge is decorated with oblique, dotted hatching
made with a punch with seven or more points. The
matrix used to make the impressionbelow was composed of two closely set elements: there is a row of
pairs of tongues with a double border,which alternately encloses20 and 23 little pearls.
Findspot:Sanctuaryof Demeter and Kore.I85The
fragment was found in an undatable context (Lot
1953). The tongue motif with its pearl border suggests a date towardsthe end of the 6th centuryB.C.186
P1.77
87. Stand fragment
IPG 1970-10. H. 0.099, W. 0.088, est. D. ca.
0.28, Th. 0.027.
Very impure, pink clay (5YR 8/4) at the core
with predominantly red inclusions; very pale

181 Williams, 1980, pp. 107-108, note 2, fig. 2. For the 1972 excavationsconductedin the Forum area, see
Williams and Fisher, 1973.
182Cf. 72, 75, 82, 85, and 86.
183 Agora XII, p. 389, E-P 12-14, fig. 25.
184 See footnote 182 above.
185 See footnote 178 above.
186 See footnote 182 above and 72.
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brown clay (1OYR8/4) at the surface.A thin slip
(1OYR8/2) coversthe outside. A small part of the
original circumference is preserved; slightly
erodedsurfacewith some chipping. Slightly worn
matrix.
Hollow, cylindricalstand subdividedinto horizontal
bands by groups of three ridges; the outer two are
slimmer than the central ridge. Bands of color cover
these ridges:in the upper group, the outer bands are
red, the central band brown, with the color scheme
reversedin the lower group. The edge of an opening
and a part of a stamped rosette with edges in relief
are found on the flat band.
Findspot: Isthmia, West Cemetery.'87 87 was
found with material mostly dating to the Archaic
and Classical periods.Judging from the width of the
preservedrosette petals, there must have been eight,
with the edges in relief:such a type suggestsa date in
the secondhalf of the 6th century B.C."88
88. Stand fragment
P1.77
IPG 1971-4. H. 0.101, W. 0.098, rest. D. 0.295,
Th. 0.024.
Impure,very pale brown clay (1OYR7/4) with
predominantly gray inclusions; fine, white slip
(1OYR 8/2) on the outside. A small part of the
original circumferenceis preserved;slightly eroded surfacewith abrasions.
Hollow, cylindricalstand subdividedinto horizontal
bands by groups of three ridges; the outer two are
slimmer than the central ridge. Bands of color cover
these ridges:in the upper group, the outer bands are
brown, the central band dark red, with the color
schemereversedin the lower group. On the flat band
there are two openings 0.085 m. apart, of which the
edges remain.
Findspot:Isthmia, East Field.189
550-500 B.C.

89. Base fragments
P1.77
C-68-350. H. 0.09, W. 0.168, rest. D. 0.365, Th.
0.016; W. of base support0.014. Stamp:D. 0.025.
Porous, slightly impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4)
with predominantlyred inclusions and a very few
particles of terracottabits; sparse traces of a thin
reddish yellow slip (7.5YR 7/6). About one fifth
of the original circumferencewith the stand attachment is preserved in six joining fragments;
eroded surface with wide areas of chipping and
abrasion.Slightly worn matrix.
Circular base with carinated profile which widens
slightly at the bottom;straight, thickenedbase support with roundededges. Stampedat irregularintervals on the upper part are rosetteswith seven petals
around a central button with edges in relief, inscribed in circles. Above these and near the point of
attachment to the stand is a brown ridge; below,
there is a group of three ridges,the outer two painted
dark red and brown, the centralone unpainted.
Findspot: Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore. The
base was found in the area of Room 3,190in a context
dated between the 6th century and 450 B.C. (Lot
5719).
Cf. 13, 22 and 82 concerningthe rosette enclosed
in a circle. The rosette on 89, without its edges in
relief and with its petals flattenedat the upper ends,
can be consideredto date later than the others, perhaps toward the end of the 6th centuryB.C.191
90. Base fragment
Fig. 4, P1. 77
IPG 1971-3. H. 0.057, W. 0.11, est. D. ca. 0.35,
Th. 0.017.
Slightly impure, very pale brown clay (1OYR
8/4) with predominantlygray inclusions;fine slip
of the same pale brown color. A small part of the
original circumferenceis preserved;slightly eroded surfacewith chipping.

See footnote47 above.
A rosettevery similar to that on 87 is stampedon base fragment82 but is inscribedin a circle. There are
rosetteswithout the circle, with simple petals without their in relief, on 81 and 83; there is a rosettewithin a
circlebut without the edges in relief on 13. A ratherfittingcomparisonis offeredby the matrix used repeatedly
on a mid-6th century B.C. stand from Perachora (Weinberg, 1954, p. 127, pl. 29:d; Perachora II, p. 322,
no. 3366, pl. 126); the rosette,however,lacks a sense of plasticity.Cf. also the handle of an amphoradatedca.
500 B.C. (Weinberg, 1954, p. 127, pl. 30:a).
189 See footnote 139 above.
190
Bookidis(footnote84 above);Bookidisand Fisher, 1974, pp. 268-269, fig. 1, M:16-17.
191
There are analogous rosettes, perhaps datable within the second half of the 6th century B.C. (Perachora
II, p. 317, no. 3320, pl. 127). For the form of the petals, cf. also the "Argive"votive koulouri(PerachoraII,
pp. 328-329, no. 3448c, pl. 130); this rosetteis not enclosedin a circle.
187
188
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Circular base with carinatedprofile, modeledabove
with a group of three ridges, borderedabove by a
thin grooveand below by an offset which accentsthe
curve of the profile. Rather precise, wide bands of
dark red and brown cover the ridges and the offset,
but the central brown band partially runs into the
red band underneath.
Findspot:Isthmia, East Field.19290 was found in
a very broad chronological context which does not
offer a useful date for the piece.
6th century, end, or 5th century B.C.
P1.77
91. Base fragment
C-66-203. H. 0.068, W. 0.076, est. D. ca. 0.24,
Th. 0.02 1.
J. Wiseman, "Excavations at Corinth. The
Gymnasium Area, 1966," Hesperia 36, 1967,
p. 425, no. 8, pl. 87:b.
Impure, pink clay (5YR 8/4) with predominantly red inclusions; pinkish white slip (5YR
8/2). A small part of the original circumferenceis
preserved;erodedsurface with some chipping.
Upper part of circularbase, modeledwith three flattened ridges; the outer ridges are dark red, and the
centralone is unpaintedbut partially coveredby the
sloppily painted lower band.
This fragmentwas originally thought probablyto
be part of a lip. This is not possible, consideringthe
way the ridges run. Found in a context of the 4thcenturyafter Christ, it has been datedto the Archaic
period, but for no specifiablereason.
5th or 4th century B.C.
P1.77
92. Base fragment
C-39-445. H. 0.09, W. 0.166, rest. D. 0.40, Th.
0.012.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR 7/6) with
predominantly gray inclusions; fine, pink slip
(7.5YR 8/4). About one fifth of the original circumference is preserved with the stand attachment; surface eroded in places, with some
chipping.
Circular base with carinatedprofile, modeledat the
top with a group of three ridges painted alternately

darkred and brown. Near the stand attachmentruns
a slightly larger brown ridge, from which start wide
triangles with vertexes pointing upward; these too
are brown (perhapsto simulate flutes).
Findspot:well west of the Museum (K:23),193the
material from which is dated between the beginning
of the 6th and the third quarter of the 5th century B.C.194

5th centuryB.C.
Fig. 4, P1.77
93. Stand fragments
KP 2690. H. 0.14, W. 0.21, min. D. of stand 0.24,
Th. 0.01.
CorinthXV, iii, p. 348, no. 2159, pl. 76.
Slightly impure, reddishyellow clay (5YR 6/6)
with predominantlyred inclusions, gray grains,
and a few particlesof fine terracottabits; pink slip
(7.5YR 7/4). About one third of the original circumference with the stand attachment is preserved in two joining fragments;slightly eroded
and crackedsurface.
Bowl on a hollow, cylindricalstand, separatedby an
offset;its bottomgraduallydecreasesin thicknesstoward the periphery. At the top of the stand are six
ridges;the innermostfour show tracesof brown, and
the two outer ridges are decorated with dotted,
oblique hatching made with a nine-pointed punch.
In each instance, the upper part of the punch has
been applied with greaterpressure.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, Rectangular South
Pit, which has yielded material dated around 430420 B.C.195
P1.77
94. Base fragment
KP 2504. H. 0.111, W. 0.203, rest. D. 0.42, Th.
0.017.
CorinthXV, iii, no. 2169, p. 349, pl. 76.
Impure, pink clay (7.5YR 8/4) with predominantly gray inclusions and air bubbles;fine, yellow slip (1OYR8/6). A small part of the original
circumferencewith the stand attachment is preserved in two joining fragments;eroded, chipped
surface.
Circular base, modeled above with dark red ridge;
the edge of another remains below. A larger brown

See footnote 139 above.
See footnote95 above.
194 See footnote41 above.
195 CorinthXV, i, p. 31; CorinthXV, ii, p. 23, pl. 60:D 11; CorinthVII, ii, no. 13, p. 201.
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ridge with a central offset, borderedbelow by a thin
fillet in relief, runs along the point of juncture at the
base and the stand. From this brown ridge start wide
triangles with vertexes pointing upward; they are
painted brown (perhapsto simulate flutes).
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, Rectangular South
Pit, which has yielded material dated around 430420 B.C.196
95. Base fragment
P1.76
KP 1705. H. 0.106, W. 0.146, rest. D. 0.385, Th.
0.017.
Corinth XV, iii, mentioned under no. 2164,
p. 348.
Slightly impure, reddishyellow clay (5YR 7/6)
with red inclusions; reddish yellow slip (7.5YR
7/6). A small part of the original circumferenceis
preserved;chipped surface,erodedin places.
Circular base with carinated profile which widens
slightly at the bottom;straight support base, the upper part modeledwith three flat ridges (and perhaps
the beginning of a fourth); the outer two ridges are
dark red, and the central one is partially painted
brown.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, Road Deposit, which
has yielded materialdated from about 600 B.C. to the
late 5th century.197
5th centuryB.C.
96. Fragmentarybase and stand
P1.78
C-75-306. Base: H. 0.11, rest. D. 0.36; W. of base
support 0.016. Stand: H. 0.356, rest. D. 0.198,
Th. 0.02.
Slightly impure, pink clay (5YR 8/4) with gray
inclusions;thin, reddish yellow slip (7.5YR 8/6).
More than half of the original stand and base is
preserved in numerous, restored fragments;
slightly erodedsurface.
Hollow, cylindrical stand rests on a circular base
with carinated profile which widens at the bottom;
straight support base with rounded outer edge. Directly above the curve of the base run three ridges,
painted alternately dark red and brown. On the
stand, from the bottomto its attachmentto the bowl,

are five horizontal, rather regularly painted bands;
they are alternately brown and red but not evenly
spaced.
Findspot: Forum Southwest, Amphora Pit, excavated to the west of the South Tower of the West
Shops.198 This pit has produced mostly fictile material, dated within the middle 50 years of the 5th
century.'199

475-425 B.C.
97. Stand fragments
P1. 78
C-34-931 a. H. 0.25, rest. D. 0.173, Th. 0.01.
Pease, pp. 293, 296, no. 175, fig. 25, reporting
incorrectlythe alternationof the painted bands.
Impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4) with predominantly gray inclusionsand white grains;thin layer
of pink slip (5YR 8/4). About one half of the original circumferenceis preservedin 11 fragments,
mostly restored; surface eroded in places, with
areas of chipping.
Hollow, cylindrical stand with four horizontal
bands;the alternatelydark red and brown bands are
irregularlypainted and not evenly spaced.
Findspot: Forum Southwest, Well 1934-10.200
The coeval fill can be dated 460-420 B.C.
98. Fragmentarystand
P1. 78
C-40-420. H. 0.038, rest. D. 0.198, Th. 0.015.
Weinberg, 1948, p. 234, E 17, pl. 86.
Very impure, very pale brown clay (1OYR7/4)
with predominantly gray inclusions; fine, pale
yellow slip (2.5Y 8/4); a layer of light yellowish
brown grains (10YR 6/4) covers the interior at
the bottomof the bowl. A good part of the stand is
preservedin many restoredfragments;very eroded surface, especially the lower portion; areas of
chipping and deep abrasions.
Hollow, cylindrical stand, slightly tapering at the
top, forming an uninterrupted line with the bowl
above, of which the beginning remains. At the point
of juncture a wide brown band is painted;here start
thin vertical stripes of the same color, irregularly
painted at uneven intervalson the stand.

See footnote 195 above.
See footnote 170 above.
198 For the locationof the deposit, see Williams, 1978, p. 4, fig. 2, D-E 71-72.
199Williams and Fisher, 1976, pp. 104-107. 97 comes from Lot 75-132, loc. cit., p. 107.
200
For the locationof the well, see Williams, 1979, fig. 1, K 72; CorinthVII, iii, p. 201, no. 10.
196
197
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Findspot: Well A east of the new Museum. The
material found there is dated 425-272.201

425-325 B.C.
Fig. 4, P1.78
P 16433. H. 0.215. Base: rest. D. 0.45; H. of base
support0.025. Stand:rest. D. 0.23, Th. 0.013.
Mentioned in Agora XII, under no. 1859,
p. 367.
Impure, very pale brown clay (1OYR7/3) with
predominantly gray inclusions; fine, pinkish
white slip (7.5YR 8/2). About one half of the base
and the beginning of the stand are preservedin
many restoredfragments;very erodedsurface.
Hollow, cylindricalstand, with at least one opening,
on a circularbase with carinatedprofile which widens slightly at the bottom;straightbase supportwith
rounded edges. On the base run four deep grooves
accentingthree flattenedridges which have traces of
dark red. Another two grooves border a ridge with
traces of brown at the point of juncture between the
stand and the base; directly above, there are wide
triangles with upward pointing vertexes painted in
the same brown color.
Findspot:Athenian Agora, well on the northwestern slopes of the Areopaguswhich has yielded materials dated from the late 5th century to the second
half of the 4th century B.C.202 99 was found in the
deepest accumulations of the well and is probably
datableto the late 5th centuryB.C.

99.

Fragmentarybase

Fig. 4, P1.78
100. Base fragment
C-69-315. H. 0.148, W. 0.231, rest. D. 0.27; W.
of base support 0.011, Th. 0.019.
Compact, pink clay (5YR 7/4) at the core and
pale yellow clay (2.5YR 7/4) at the surface, with
red inclusions and mineral particles;pale yellow
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slip (2.5YR 8/4) with gray mineral inclusions.
More than one half of the base is preserved in
three restored,joining fragments;eroded surface
with wide, deep areas of chipping.
Circular base with carinated profile which widens
slightly at the bottom;straightbase support.The upper part is modeledwith two groups of ridgeswhich
border a flat central band: below there are three
ridges, two of which are much flattened,and above
there is one ridge and perhaps the beginning of a
second.
Findspot: Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore. The
fragmentswere found in the area of Building P, east
of the Banquet Hall (M:16-17),203in a context dated 350-325 B.C.
Fig. 4, P1.78
101. Base fragment
D.
at fillet ca.
W.
est.
H.
0.064,
0.05,
C-39-380.
0.45, Th. 0.025. Stamp:H. 0.02, W. 0.02.
Weinberg, 1954, p. 129, note 131, pl. 30:g;Anderson,p. 91, no. 106.
Slightly impure, pink clay (5YR 8/4) with red
inclusions;highly polishedsurfacewith light spots
producedin the firing. A small part of the original
circumferenceis preserved;slightlyerodedsurface.
Circular base with carinated profile, modeled by a
thin, irregularfillet. Aboveis stampeda row of wide,
flattenedtongues with a double border,boundedon
top by a thin groove.
Findspot: "Tile Works".204Our fragment can be
dated to the 5th centuryB.C. by the impressedmotif:
the tonguesare very similar to those on 102, but they
seem to be a bit more accurately executed and
perhaps impressedwith a steadierhand.205
P1.79
102. Stand fragment
C-40-74. H. 0.035, W. 0.082, rest. D. 0.155, Th.
0.015. Stamp (ovule):min. H. 0.014, W. 0.018.

Weinberg, 1948, p. 198, fig. 1 ("4th Cent. Well E"), and pp. 229-230; he deems the last quarter of the
4th centuryB.C. to be the lower time limit of Well A and Cistern F (I-L, 15-16), which were rendereduseless
by terraceconstructionvery likely carriedout at the end of the century.The chronologyproposedby Weinberg
has been recently lowered to ca. 275 B.C. in CorinthVII, iii, pp. 207-208, no. 36; CorinthVII, iv, pp. 22-23,
no.8.
202
AgoraXII, p. 393, H 18:1, fig. 25.
203 For findspot see Bookidis and Fisher, 1972, pp. 288-291, pl. 56:b; Bookidis and Fisher, 1974,
pp. 268-269, fig. 1 (M-N:19).
204
See footnote56 above.
205 Rather similar are the tongues stamped on the rim of a mortar from the Athenian Agora. It was also
producedin Corinth and found in a 5th-centurycontext;AgoraXII, no. 1913, p. 370, pl. 91.
201
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Weinberg, 1954, p. 129, note 131, pl. 30:h;Anderson,p. 90, no. 99.
Very compact, pale yellow clay (2.5Y 8/4) at
the core with a very few gray inclusions; white
clay (2.5Y 8/2) at the surface. There is no slip,
but the surface is highly polished;slightly eroded
surface. Fresh matrixes.
Hollow, cylindricalstand with two bands separated
by thin grooves and decoratedwith wavy, herringbone hatching made with a four-pointedpunch. Below, a row of tongues with a double borderis spaced
at uneven intervals.
Findspot: "Tile Works".206Weinberg dates this
fragment to the 5th century B.C., hypothesizing its
manufactureat the Tile Works itself. A typological
examinationof the decorationsuggests a date during
the 5th century, perhaps toward the end; the flat
bands decoratedwith wavy hatchingare rathercommon in the plastic production of Archaic Corinth.
Likewise, the short, wide, and completely flattened
tongues with widening borders seem to have lost
the exactness of Archaic and early 5th-century
examples.207

Ca. 450 B.C.
P1.79
103. Fragmentarybowl and stand
C-71-626. Bowl: H. 0.116, rest. D. 0.258, Th.
0.035. Stand:H. 0.132, rest. D. 0.168, Th. 0.016.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR 7/6) with
predominantlyred inclusions;fine slip of the same
reddish yellow color with a layer of light reddish
brown grains (5YR 6/3) on the interiorat the bottom of the bowl. About one third of the basin and
a small part of the stand are preservedin six joining fragments;the outer part of the rim is missing.
Erodedsurface.
Hollow, cylindrical stand, modeled with distinct
profile; the floor of the bowl gradually decreasesin
thicknesstoward the periphery;the inner part of the
rim, perhaps the overhangingtype, was very likely
thickened and flattened on top. At the top of the
stand and at its point of attachment to the bowl,
there is a wide brown band from which thin streaks

of the same color run down:they are placedvertically aroundthe stand at uneven intervals.
Findspot: Forum Southwest, pottery deposit east
of Building 11,208The basin was found in a context
datable between the beginning of the 4th century
and325 B.C.
P1.79
104. Stand fragment
C-65-425. H. 0.119, W. 0.242. Stand: D. 0.168.
Bowl: Th. 0.035.
Porous, white clay (IOYR 8/2) with red inclusions, terracotta particles, and other impurities;
fine, pink slip (7.5YR 8/4) with a layer of gray
grains and pink terracottabits (7.5YR 7/4) on the
inside of the bowl at the bottom. A portion of the
stand with its entire upper diameterand junction
with the bowl are preserved;eroded surface with
wide areas of chipping.
Hollow, cylindricalstand in continuousprofile with
the bowl above;at the juncturethere is a wide brown
band, under which a thin grooveof varying depth is
irregularlytraced.
Findspot:Sanctuaryof Demeter and Kore.209The
fragmentwas not found in a datablecontext.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
Fig. 4, P1.79
105. Bowl fragment
CP-78. H. 0.067, W. 0.235. Stand:rest. D. 0.185.
Bowl: Th. 0.035.
Slightly impure, very pale brown clay (1OYR
7/3) with predominantly gray inclusions; thin,
pink slip (7.5YR 8/4) on the outer surfacesand a
compactlayer of light-brown grains (7.5YR 6/4)
on the inside at the bottom. A small part of the
original circumferencewith the beginning of the
stand is preserved;erodedsurface.
Hollow, cylindricalstand in continuousprofile with
the bowl above; the bowl gradually decreases in
thicknesstoward the periphery. At the juncture is a
wide band painted in a slightly diluted brown color.
Findspot: Well S (well 1915-6) of the Julian
Basilica.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.

See footnote56 above.
For the stamped tongues of varying typology on basins producedin Sicily and Magna Graecia, see the
numerousexamples in Allegro (footnote32 above),passim, and Jozzo, passim.
208 Williams and Fisher, 1972, p. 169.
209 For the 1965 campaign in the sanctuary,see Stroud, 1968.
206
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Shrine,210containing materials mostly dated to the
late 5th centuryB.C.

... .....

,,g,>A'a'
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.......
S

106
FIG. 5. Stand fragment.Scale 1:2

106. Stand fragment
Fig. 5, P1.79
KP 999. H. 0.335, rest. D. 0.2 1-0.24, Th. 0.016.
Slightly impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4) with
predominantlygray inclusions; very thin slip of
the same pink color. Part of the stand including
the juncture with the bowl is preserved in 11
joining fragments;surface eroded in places, with
some areas of chipping.
Hollow, cylindricalstand splaying at the bottom, in
continuousprofile with the bowl above.At the point
of juncture is a wide band painted in a slightly diluted brown color, with a pattern of vertical brushstrokes below; they are regularly painted with the
same color, but they are not evenly spaced.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, Well II, excavatedin
the rock north of the northwest corner of the Erosa

P1.79
107. Stand fragments
P 24229. H. 0.218, W. 0.15, rest. D. 0.22, Th.
0.011.
Mentioned in Agora XII, under no. 1859,
p. 367.
Slightly impure, very pale brown clay (1OYR
7/4) with predominantly gray inclusions; fine,
reddish yellow slip (7.5YR 7/6) confined to the
outer surface. About one half of the original circumferenceis preservedin five fragments,four of
which join; slightly erodedsurface.
Hollow, cylindrical stand, slightly tapering at the
top, with thin verticallines painted a diluted brown;
the lines are fairly regularly traced but at uneven
distances(averagewidth: 0.084).
Findspot:Athenian Agora, from the layers of destruction over the "House of Simon".21'The fragments were found in a context datable between the
end of the 5th and the beginning of the 3rd century B.C.212
P1.79
108. Fragmentarysupport
C-47-849. H. 0.644. Stand: bottom D. 0.46, top
D. 0.40; Th. 0.02. Base support:H. 0.03.
Weinberg, 1949, p. 149, pl. 14:5.
Impure, yellowish red clay (5YR 5/8) with red
inclusions;pink slip (5YR 8/4). Almost the entire
stand is preserved in numerous restored fragments; surface deeply eroded in places with wide
areas of chipping.
Hollow, cylindricalstand which widens at the bottom to form a broad, circular, and slightly flared,
straight base support. The stand is borderedabove
by a projecting ring; above this the profile flares,
concave,then carinated,with a roundedinner edge.
Findspot:Well 1947-3 (N:20), which has yielded
materials datable from the Hellenistic period up to
the destructionof Corinth in 146 B.C.213

323-146 B.C.

CorinthXV, i, pp. 28-29, pl. 7:B bottomright; CorinthXV, iii, plan.
Agora XII, area G:13, fig. 25.
For the "House of Simon",see AgoraXIV (footnote69 above), pp. 173-174. The fragmentswere found
during the 1954 excavation campaign conductedin the southwest area of the Agora: see H. A. Thompson,
"Activitiesin the Athenian Agora: 1954,"Hesperia 24, 1955, pp. 50-71, esp. p. 54.
213 Broneer (footnote 107 above), p. 238; Weinberg, 1949, pp. 148-149; Corinth I, v (footnote 78 above),
pp. 4, 12; CorinthVII, iii, p. 211, no. 46.
210
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109. Stand fragment
Fig. 6, P1. 80
C-37-2325. H. 0.104, W. 0.167, rest. D. 0.22, Th.
0.042.
Impure, white clay (2.5Y 8/2) with predominantly gray inclusions; thick layer of very pale
brown slip (1OYR8/4) confinedto the interiorat
the bottomof the bowl. The top of the standwith a
pieceof the bowl is preservedfor a small partof the
original circumference;widely chippedsurface.
Hollow, cylindrical stand, joined to the bowl by a
hawksbeak molding which is bordered below by a
brown ridge lying betweentwo deep grooves.A Doric cymationis paintedon the undersideof the beak:a
series of wide leaves is silhouettedwith a slightly diluted black on the light backgroundof the clay. The
leaves have alternately red and brown inner parts
with thin stripes reservedat the centers. On the upper part in the limited space available are painted
with the reserved'technique the ends of wide leaves
identicalto those below and placed so that an upper
red leaf correspondsto a lower brown leaf, and vice
versa. The red color has disappeared.
Findspot: Central-south area of the Forum
(Drain 1937-1).214 The fragment was found in a
context datable between the end of the 5th and the
first quarterof the 4th century B.C.
The hawksbeak molding,215which originates at
the beginningof the 6th centuryB.C. in architectural
ornament, is usually decorated,as on 109, with a
Doric cymation which is painted or in relief. Many
earlier fragments attest to the evolution of the cavetto form into the hawksbeak, which assumes its
definitivecharacteristicsbeforethe middleof the 6th

century;from this momenton, this profile is used in
a decorativefunction,mostlyas a capping element in
architectureand in sculpture.It is commonespecially during the second half of the 6th century. Among
the different applications in which the hawksbeak
moldingis found,those most similar to our examples
are in terracotta;there is a notable difficultyin finding precise comparisons in monumental architecture. 109 more closely resembles the class of little
Late Archaic, terracotta altars produced in Corinth.216On the altars it is possible to find the same
wide curvesof the beak, the fillet in relief which borders it below, and the same decorativesyntax of the
cymationwith its wide proportions.The same form,
with an identical position and function and decorated with a painted Doric cymation,is foundon a large
perirrhanterionfrom Isthmia, dated beforethe middle of the 6th century B.C.217 It is also found on a
fragment of a perirrhanterionsupport with spiral
flutes, again from Isthmia and probably datable to
the first half of the 6th century. The profile of this
piece presentsslightly differentcharacteristics,compared to our fragment:the flattenedupper portionis
nearer to the cavetto form.2"8Considering the fact
that all the most relevant comparisonsdate near the
end of the 6th century,219one could assume a similar
datefor 109 220
Ca. 500 B.C.
Fig. 6, P1. 80
110. Stand fragment
ASP 183. H. 0.07, W. 0.212, est. D. ca. 0.29, Th.
0.035; W. of flutes 0.053.
Compact, slightly impure, light-brown clay
(7.5YR 6/4) with predominantlygray inclusions,

214 For the 1937 excavationconductedbetween the Bema and the South Stoa, see C. H. Morgan, "Excavations at Corinth, 1936-1937," AJA 41, 1937, pp. 539-552, pl. XIII: 2; idem, "Excavationsat Corinth, Autumn 1937,"AJA 42,1938, pp. 362-370; Williams and Fisher, 1972, p. 154, note 17; CorinthVII, iv, pp. 2324, no. 10.
215 L. T. Shoe, Profilesof GreekMouldings, Cambridge,Mass. 1936, pp. 100-130, pls. L-LXI. Among all
the profiles, the most similar is that of the terracottafragmentfrom Perachora:Hawksbeak I, p. 103, pl. LI,
no. 11, dated to the first half of the 6th centuryB.C.; cf. also Le Roy and Ducat (footnote 16 above), pl. 99.
216 For a discussionof the Corinthianaltars, see Williams, 1979, pp. 136-140, with bibliographyin note 33.
See also CorinthXV, ii, pp. 272-274, 282, pl. 59, no. 67; PerachoraII, pp. 283-284, no. 2775, pls. 133-134.
217 See footnote236 below.
218 0. Broneer, "Excavationsat Isthmia 1959-1961," Hesperia 31, 1962 (pp. 1-25), p. 22, no. 3, pl. 10:b.
For the profile, see Shoe (footnote215 above), p. 103, pl. LI:12.
219
I know of no small Corinthian altar with a hawksbeakprofile similar to ours which can be dated much
later than 500 B.C. The 5th-centurydate of the noted Baltimorealtar seems debatableto me. It should probably be raised a little; CVA, Robinson Collection, Baltimore 1 [USA 4], p. 57, pl. 48 [181].
220 Cf. also 110, 1ll.
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white grains, and a very few terracottaparticles;
there are some voids due to the presence of tiny
straws in the clay prior to firing;pink slip (7.5YR
7/4) which is thickeron the inside of the bowl at
the bottom. A small part of the original circumference is preserved in two joining fragments;
eroded surface with wide areas of chipping and
deep abrasions.
Hollow, cylindrical stand, joined to the basin by a
fluted hawksbeak molding decorated with a Doric
cymation. A wide leaf with slightly diluted brown
borderscorrespondsto each flute; there is a reserved
band and a red central part with a reservedstripe at
the center. On the upper part there are painted the
ends of wide leaves which are identical to those below, separated by thin offsets which correspondto
the ribs of the flutes.22'
Provenance:Kalydon (Aitolia).
Ca. 500 B.C.
Fig. 6, P1.80
111. Stand fragment
C-50-187. H. 0.101, W. 0.121, est. D. ca. 0.30,
Th. 0.026.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (5YR 7/6) with
predominantly gray inclusions; thin slip of the
same reddish yellow color. A small part of the
original circumference (probably the top of the
stand) is preserved;slightly eroded surface with
areas of chipping.
Hollow, cylindricalstand, modeled with a group of
three ridges; the outer two are painted red and are

thinner than the blackcentralridge. Abovethese and
a thin projection,the profile curves in the form of a
hawksbeak;the upper part is covered with a black
band, and the lower part is subdividedinto squares
by vertical red lines. Inside each square are two elements of a hook maeander;the upper element is red,
the lower brown.
Findspot:South Stoa (fill under Shop XXVI),222
in a context dated between the secondhalf of the 5th
and the beginningof the 4th century B.C.
An analysis of the decoration suggests a 5thcentury date, probably during its first half. The
broken-segmentmaeander,of the type with two opposing elements, constitutes a simplification of the
continuous maeander, by means of a chromatically
effectedoptical illusion. The motif is notedon architectural terracottasdating well into the 6th century B.C.,223 but it is not frequent on the very widespreadAttic pottery.224An almost identicalexample
of the motif occurson a Corinthian lekanis found in
a tomb in the North Cemetery together with materials dated 475-465 B.C.225 The hawksbeak molding226with its rather large curve is more like the
types belonging to the beginning of the 5th century B.C., in spite of the difficultiesinherentin comparing a simplifiedform like ours to examples in monumental architecture.227
First decadesof the 5th centuryB.C.
P1.80
112. Stand fragment(?)
IPG 1970-9. H. 0.049, W. 0.046. Th. (wall)
0.029.

For the form of the hawksbeak,cf. 109 and 111.
For the area of Shop XXVI in particular,see Broneer(footnote 176 above), pp. 296-297.
223 Van Buren, figs. 24, 25 (from Athens), 77-79 (from Corinth), and 90, 91 (from Delphi); F. Adler,
W. Dorpfeld, F. Graeber, P. Graef, Olympia, II, Die Baudenkmdler,Berlin 1892-1896, pl. 112 (treasuryof
Megaris). In the majority of cases, however, the broken maeander alternates with square cartouches;in
Magna Graecia, see Van Buren (footnote 63 above), figs. 15 (from Kaulonia), 27 (from Medma), and 47
(from Metapontion).
224 Generally, Attic pottersprefer to frame or accenttheir figure fields with tighter running maeanders.For
the closest comparisons,with, however, a more rigid compositionthan that of 111 and of the lekanis cited in
footnote225 below, see the Gotha cup in I. Wehgartner,AttischweissgrundigeKeramik,Mainz 1983, p. 56,
no. 20, pl. 15; see also a cup by Onesimos in Brussels,Simon (footnote122 above), no. 135. A schemewhich is
very similar to the Attic is a maeandertype used on Clazomeniansarcophagi.In this class, it does not appear
on examples that are any earlier than the AlbertinumGroup (500-470 B.C.); Cook, pp. 83-84, no. 13.
225 C. Blegen, H. Palmer, R. Young, Corinth, XIII, The North Cemetery,Princeton 1964, pp. 229-230,
Tomb 229, no. 3, fig. 16, pls. E, 44. The lekanis (T 1845), which has, however,both elementsin the formof a
Greek pi, could be a little earlier than the other objectsin the tomb. 111 is unique with its two disconnected
elements enclosedwithin square fields.
226
See discussionunder 109; see also 110.
227
Shoe (footnote215 above), pls. LI, LII.
221
222
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Very impure, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR 7/6)
with predominantlyred inclusions;thick layer of
very pure, pink slip (7.5YR 8/4). A small part of
the original circumferenceis preserved;outer surface in good conditionexcept for some chipping.
The limited dimensionsof the fragmentdo not permit us to establish exactly to what it belonged.The
profile modeledwith a red-paintedfillet suggeststhe
point of juncture between a stand and a bowl or a
stand and a base.
Findspot:Isthmia, area east of the temenosof Poseidon (East Field: Trench 1970 4).228 112 was

found in a context of the Roman period (Basket 9),
with materialsdated from 500 B.C. and later.
Beginning of the 5th centuryB.C.
Fig. 6, P1.80
113. Stand fragment (?)
KP 1418. H. 0.048, W. 0.075, rest. D. 0.33, Th.
0.01; W. of stand support 0.021. Stamp: p.H.
0.02, W. 0.031.
Weinberg, 1954, p. 126, note 112, pl. 28:d;Anderson, p. 90, no. 89; Corinth XV, iii, no. 2171,
p. 349, pl. 76.
Slightly impure, pink clay (7.5YR 8/4) with
predominantly gray inclusions; thin slip of the
same pink color. A small part of the original circumference is preserved; eroded surface with
areas of chipping. Worn matrix.
Hollow, cylindrical stand with a thickened section
above, modeled with four ridges; straight upper
stand support with roundededges. On the stand are
anthemia of palmetteswith perhaps five petals, fanning arounda triangularheart and supportedby two
bar-linkedtendrils;underthe anthemiaand between
the splaying ends of the tendrils is a wide, pointed
element similar to, and symmetricallyopposing, the
palmette'sheart. The edges of the petals and tendrils
are in relief.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter (Trench F), found in
an insignificantcontext.The fragmentscan be dated
575-550 B.C. on the basis of a typologicalanalysis of
the decoration.229
P1.81
114. Stand fragments
IPG 1970-4, 1970-6. H. 0.126, W. 0.119, est. D.
228
229
230
231
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0.24, Th. 0.025; W. of flutes (measured
horizontally)0.032, W. 0.027.
Impure, pink clay (5YR 8/4) with predominantly gray inclusions; fine, reddish yellow slip
(7.5YR 7/6). About one fourthof the original circumferenceis preservedin three fragments,two of
which join; slightly eroded surface with areas of
chipping.

Hollow, cylindrical stand, with flutes bordered
above by a group of three ridges;the central,thicker
ridge is painted dark red, and the side ridges are
painted a diluted brown. Above the ridges is the beginning of a series of spiral flutes. These perhapsare
from the same objectas 115.
Findspot: Isthmia, from the area east of the temenos of Poseidon (East Field: Trench 70-2),23oin no
datablecontext (Basket46 and Box 37, respectively).
6th or 5th centuryB.C.
P1.81
115. Stand fragment
IPG 1970-5. H. 0.115, W. 0.10, rest. D. 0.24, Th.
0.025; W. of flutes (centerto center) 0.027.
Impure, reddishyellow clay (7.5YR 7/6) with
predominantlygray inclusions;thin slip with the
same reddish yellow color. A small part.of the
original circumferenceis preserved;eroded surface with areas of chipping.
Hollow, cylindricalstand with flutes interruptedby
a group of three horizontal ridges; the two outer,
thinner ridges are painted a diluted brown, and the
central ridge is coveredwith a band of dark red. A
rosy color coversthe flutes.
Findspot:Isthmia, area east of the temenosof Poseidon (East Field: Trench 70-2)231 in an insignificant context (Box 37). Although it was foundtogether with 114, some differencesmake it unlikely that
the three are parts of the same object:at the most,
they may belong to differentparts of the same stand.
6th or 5th centuryB.C.
Pl. 81
116. Fragmentarystand
C-1976-152. H. 0.152, rest. D. 0.185, Th. 0;026;
W. of flutes 0.035.
Slightly impure,reddishyellow clay (5YR 7/6)
with predominantlyred inclusions;thick layer of

See footnote 159 above.
See discussionunder 11; cf. also 66, which seems to providethe closest comparison;see also 67 and 71.
See footnote 159 above.
See footnote 159 above.
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reddishyellow slip (5YR 7/8). The lower part of
the stand without the base is preservedin 14 joining fragments;surface erodedwith some areas of
chipping.

Hollow, cylindrical stand, slightly splayed at the
bottom, with flutes borderedby thick arrises with a
grooveat the center.On the lower ends of the arrises
are brown brushstrokes,perhaps trying to simulate
the lower curvesof the flutes.
Findspot: Forum Southwest.232The fragments
were found in the destructionlevels of the "Centaur
Bath", in a context dated to the first half of the 4th
century (Lot 76-75). The fragments must fit chronologically in the period between the time of constructionof the building (end of the 5th century)and
its destruction during the third quarter of the 4th
century.
400-350 B.C.
117. Fragmentarystand
P1. 81
C-68-346. H. 0.136, W. 0.18, rest. D. 0.20, Th.
0.03; W. of flutes 0.05.
Porous, reddish yellow clay (5YR 7/6) with
predominantly red inclusions; thick, pink slip
(7.5YR 7/4). About one half of the original circumferencewith the beginning of the base is preservedin six joining fragments;chipped surface.
Hollow, cylindrical stand, slightly splayed at the
bottom. The arrises have a center groove stopped at
the base; the lower curve of the flutes is simulated
with brown brushstrokes forming the ends of the
arrises. A partially painted cavetto constitutes the
connectionbetween the stand and the base.
Findspot unknown.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
118. Stand fragment
Fig. 6, P1.81
KP 2543. H. 0.045, W. 0.125, rest. D. 0.28, Th.
0.02; W. of flutes 0.04.
CorinthXV, iii, no. 2170, p. 342, pl. 76.
Compact, reddish yellow clay (5YR 7/6) with
a very few red inclusions; thick, reddish yellow
slip (7.5YR 7/6). A small part of the original
circumferencewith the beginning of the base is

preserved. Surface eroded with some areas of
incrustation.
Lower part of hollow, cylindrical stand slightly
splayed at the bottomwith a tall upright half-round
molding at the point of connection to the base; the
flutes are borderedby arrises truncatedat the base.
Wide bands, alternately dark red and brown, cover
the ends of the arrises;the cavettois partiallypainted
brown.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, Court of the Terracotta Factory.233The fragmentwas found in a context closedin the third quarterof the 4th centuryB.C.
119. Fragmentarystand
P1. 81
CP-3066. H. 0.286, rest. D. 0.20, Th. 0.03; W. of
flutes 0.055.
Very impure, reddishyellow clay (7.5YR 7/6)
with predominantlyred inclusions;thick layer of
very pale brown slip (1OYR8/4). A good part of
the stand is preserved in 16 joining fragments;
surface eroded with wide areas of chipping and
incrustation.Traces of scorchingon the inside.
Hollow, cylindricalstand with wide flutes bordered
by thick arrises which are markedby a groove. The
flutes are interrupted above by a collar with a flat
profile, widening slightly toward the top, which is
placedat the junctureof the stand and the bowl. The
lower part of the collar is painted with a brown
band.
Findspot unknown.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
P1.82
120. Base fragment
KN 162. H. 0.165, W. 0.275. Plinth: H. 0.068,
Th. 0.058; W. of base support 0.033. Stand:rest.
D. 0.24. Concentric-chevronstamp: H. 0.014, W.
0.011. Stamp of concentricchevrons with curled
apexes:H. 0.017, W. 0.011. Spiral stamp:H. 0.01.
Weinberg, 1954, pp. 124, 127-129, note 121,
pl. 30:f, fig. 1; Anderson,p. 90, no. 9.0.
Impure, very pale brown clay (1OYR8/4) with
predominantlygray inclusions and white grains;
fine, pale yellow slip (2.5Y 8/4). About one fourth
of the base is preserved;very eroded,chipped surface. Slightly worn matrixes.

For the 1976 excavationsin the southwest area of the Forum, see Williams, 1979.
For the entire complex, which flourished for approximatelytwo centuries and which was destroyed,
perhaps by an earthquake,sometimeduring the last decadesof the 4th centuryB.C. (the period during which
the entire Potters'Quarterwas probablyabandoned),see CorinthXV, i, pp. 34-49. For a possibledate for the
destructionof the TerracottaFactory,see CorinthVII, iii, pp. 202-203, no. 18.
232

233
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Hollow, cylindricalstand, of which only the beginning remains, on a circular base with a carinated
profile with an inverted echinus; the profile tapers
slightly toward the bottom. Below, a tall square
plinth with straight base support with rounded
edges. On the base is stamped a decorationin horizontal registers: near the outer edge is a clockwise
triple running spiral made with a cylinder matrix;
impressed above is a series of inverted concentric
chevronswith the apexes curling to the right; along
the inner edge and near the juncture with the stand
is an unevenly spaced impression of another row of
concentricchevrons.
Findspot: Potters' Quarter, deposit south of the
TerracottaFactory.234The lower chronologicallimit for the Terracotta Factory goes into the third
quarterof the 4th centuryB.C., but the upper limit is
not clear. Weinberg, on the basis of a typological
examinationand a stylistic analysis of the decorative
elements, proposes dating the base to the beginning
of the 6th century.The motif of the running spiral is
most frequently encounteredin Peloponnesian circles,235especially those under Corinthian influence
and particularlyduring the first half of the 6th century.236On the other hand, although the concentric
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chevrons point generically to the 6th century,237
those with curling apexes are not very differentfrom
painted examples appearing on Protocorinthian
pottery of the 7th century B.C.238 They can, in fact,
be consideredto be a plastic translationof the painted ornament, which would not lower the date any
later than the first quarter of the 6th century. An
identical decorationis painted on a large Laconian
acroterialdisk from Olympia, dated 600 B.C. Analogous impressionsare found on a fragmentof a terracotta support from Gela as well as on a rectangular
handle from Perachora.239

600-575 B.C.
Pl. 82
121. Base fragment
C-65-324. H. 0.13, W. 0.275. Plinth: H. 0.08,
Th. 0.032; W. of base support 0.025. Base: rest.
D. 0.24, Th. 0.04.
Impure, pink clay (7.5YR 8/4) with predominantly red inclusions and particles;thin layer of
the same pink-coloredslip. About one fourth of
the base is preserved;surface eroded with wide
areas of chipping.
High, square plinth with flat bearing surface and
edges;above,a circularbase with a carinatedprofile,

234 Since the finds have not been precisely assigned to the different sectors of the Terracotta Factory, see
CorinthXV, i, pp. 34-49, and esp. p. 45; CorinthXV, ii, pp. 23-24, nos. 8, 9; CorinthVII, iii, pp. 202-203,
no. 18.
235 N. Bonacasa,"Pinakesfittili di Himera,"ASAtene45-46, 1967-1968, pp. 316-317, figs. 2 and 4; Agora
XII, no. 1854, p. 366, pl. 89; see also pl. 65 for the spiral on pithoi; M. Cygielman, "Un sostegno fittile da
Crotone,"Klearchos19, 1977, pp. 41-42; Jozzo, nos. 12 and 15, pls. XXXVI:d, XXXVII:c; P. Orlandini,
"Perirrhanterionfittile arcaico con decorazionea rilievo degli scavi dell'Incoronata,"Attivitaarcheologicain
Basilicata 1964-1977. Scritti in onore di D. Adamesteanu,Matera 1980, p. 175, pl. II, which furnishes us
with one of the earliest examples in the Corinthian sphere (third quarter of the 7th century B.C.); M. Jozzo,
"Sostegnifittili a rilievo da Crotone,"Studi e Materiali, forthcoming;cf. also W. W. Rudolph, "HP 2310: A
Lakonian Kylix from Halieis," Hesperia 45, 1976 (pp. 240-252), pp. 246-247, fig. 2.
236 In addition to the examples reportedby Weinberg, see Jozzo, nos. 7 and 13, pls. XXXV:b, XXXVII:a.
Cf. also the almost completelyrestoredperirrhanterionfrom the Sanctuaryof Poseidonat Isthmia:G. Daux,
"Chroniquedes fouilles en Grece en 1959," BCH 84, 1960, p. 671, fig. 1; 0. Broneer, "The Isthmian Sanctuary,"ALAT 16, 1960, B' (1962), p. 88, pl. 66:e;idem (footnote218), p. 22, pl. 10:a, d. Cf. also 74 and 78-80.
237 In this period the greatest number of instances of the composite spiral occurs, with or without fill elements in the resulting spaces (little bosses, palmettes), following a route through the intermediaryof Corinthian metalwork from the Ionian figurativerepertoire:Schafer (footnote 158 above), pp. 58ff. Orlandini
(footnote 235 above), pp. 190-192. For the popularity which the spiral motif enjoyed in terracottaarchitectural decoration,see Bonacasa (footnote235 above), pp. 316, notes 6-8, p. 317, notes 1, 2, fig. 9 (a pinax
from Metapontion).
238 CorinthVII, i, pp. 37-38, where there is a discussionof the motif under no. 116; see also Rudolph (footnote 235 above), pp. 245-246, fig. 2. For the same motif on Orientalizing pithoi from Rhodes, see Schafer
(footnote 158 above), pp. 59-60, fig. III:2.
239 Olympia II (footnote223 above), p. 115; Mallwitz and Herrmann (footnote 16 above), p. 145, pl. 98: 1;
P. Orsi, "Gela. Scavi del 1900-1905," MonAnt 17, 1906, col. 656, fig. 477; PerachoraII, p. 322, no. 3361 A,
pl. 127.
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with an inverted echinus. A slight offset marks the
point of juncture between the base and the plinth.
The top of the plinth is painted red.
Findspot: Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore, area
south of M:16-17, in a context dated between the
5th and 4th centuriesB.C. (Lot 3411).240
122. Base fragment
Fig. 6, P1. 82
C-70-595, H. 0.10, W. 0.114. Plinth: H. 0.075,
Th. 0.03; W. of base support 0.017. Base: rest. D.
0.256, Th. 0.007.
Very impure, reddishyellow clay (7.5YR 7/6)
with predominantlyred inclusions;fine slip of the
same reddish yellow color as clay, confinedto the
outer surface. A corner of the plinth, the beginning of the base, and perhaps the connectingring
between the two parts are preserved; surface
much erodedin places, with areas of chipping and
deep abrasions.
High, square plinth with verticalsides;above rests a
hollow, cylindrical base with a profile slightly
spreadingat the top. On the top surfaceof the plinth
and on the ring, both coloredbrown, a dolphin with
details (dorsal fin and flippers) painted a very diluted brown and a series of waves rolling right, reserved
on the light clay background.
Findspot: Sacred Spring,241in a context dated to
the end of the 5th and beginning of the 4th century B.C.
The decorativemotif fits within such time limits;

there is an attempt to appreciate the volumes
through the use of diluted color bands painted along
the arched back and curved edges of the dolphin's
fins. Although a rather humble trade product, 122
attests to the same search for new possibilitiesof expression which characterizedvase painting at the
end of the 5th century B.C.; these new expressions
were createdin the wake of the achievementsof the
great figures in wall painting and easel painting,
obtainingvolume throughthe use of chiaroscuroand
the contour line. The new trails which those artists
blazed were largely outsidethe technicalpossibilities
of pottery, which was limited, even in the attempts
on vases with white backgrounds,to shading and
simple foreshortening.The manner of shading on
this dolphin recalls analogous attempts at chiaroscuro on vases dating from the mid-5th century, especially by the circle of Polygnotos;the artists tried
to transferresults from monumentalpainting to vase
painting,242by using variationsin tonality, lighting,
and zones of shading which attempteda relief effect.
All in all, the dolphin on 122 can be datedto the end
of the 5th centuryB.C., and it can be consideredto be
at a higher technicallevel than similar contemporary
examples seeking chromatic,ratherthan volumetric,
effects. Compare, for example, an Attic aksos from
Spina on which the dolphins,in contrastto the white
waves into which they are diving, have only a few
details renderedby simple dashes of paint.243
End of the 5th century-beginning of the 4th

centuryB.C.

ADDITIONAL FIGURED RIM FRAGMENTS
Two rim fragmentswith relief scenes impressedwith cylindermatrixes have been excluded
from the main catalogue:they have already been published by Weinberg and have been
commonly believed to belong to large basins similar to those here considered.The poor
conditionof the first fragmentmakes it impossibleto establishthe class to which it belongs.
The profile of the second fragment, which has no precise comparisonsin the Corinthian
production of large basins, and especially because its limited diameter, no greater than
0.40 m., suggests that it should be includedin the class of Tripod Bowls; it is similar to the
noted fragmentfromthe Heraion in Argoswith Hermes, Perseus,and the Gorgons.244Both
Stroud, 1968, pl. 96; Bookidisand Fisher, 1974, pp. 268-269, fig. 1 (N-0:17-18).
See footnote86 above.
242
Moreno, "La conquista della spazialita pittorica,"Storia e civilta dei Greci II, iv, Milan 1979,
P.
pp. 631ff.; R. Bianchi Bandinelli, EAA II, 1959, pp. 547-549, s.v. Chiaroscuro.
240
241

243

L. Massei, Gli askoi afigure rosse nei corredifunerari delle necropoli di Spina, Milan 1978, pp. 147-149,

no. 90, pl. 34:2.
244
Hersom (footnote 162 above), pp. 275-278, fig. 1, pl. 72.
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pieces, however, are completelyCorinthianin taste and in the conceptof large vases with
relief decoration.Even if the numberof Corinthianvases with figure-decoratedrims (chariot races, Nikai, quadrigas, etc.) is not comparableto the Sicilian production, there are
certainlynumerousexamples in which the decorationis composedof a long band of repeated squares stamped on the basins' rims. It is well known that the Corinthian prototypes
which passed into Magna Graecia, Etruria, and Sicily profoundly influenced the local
productionsof figured reliefs.245It is probablyjust by chance that in Corinth itself there
remain so few examples of large bowls decoratedin this way; in such a situation, as Weinberg has alreadynoted,246the absenceof intact,consistent,6th-centuryarchaeologicalstrata
in Corinth plays an importantrole.
The following two entries are providedfor consideration:
P1.82
123. Rim fragment
KN 160. H. 0.052, W. 0.032, est. D. 0.40-0.45.
Stamp:H. 0.05.
Weinberg, 1954, p. 121, note 88, pl. 26:h; Anderson,pp. 83, footnote 17, 89, no. 85.
Impure, reddishyellow clay (7.5YR 7/6) at the
core with gray and red inclusions; thick layer of
light-redslip (2.5YR 6/8). A small part of the rim
is preserved,without the inner edge or top; eroded
surface.Slightly worn matrix.
Overhanging,thickened rim with a straight underside. On the outside is stampeda part of a quadriga:
the rear half of the two horses in the foregroundand
a good portionof the pair in the backgroundare preserved;the ends of the shaft and the reins in the charioteer'shands are clearlyvisible. The scene is bounded above and below by a row of tongues with a double border.
Findspot:Potters'Quarter.
First half of the 6th centuryB.C.
124. Rim fragment
Fig. 6, P1.82
CP-1911. H. 0.06, W. 0.089, rest. D. 0.40, Th.
0.024. Stamp:0.05.

Weinberg, 1954, p. 118, note 70, pl. 26:f, i; Anderson,pp. 82-83, 89, no. 86.
Slightly impure, light-red clay (2.5YR 6/6) at
the core with predominantlyred inclusions;reddish yellow slip (7.5YR 7/6). A small part of the
original circumferenceis preserved;chipped surface. Very fresh matrix.
Overhanging rim with appendage; horizontal top
and undersidewith roundededges. On the side is impressed a scene of figures borderedabove and below
by a thin fillet in relief: Nike with large sickle wings
is running to right in the "Knielauf"position; in
front of the Nike is a swan with slightly raised
wings, a quadrigaof which are preservedthe rear of
the horses and the chariotwith four-spokedwheels,
and a ground line. A charioteerin a long chiton with
short sleeves, with hair closely clinging to the skull
and freely flowing over the nape, holds the reins in
both hands as well as the kentronin his left.
Findspot unknown.
First half of the 6th centuryB.C.247

245 P. Courby, Les vases grecs a reliefs (BEFAR 125), Paris 1922, pp. 100-104; Weinberg, 1954, p. 119;
Anderson,pp. 86-88.
246 Weinberg, 1954, p. 122.
247 For the motif of the quadriga and the running Nike, see A.Xkerstrbm,ArchitektonischeTerrakottaplatten in Stockholm,Lund 1951, pp. 52-59; C. Vermeule, III, "ChariotGroups in Fifth-Century Sculpture,"JHS 75, 1975, pp. 104-113; Weinberg, 1954, pp. 118-122; Schafer (footnote 158 above), pp. 55ff.;
B. S. Ridgway, "Notes on the Developmentof the Greek Frieze,"Hesperia 35, 1966 (pp. 188-204), pp. 188199; M. P. Rossignani, "Frammento di orlo di vaso a rilievo da Agrigento," Notizie dal Chiostro del
MonasteroMaggiore 1-2, 1968, pp. 64-65; Cygielman (footnote235 above), pp. 45-46.
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APPENDIX
After this catalogue had been compiled, certain basin fragments found during the 1970
excavations248conductedby the University of California at Los Angeles in the area of the
West Cemeteryat Isthmia came to my attention.They are presentlykept among U.C.L.A.
material in the Isthmia Museum. The typology and chronologyof these examples do not
differ at all from the precedingbasins, and they should be consideredan integralpart of the
class.
125. Stand fragment
IPG 1970-68. H. 0.077, W. 0.073, rest. D. 0.40,
Th. 0.029.
Impure, reddishyellow clay at the core (7.5YR
7/6), with some lighter tones at the surface (5YR
7/6). Predominantly gray inclusions and white
grains. Thick layer of very pale brown slip (1OYR
8/3) on the outer surface.A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved. Slightly eroded
surfacewith some chips.
Hollow, cylindricalstand, modeledwith four ridges
on which are traces of color.
Findspot:Isthmia, West Cemetery.
6th centuryB.C.
Fig. 6, P1. 82
126. Bowl fragment
IPG 1970-69. H. 0.07, W. 0.132, rest. D. 0.56,
Th. 0.028.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR 8/6) with
predominantlygray inclusions and white grains.
A thin slip of the same color is confined to the
outer surface of the rim and to the edge of the interior. On the rest of the inner surface, a thin
layer of pinkish gray bits (5YR 7/2). A small
part of the original circumferenceis preserved.
Eroded surface with extensive areas of chipping
and incrustations.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip. The outer side of the lip
is modeled with five ridges of varying height. Wide
brown bands cover the top and bottom ridges; the
central one is red, and the remaining two are unpainted. The upper brown band reaches the outer
edge of the rim top.
Findspot:Isthmia, West Cemetery.
Mid-5th centuryB.C.
248

See footnote46 above.

P1. 82
127. Bowl fragment
IPG 1970-70. H. 0.047, W. 0.106, rest. D. 0.588,
Th. 0.019.
Slightly impure clay, reddish yellow in color
(7.5YR 8/6), with predominantlyred inclusions
and some terracotta particles. Fine, very pale
brown slip (1OYR8/4) over all the surface,which
is smoother on the outside. A small part of the
original circumferenceis preserved. Eroded surface with extensiveareas of chipping.
Overhanging rim, articulated with a pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; horizontaltop. The outer side of the lip is modeledwith four ridges covered
by alternatelybrown and dark red bands.The upper
brown band reachesthe outer edge of the rim top.
Findspot:Isthmia, West Cemetery.

4th centuryB.C.
128. Base fragment
IPG 1970-71. H. 0.065, W. 0.098, rest. D. 0.264,
Th. 0.014.
Soft, yellow clay (1OYR7/6) with a few gray
inclusions. Fine slip of the same yellow color. A
small part of the original circumferenceis preserved. Erodedsurface.
Circularbase with carinatedprofile, modeledwith a
flattenedridge which is borderedby thin grooves.A
very dark brown band coversthe ridge. On the top is
preserved the beginning of a hollow, cylindrical
stand.
Findspot:Isthmia, West Cemetery.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
129. Bowl fragment
IPG 1970-72. H. 0.072, W. 0.104, rest. D. 0.625,
Th. 0.023.
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Yellow clay (1OYR 7/8) with predominantly
red inclusions; fine slip of the same yellow color
over all the surface. A small part of the original
circumferenceis preserved;lower part of the lip is
missing. Erodedsurfacewith chipped edges.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous, inward slanting lip; slightly convex top with flattened
inner edge. The outer side of the lip is modeledwith
a group of three ridges and a flat band. The bottom
ridge is coveredby a dark red band.
Findspot:Isthmia, West Cemetery.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
130. Bowl fragment
IPG 1970-73. H. 0.043, W. 0.055, Th. 0.018.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR 7/6) with
predominantly gray inclusions. Fine, very pale
brown slip (1OYR8/6). A very small part of the
original circumferenceis preserved. Eroded and
chipped surface.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous lip;
horizontal top, perhaps with much flattened outer
edge. The outer side of the lip is modeled with two
groups of three ridges of varying height, separated
by a central space. Wide, alternately dark red and
brown bands cover the ridges. One ridge is
unpainted.
Findspot:Isthmia, West Cemetery.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
131. Bowl fragments
Fig. 6, P1. 82
IPG 1970-74 a, b. H. 0.062, W. 0.067, rest. D.
0.52, Th. 0.027.
Very pale brown clay (1OYR8/3) with many
gray inclusions. Same fine, pale brown slip. A
small part of the original circumferenceis preserved, in two fragments. Eroded and chipped
surface,with some incrustations.
Overhanging rim, articulated with a pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; horizontaltop. The outer side of the lip is modeledwith a group of three and
a group of two ridges of varyingheight, separatedby
a central space. The three upper ridges are, in turn,
brown, unpainted, and red; the lower pair are covered by a wide brown band. The top and bottom
bands reach the outer top edge of the rim and the
undersideof the lip respectively.
Findspot:Isthmia, West Cemetery.
5th or 4th centuryB.C.
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132. Base fragment
Fig. 6, P1.82
IPG 1970-75. H. 0.089, W. 0.101, rest. D. 0.415,
Th. 0.022.
Impure, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4) with predominantly gray inclusions.Fine, very pale brown slip
(1OYR8/4). A small part of the original circumferenceis preserved.Much erodedsurface.
Circular base in the form of an inverted echinus,
probablywith a profile which is widened at the bottom. The upper part is modeled with two ridges of
varyingheight. A wide, dark red band coversthe upper ridge and part of the lower.
Findspot:Isthmia, West Cemetery.
4th centuryB.C.
133. Base fragment
IPG 1970-76. H. 0.07, W. 0.08, rest. D. 0.28, Th.
0.022.
Very soft, pink clay (7.5YR 7/4) with rare gray
inclusions. Fine slip of the same pink color. A
small part of the original circumferenceis preserved. Erodedsurfacewith some incrustations.
Circularbase in the form of an invertedechinus;the
upper part is modeled with two ridges, one covered
by a dark red, the other by a brown band.
Findspot:Isthmia, West Cemetery.
5th centuryB.C.
134. Bowl fragment
IPG 1970-77. H. 0.047, W. 0.136, rest. D. 0.545,
Th. 0.031.
Impure, reddish yellow clay (7.5YR 7/6) with
predominantlygray inclusions. Fine, yellow slip
(1OYR 7/6) on the outer surface of the rim. A
small part of the original circumferenceis preserved; lower part of lip missing. Much eroded
surface,somewhatchipped.
Overhanging rim, articulated with pendulous,
slightly inward slanting lip; slightly convex top. The
outer side of the lip is modeled with one group of
three ridges of varying height, a central space, and
another group of ridges of which only the beginning
of the ridge is preserved. The ridges are, in turn,
brown, unpainted, and red. On the lowest, partial
ridge there are traces of a brown band. The upper
brown band reachesthe outer top edge of the rim.
Findspot:Isthmia, West Cemetery.
5th centuryB.C.
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Fig. 6
135. Bowl fragment
IPG 1970-78. H. 0.028, W. 0.027, Th. 0.023.
Compact, yellow clay (1OYR 8/6) with rare
gray inclusions.Fine slip of the same yellow color.
A very small part of the original circumferenceis
preserved.Erodedand chipped surface.

Overhangingrim, articulatedwith a pendulous,extremelyinward slanting lip; horizontaltop. The outer side of the lip is modeledwith three ridgescovered
by alternatelybrown and dark red bands.
Findspot:Isthmia, West Cemetery.
4th centuryB.C.
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ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
Owing to the fact that this article had to be sent to the printer before receipt of proof from the author, the
following changesare noted here.
Add the following:
20, final line: 550-500 B.C.
29, final line: 500-480 B.C.
107, final line: 5th or 4th centuryB.C.
Page 386, col. 2, line 17: For 'pointedamphoras'read 'pointedamphora';footnote 111: Delete 'no. 571,' and
add ':2, p. 12, pl. 13 [5791:3'beforethefinal period;footnote 122: For 'griechische'read 'griechischen'
Page 387, footnote 123: For 'Griechischen'read'Griechische'
Page 388, footnote 137: For 'pls. XLII:42 b, d' read 'pls. XLII:b, d'; footnote 139: after 'AEAT 27,' insert
'1972,'
65, lines 5-6: For'pl. 26:b' read 'pl. 28:b'
Page 392, footnote 158, line 8: For 'Krete'read 'Kreta'
73, line 2: After'W. 0.153,' insert 'rest. D. 0.345,'
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75, line 3 from end: For '524' read '525'
78, par. 3, line 11: For 'ring-linked'read 'bar-linked'
83, line 2: After'Stand:'delete 'rest.'
85, last par., line 1 and footnote 183: For 'E-P 12-14' read 'E-F 12-14'
Page 398, footnote 188, line 2: After 'their' insert 'edges'
98, next to last line: For '272' read '275'
99, line 2: For 'H. of base support'read 'W. of base support'
108, line 3: For 'Base support:H.' read 'Base support:W.'
Page 409, footnote235, line 7: For "'Sostegnifittili a rilievo da Crotone,"Studi e Materiali, forthcoming'read
"'Hypokraterifittili a rilievo da Crotone,"Xenia 13, 1987, pp. 5-12'
Page 411, footnote247, line 3: For 'JHS 75, 1975' read 'JHS 75, 1955'
Page 412, footnote248: For 'footnote46' read 'footnote47'
130, line 5: For '1OYR8/6' read '1OYR8/3'
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